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PREFACE 

This pilot program in Police Commvnity Relations was sponsored by the 

Newark Human Rights Commission and conducted under a grant from the Office 

of I.aw El1forcement Assistance, United States Department of Justice. The 

program was designed to modify attitu1es of suspicion and hostility of the 

citizens towards police and police towards the citizens. 

The emphasis of the program was to allmr[ both polive and citizens the 

opportunity to examine stereotypes and to explode myths about various groups 

in the community. 

We acknowledge the invaluable assistance of Mayor Hugh J. Addonizio, 

who initiated the project, and of al~ the participants, police and citizens, 

without whose cooperation the program could not have been conducted. 

vIe also acknowledge the special contribution of Dr. Phillip Harden,' 

Assistant Project Director of Research, Hr. D§nrtis Bileca, Associate Director 

of Research and Dr. Barry Indik, Principal Consultant of Research. 

We also would like to add our thanks to Di;peQtor Dominick Spina of.the 

'Police Department, Mrs. Bessie Hill, Assistant Project Director of Adminis-

tration, and others too munerous to mention who in many ways contributed to 

the developn.ent of this program. 

For typing this report which was ably performed we commend Mrs. Carolyn 

Moyer and Miss Beverly Lynn. 

James I. Threatt, 
Executive Director 
Newark Human Rights Commission 
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Part I. I:ltroc.uctio.n ~~.N<:'.t.!:!£al.Jiistory _of tl"le 
.£olice-Communi,,:tv Relations TraiPinq; Fro;ram" 

Chapter 1. Objectives and Procedm'e 

The anicosities existing between the police and civilians 

is but another disl-:arrlOnious r.:anifestation of that complex 

tarestry of racial problems ~la~uing our society at large 

and urban centers in rar~vicular. This ::-ilot prog-ram, the 

Police-Comr,ll.mi.ty Rela.tions Training Proc;ran, '''as fundeL 

(from June 1, 1966 to June 30, 1967) to fulfill three basic 

objectives: 

1. To create a training center wI:ere recruited 

civilians and police could get together to 

mutually examine their ne:6ative stereotypes and 

resol ve the an'cipathies that enstranged one 

from the other. 

2 • To devise techniques whereby the rurposes and 

message of the program woul~ be carried back to 

the larger cownunity. 

3. To research and evaluate the success of the 

program in meeting its objectives. 

On October 17, 1966 an expert on small group dynamics, 

an associate of Scientific ~esources, Inc., was contracted 

to train 14 civilians an~ 12 police officers to act as tandem 

leaders in small group discussion. A full week of leadership 

training was given p~ior to tile opening of the Progra~ and 

i 
i 

1 
~ 

j 
! 
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by their Departmen t on the criteria that their duties 

involved them with substantial public contact. An add-

itional function of leaders was to lecture and conduct 

panel demonstrations in various commlnity settings, e.g., 

churches, public schools, civic organizations and neighbor-

hood agencies. 

During the Center's operational existence, November 3, 

1966 to May 11, 1967, it conducted five separate training 

programs, each of twenty-five hours or four weeks duration. 

The number of participants in each program ranged from 45 

to 60 individuals with an approximate equal ratioBof police 

and civilians. All progra.ms were essentially similar in 

structure and content. A total of 303 participants (165 

civilians and 138 police) received training during its 

duration. 

The police recruitment was by randqrn selection from a 

list of ranks, up to and including se:¢g~·,!I.i:j.ts. Unlike the 

police, civilian participB'bion was voluntary and were rec-· 

ruited by neighborhood assistants (staff members), from 

such cornmunity agencies and organizations as ~Jelfare Depart-

ment, Neighborhood Youth Corps, Community Action Program, 

Coard of Education, Human Rights Commission, S~nior Citizen 

Centers, and individual volunteers. All efforts were made 

to select civilians Nho were either representative of the 

community and/or were in influencial positions within their 

neighborhoods. Though our civilian recruitment was to a 

notable degree successful, nevertheless, our efforts to in-

volve a larger number of the more "activist" 
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individuals did not fully satisfy our standards. It is 

believed that a more satisfactory recruitment could have 

been achieved if funds for winimal renumeration, at least 

$1.50 per hour, were available. Our mUltiple attempts t.o 

raise the necessary indu.otria1 fim.d'$l 'w(ene futile .. 

In meeting the challenge of transforr..1ing negative 

stereoty:,es into syp!I'Clthetical orientations of [olice and 

civilians withi!} the pror;raI.;, the staff devisee: and relied 

upon five classical pedagogic techniques: a. lectures ar~ 

visual aids, b. small discussion groups led by c. trained 

tandem leac:ers, d. field trips to police and civilian sites, 

and e. situationalized role-playing. The rationale for 

these techniques is discussed in Part H; however, the 

fundamental aim was to explode stereotypes fOl ... nded on false 

or inco:--:plete information; and through personalized communica

tion and exreriences effect the en'otions of cOI:ill1unality. 

The tecl1niq'.les employed in meeting our obligations tothe 

lar:;er comm'.mity were: a) utilizing press releases to local 

newspapers to advL'I'tise the purpose and success of the rrogram, 

b) situationalized role-rlayin~ demonstrations held at two 

of Newark's Precinct Councils, c) emphasizing to partici

rants the need to communicat-e tte knowledge gained from the 

program to tlleir neighbors, and d) as previously ~ention-

ed, the lectures and panel discussions presented by the 

trained leaders in various community settings. 

The research staff, with the aid of consultants, devised 

pre- and post-questionnaires to measure the direction and 
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deGree o~ attit'..lc:e c:-..an::;e result-in.:?; fron rarticira.tion in the 

p1"ograt1. A pos·t-Progra~ '. evahlation cl'..lestionnaire "va[J also 

const,ructe-:l to measure t:.0 C:e.jree of feedback t~'_e lLc;raduat.eG" 

r:artici,:-'ants l:.aQ in carryin~ tI'~e messa:;e bac:: to t:.e community. 

The origin;)l ex:,erir:cu'!::,al c:.esign called for a::1 lIex~erir.!ental If 

as well as a 11 control :;rou:p ", l:ol'lever J -tile atter .. pt lvas aban-

donee: wit>. tl~e firs".:. ;:1"0,2'ra1:1. 

rrsim~le r:esi:::;n lL are two-fold: 

Tte reasons for resorting to a 

It provec' extrer.lely difficult 

to loce.te and a~f;1inister ·cI'.e instrur.1ents to the civilian 

control .~roup J on ·the other : anc~ the Police Je~")ar-Gment J who 

is very short-~:an(:edJ was relucta;:'lt to sacrifice the l~lan

rower hours necessary for administering the tests. 

--
\ 

\. 

'. 

\ 

\ 

\ 
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Chapter 2. ,".. Natural History of -cl:e Police-Community 

~elations Training Program (PCRTP) 

The first concern o~ the new PCRTP, after receiv-

ing aPDroval of its grant in June~ 1966, ''''as to consider 

available facilities. Paramount to tbe success of·the 

PrOo;rar.l ''las to :?ind a suitable site that coule! accOl:mlOdate 

five small c,-roups to conc1uct sir:ultaneous discussion. 

"1r,ile -(:,l:is search for adequate offioe space contin1.l.eG., 

attention was also (irecte~ toward selection of the pro-

j ect c irector. The res~0l1.sibility of selecting the 

r:irector restec: wit1: t::e !,ersonnel c011mittee, composed 

of rerresent:atives 7ror' ::tutc;ers and Seton iIall 

Universities, rJet'lark Yuman :ti:hts Conr.lission, Office of 

the i:ayor, Hewarlc Police ~e:,artment, anrl t:.e State Civil 

::ligI:ts Division. Initially, four applicants, hrith the 

necessary eGucatiQnal requirer.~ents.1 subr.litted resumes. 

The four, a Newar~ Police Captain, a New York police 

lieutenant, a polygraph ex~ertJ and court investigator 

were considered by the co~mittee. Nr~ Richard Arther, 

the volygrarh expert, was a leading choice, but was 

finally rejected for t~e top post by the Office of the 

l:ayor on the grounds that the arplicant was not familiar 

wit!l the City a!1c, its unique rroblems and would serve 

best as an assistant director. Others were unaccertable 

to various members of the conmittee. At this point, the 

Hayor t s Office suc:eested Iir. Ti:reatt, director of the 

Newarl~ Human Ric;hts Com:lission, since I~e hac :-rimary 

responsibility :::-or c.evelol;in~ tI"!.e pro.::;ram. The sugges'cion 
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was accepte.:l a11.Q 8,:::-;proval "Jas given by ~.ersonnel con:li-t;tee 

ane' JcI-:.e Justice Departnent. [:r. Threatt assucea the 

position of project d.irector. Since iiI'. Threatt was 

undertaldne; tb.is position in conjunction to his responG-

ibilities of I:uman :tights Director, e:e buc'.get was amended 

to create a secend position o~ assistant cirector to be 

raiC: ,dot:;. the surplus nonies of $12~ 000. 

Attention was -t:;.e11. focusec: toward leadership train-

in,;;, consic:erecl. vital to the success of: t:1.e small 

Giscussion eroups. In choosin:?; the Group dynar:lics 

s:?ecialist, t::e c>oices available for tl:is service tvere 

:t·:r. j';ax Eirnba'.l!--, a cons'.lltant in Jd-:.e fielc~ 0:: c;rouy> 

c:ynar.!ics, and Scien·:':i:::ic ~esources, Inc., a consultant 

,.. , 
1. J.rn. The rationale ::or contractin,.:; S~I was base.::' on 

the ~ollowing consi~era~ions: i~. Eirnbaum offered only 

one weekend of pre-pro~rar.l leac:ership trainin~ whereas 

SRI offered a wll01e week; Sal provided for continuous 

leacers~ip training for the duration of the program 

by a group ~yna~ic s~ecialist from their staff. On the 

other hand, Mr. f:irnbaum proposed that local minister, 

with a psycholo~ical backgrour~, conduct the follow-up 

.j- • , uraJ.nlng'. 

'iil--.ile still in the process of findinG suitable office 

space, attention was also given to interviewing and choos-

ing a clerical staff J neighborhood assistants, and two 

assistant (irectors (on~ for research and the newfost 
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• for [-rog-ramming and assistance in ~dministration). A 

clerical staff consistint~ of an office manager, stenozrapher, 

and two clerk-tYrists were subsequently chosen. C~oosing 

three neighborhood assistants, who l\1ould be in charge oE 

recruiting IIgrass roots ll people - those ~eople living in 

areas of highest criI:1e rates and lowest in police-conununity 

u;lderstandin'3', lvas complicated. The position of neighborhood 

assistant required individuals from tl;.e community far.:iliar 

with the local neighborhoods, its inhabitants, and tl;.eir 

rrobleTs--anG the ability to undertake a genuine li~i~on 

role between t,l:e l' Grass rooters" and lithe man downtown. II 

The three chosen for this position represented a ·good 

cross-section of the City itself. One of the "tw·o males 

hired, a Negro in his forty's, hjd a long criminal record 

and the distinction of being ",;,ell-known" by both the 

police and the community. His speciality was in reaching-

those people norl~'ally beyond the scope of any recruitment 

attempt. The Secone~ male, a young white graduate student 

in psychology, brought the necessary sldlls of in·cerviewin~ 

and capability of bridge-caking with many non-poverty ,3"roups 

and rersons. The female 111ember of the trio was a former 

cOl7!r.1unity intern with the Community Action Progral l of 
j 

I 
. I 

i 

P~ut,1"ers University and a well-known militant and activist. 

All three were faniliar witl: l'!ewark I s problep"s: its unique 

~opulation ratio, its eeonor.lic situation, ane: its diffieul-

-ties in housing and .el:l.rloyr.ent. A consulting sociologist was 

hired by the sponsorinG aGency, the m~c J to conc~uct in-service 

training for the nei~hborhood assistants. 
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The decision to divide and create two separate 

positions for the Assistant Directorsl:ip proved to be a 

wise move. For one ~erson to have undertaken all the 

functions of training, programming curriculum research, and 

assisting in administration would have proven disastrous to 

any or all of these areas. T~e problem however was in 

finding adequate personnel to fill these positions. The 

position of assistant ac:r.;inistrator and programmer was 

initially filled by l~. Stanley Silversweig, an associate 

of SRI, but this proved unworkable and a week later he 

,.,as replaced by ,. -
1· .. r. :1ichard ArtLur, previously r.tentionec! 

in tI:is report. lIe worl~ed for arrroxiJ.!ately three months. 

DotI: l'Jere forcee: to leave because tl:e job required tI)em to 

cut down on tl;eir otLer business cOl'imitrr.ents. I,ll". Robert 

James was in turn hired ane adequately performed his duties 

until early r';arch, 1967 when he decided to 60 back to 

graduate school -t.o complete the requirements for his 

doctoral degree. }Ie was immediately replaced with JlJrs. 

Bessie Pill, a member of the Rutgers Board of Governors with 

an impressive educational background and over thirty years 

experience in counseling and c.ommunity lvork. Ers. IIill 

rerr.ained with the l'l"'ogram until cor.lpletion. 

Ilecruitment for the second position of assistant 

director in charge of research was also difficult. Unable 

, . to find a qualified person to fill the position, l~. Threatt, 

with the approval of the Justice Department, hired Dr. 

:!)ianne Durke of Seton 11all University I s Psychology Department 
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for the sur~mer rnontl;s. SI:e~ in cooreration with the three 

~rincipal consultants a~proved by the universities involve~, 
, 

COMmenced to forn~~late t~e research design and necessary 

testin~ instruments. In Se9terLer, 1966, ~r. P~ilir ~arden 

was :.ired on a fl~ll-time basis and completed the research 

functions. rr. ::ennis E'ileca, sociology instructor at 

DouGlass College, was :~ired in r:arcl!, 1967, as a resef\rcL 

associate to 1'10:''';:; l'li t!, ;;1". i:arden in research and evaIua'bien 

of t!-e volul'1inous cata collected . 

"'litLin ·t:r',e first six weeks a ;-lace s'..l.i-;:;able to tLe 

proz-ran,'s needs was Ioca'cee: am: in late r'.ugust, 1966 the 

staff r.lOveG from its ter:porary quarters at City 1:all. On 

October 17, 1966, Scientific Resources, Inc., con~menced with 

the leadershi~ trainin1 of selected police and civilians into 

sucl areas of ~rour Cyna~ics as role-playing, feedback 

techniques, and leading discussions. All preparations in 

research, pro:rrar.:ming, and necessary recrui,tn.ent to begin 

the rrograrn were com~lete~, and November 3, 1966 marked the 

beginning of our first four-week training session. :!ith the 

cODrletion of t~e first session it was eecided to hire 

unCercraduate social science najors to train as observers 

an,: have tl1en P.1.8.intain diaries or all phases for each of the 

fO'.!r ;:::ro:::;ra1'8 tL8.t followec'. 
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Charter 3. Struct.ure 0:: Pr9F!;ra1.1 

Five separate lIr,rograms" were conduct.ed durinC' NelV'ark IS 

PolicE" Cormrmnity R.elations Training Proe-rar.l operat,ional 

existence, Noveraber 1, 1966 to l~ay 11, 1967. All f-.rograr.:s 

called fo~ 25 hours of training over a four week period, 

with the exception of the first one, which occurred over 

a five week span. An average of 33 civilians and 28 

rolice were trained in each phase, totaling 303 partici-

pants (165 civilians and 138 rolice) for all progran~s. 

(See Table IV J Chap·ter 7 for dates and further details) 

Partici::-ants 'vere expected to attend tNO class sessions 

per week at the Trainina Center for four consecutive weeks 

(a total' of 20 l:ours) anc to srend five hours on field 

trips. Field trips involved equal tiDe visitation of 

rained civilians anc. l'olice to eael:. oe.er I s "turf ". 

The fo~'at of the first ~ro~ram calendered all trirs for 

th.e seven-th and ei3';;:tl: session. However, tLis t.ir:e 

restriction prove~ ~ost di::ficult for cocrGinating t~e 

tir;e scl:edules of participants as ~'"ell as with those 

agencies and institutions el:osen for visitation. As 

a result, for subsequent program rarticipants were asked 

to either attend a site c!lOsen and pre-arranged by ·the 

staff, or insofar as it did not conflict with th~ir class 

sessions, to choose tI"'eir own tir.le and :-'lace. 

, 
't 

4A 
~~~,",-,-------~-----...... --.......... -----~---------.... ,,----------~~~~---'----~-'------
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All class sessions were conducteC {urin3 the morn-

ing l:ours (9:0C l~.E. t,ill noon), wit}, tl~e excer"tic.n of 

the tI\irc. prosrar.: (6:45 P.l,';. to C;:L1r5. P.M.) TI:e rationale 

behind tI'is l"orning to evening switch was to ir~prove 

civilian recruitr.:.ent and attendence; hm'rever) clue -to 

police resentnent for having to attend classes on tLeir 

off-(:uty I-~ours the ~lan was abandoned. 

The sequence and s·tructure a:: class sessions were 

nearly identical for all prograr .. s. The basic structural 

components of proe;rar~ sessions were: a) lectures, b) 

discussion grou~s, c) role-playing, d) field trips, and 

e) leadership trainin::;. The conte~ts of tl:.ese comronents 

shall be discussef in the following chapters. 

All pro;::;rans 1:li"'t~: tl:e exce~t.ion a::' nw'!:>er four, 

clevoted one sessic::'. ·t.o situationalized role-:-laying. 

T'''te rl'rs·t ~nc' la"'.1- (el·.rr' ..... l' ...... _ c::. ~ .. _ Ov tJ.t ... v ... sessions) were res~ectively 

c.'evoted to orientation and evaluation tvith 0'raduation 

exercises. All sessions, however, were typically 

structured alonG" the followinG: forr'a't: 

! 

I 
t 
I , 
I 
t 

I 
I 
t 
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9:00 I~. 

9: 15 1-... r:. 

9 ~ 30 i.. I:. 

9:45 A. 1.. 

10 :4.5 1\. ~T 

L .... 

11: 00 I\' • r 
1· .... 

12:00 

12:30 P. L~. 
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Lepc:er:shir Trai!}inrr §~ssiqn: A -?;roup dyna;·.1ics 
ex~ert, associate of Scientific ~esourcesJ Inc., 
is c:.iscussin,:; wit~1 police/ civilian leaders scrae 
f ace-:::' of sr.1all grou::. c_ynar~ics, or cO,!)ing w:i:tL 
ant.icir,atec. :--robler.'s in tl-.eir discussion grou:?s, 
or revie~Jin3 ;ast r:istal:.es, etc. 

Partici?an-~s : ave been arrivin3 si.::;nin.::; the 
attenc:.ance si:eet -- rick ur t.l;.e days forr.at of 
even-cs. 

Plenary_Session: Leadershir trainin.:; ceases 
and leaders enter tl-.e "lectu.re hall" and look 
for er:rty chairs alon,:;side the already seated 
rarticipanJ,:,s. Tl:e Assist.ant Director of:' 
Prograr.-ming and Administration revieNs and 
summarizes the main point.s o~ the rrevious 
session and gives a brief ot~line of the days 
!)rogram. Tl:e Director of the Prograr.; introduces 
the lecturer and topic of the clay. 

j.,e.cture: Ta~e recorc.!er is t~lrne~ on ane s:r-eaker 
be,3'ins his lecture ane. concludes in 30 l~dnutes 
to allow 15 minutes for answerin~ questions 
:1"01'1 the floor. 

Co:ff~e Br~.t: Everyone lleaC:s for the coffee 
ta~le. T::e tr.lzz o~ inforr::tal 0.iscussion is all 
around. 

Di§.9ssj,oLGrouf'§.: Participant.s breal~ into 
five snaIl ~~roUTS a11.Q with tl:eir tander: leaders 
;:;0 to tLeir own disc~lssion rOOLS. 

_/.':\iC;U:lll::.en~ ::01" Pgrt1-_c_inE,n-ts. _Trclinip,,:,_?ession 
:2or_Leaders: Lea(:'ers an:'_ t,rainer ,:iscD..SS hI'hat, 
~as trans~ired e~rin~ ~iscussion reriod and how 
tl:ey Lad 1.:2.na.::;el' it. 

j"C:journ:.ent for Leaders. 

Trainee: observers, um~ergra(:uate, social science majors, 
maintained ~ersonal diaries coverin~ all rhases of ea~~ session. 
1!owever, the numer of observers d.i[ferec with each progran: 
program #1 - none; #2 - one; # 3 - five, #4 - two, #5 - two. 

t 
1 
t 

I 
I 

I 
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Chapter 4 Content of Program 

A. Lectures -- Lectures were used essentially to open up topics for 

discussion. A few obvious areas were readily indentifiable, as program 

musts: The tie between POVERTY and CRIME, between POVERTY and PREJUDICE, 

POVERTY and discriminatory practices, POVERTY'S CULTURE in a society whose 

culture is largely middle class. Other broad areas included: multifaceted 

aspects of DISCRJ}IINATION, specific PROBLEMS of the POLICE, the need fot 

CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING. 

Less wide in scope, but deserving to be considered an indispensable com-

ponent of such a program, were such areas as: The Role of the Press: Impact 

of Recent Supreme Court Decisions, things all citizens need to know about 

liThe City We Live In." 

Once the areas of study were determined, a breakdown of the broader areas 

into facets was made. These facets would become the subjects for treatment 

in the several class sessions. (See Appendix D) 

The quest for session leadership (lecturers) ranged through the highest 

echelons of law enforcement agencies (Sealy and Mangrum of New York), University 

Authorities (Dodson of New York University - Lipsitt of Boston University), 

legal advisors (Heckel Dean of Rutgers law School, Smith of the U.S. District 
" 

Court of Appeals), to qualified City officials and. members of the ~rogram staff. 
;f 

Excerpts, from typical class sessions will serve to show how the areas were ex-

plored. 

This section will provide also a means for evaluating program content. 

A review of tape recordings of lectures, their salient points, subsequent group 

" questions and general audience reaction, will, we hope provide guidelines for 

future programs. The order in which lectures are presented is indicative of 
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the continuity running through each of the five programs. (See Appendix E f0r 

the list of lecturers and topics used in each of the five programs.) 

In introducing the participants to Police-Community Relations within the 

community, Hr. Donald Malafronte, Adrrinistra.tive Aide to the Mayor of Newark, 

New Jersey, offered this type of background information: 

Newark was originally a haven for men seeking Religious refuge. 
With the advent of the Industrial Revolution and the Civil War, marked 
changes first appeared in this white, Anglo-Saxon community. NeHark 
became a staging area for immigrants. In the 1800's the Germans came 
and the original settlers began their first move to the suburbs. The 
Irish were next and Here regarded as troublemakers by the Germans who 
fought them. The 1900's brought the Jews and Italians and as each 
wave come in, fears of the existing groups focused on 'what '<las going to 
happen to their city. 

During the Civil War, NeH Jersey was, in feeling, a Southern State 
with no great love for Negroes. Lincoln didn't carry the state., but 
he did carry Newark. There was a feeling then that the Negro was going 
to have an important part in the future of the city. T1vo known incidents 
of anti-Negro violence were put down by the white citizenry. In fact, 
until today, this is the closest Newark has come to a violent racial 
situation. Somehow ethnic and racial groups have been able to get' along 
in the city. It has been a "live and let live ll situation. (This was 
delivered prior to the 1967 riot.) 

What we're facing in Newark is not simply whites running from Negroes 
but the middle class running from the 101<{er class. It's not ('Inly the 
neighbor but the city that l'eople leave -- the flight of the affluent 
to the suburbs is part of the American dream. To better understand Newark 
is to understnad it as the ghetto of Essex County, the downtown of Essex. 

NeHark is about 50 per cent Negro, unemployment is about 9 per cent 
and serious problems exist in housing and education. It is, like other 
cities)' a city in crisis, but more so. Newark represents an uncommon 
challenge, with uncommon opportunities as well as uncommon dangers. 

To be a policeman in Newark is a tough iob -- he has the most difficult 
job of any policeman in any city, considering the high rate of crime and 
the city's racial composition. Crime in Newark is, in reality, largely 
crime committed by Negroes against Negroes, and the Negro is suffering 
the most from crime. 
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A survey last year of what people are concerned 
ward was concerned about crime prevention first. 
worried and want police protection. 

about sh01'led that every 
Negroes are especially 

There are all kinds of grounds for common understanding of people in 
Newark. There can be agreement between the races. Snmehow, someway, 
there can be agreement between people. I neednlt love you -- you 
needn't love me -- no great love. However J there must be that feeling 
I mentioned before -- live and let live. This is a significant advance 
in race relations. Newark is far ahead of any city in the world in 
accommodation between races. It's not a happy accommodation, but so far 
it's free of violence and real hate and that is something. 

Audience reaction was one of interest and pride, both the poor and the 

poljce were given "pats on their respective backs." There were few questions 

asked, for the schedule at this time did not permit it. 

If, as Mr. Malafronte indicated, there was a live and let live attitude 

among residents of Newark, then why were the police being "picked outll to 

engage in community relations work? Dr. Harold Lett, formerly one of the 

leaders of New Jersey's Division Against Discrimination, discussing the 

IIBarriers to Police-lUnority Group Understanding" stated: 

The Police are not being especially "picked out" because the same 
thing is being done with clergy, teachers, businessmen and other seg
ments of Newark! s population. ~\lhy indeed does anyone in Newark have 
to engage in this type of work? A lack of communication between groups 
in our society seems to be the answer. 
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This lack of communication makes it easily possible for rumor to fill 
the void of ignorance. We wonder why there is so much group dissention. 
The simplest answer is that we have failed to look at the necessity of 
communication. The kind of communication that is made possible through 
seminars of this nature. 

There is a joint challenge for police and the general public in the 
task of law enforcement: first, against the natural and the acquired 
obstacles to teamwork; second, vath the demand for objective thinking 
and very, very plain honest ta1kj and third, with the mature and in
telligent regard for the sensibilities and defensiveness of all ~inori
ties including the police. rrhere is one characteristic of all minority 
groups--racial ... ethnic, and occupational, as in the case of the police-
a defensiveness, the moment it looks as though I1we" are being assailed or 
critici7-ed. That defensiveness makes it much more difficult for the kind 
of ~oul searching that is essential if we are to begin to understand why 
po&iler people look upon us as they do. 

We must consider the obstacles built in to police work-- those that are 
inescapable: 

1) By the nature of their work they are the defenders of the status 
quo--the rules of society. The more change there is in a society, the 
more people will be in revolt against the status quo. This means an al
most natural adversity between the police and those people in revolt 
against the status quo. To prevent overt hostilities both sides must 
realize that this is an inescapable part of law enforcement responsibility. 

2) Police are the authorities of unusual authority. No other group 
has this authority or power. It is natural that the society which grants 
this power is also going to fear this power. This also means that the 
people possessil1~this Dower must be doublv sensitive to its significance 
so that the Dower will not be misused. 

3) The nature of police work and the reason for having the police is 
such that it is they who must be confronted with society's problems. Un
fortunately, they only see thellseedyll side of life. They deal with people 
who are in trouble. All these confrontations can build in police a skep
tical, even cynical outlook of humaity. The people see the police as the 
symbol of the society that has shut them out. 

4) It is hard for the police to deal with thesellseedyll people everyday 
and still conceive of the IIBill of Rights .11 So, in order for police to do 
the best job, they need more exposure to the human relations factor of 
police Work. 

5) We are developing a minority group psychology. They are constantly 
reminded of their ~tnority group status--both Negro and police. This 
causes the minority group to become defensive; the IIchip on the shoulder ll 

invites action which causes reaction. 
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These five factors result in a police 
each other. Both groups resist change. 
presented by the general public: 

and minority group suspicion of 
Let us now consider the obstacles 

1) Fear of loss of being involved--but more and more ,-[e will have to be; 
2) Fear of loss of time and freedom--the core of public apathy; 

(It is primarily a police job to make that first overture in 
trying to break down this public barrier.) 

3) Expectation of police as superman. 

In identifying minority groups, the following nine criteria can be used 
to determine any group, including police, as a minority group: 

1) high visibility--traits setting them off as different 
2) how many of them there are •.. 
3) how much they "threaten" us by gaining political power, etc; 
4) how long they take to assimilate; 

(The major difference between minorities of the past and of today is 
they, Italians, Irish) etc, had white Christian parents.) 

5) history of contact with them and the amount of guilt and conflict; 
6) the little communication between us and themJ 
7) the inescapable exploitation; 
8) their reaction and arrest because of exploitation; 
9) our reaction to their reaction--I!white backlash." 

This is an absolute formula for knowing not only who is a minority group, 
but why they are. These points are the roots of delinquency and crime 
and the prime targets of the public and the police. 

There were fewer questions and a lesser degree of interaction among par-

ticipants than normally occurred at meetings. Perhaps due to Dr. Lett r s 

thoroughness, the audience needed more time to digest the information con-

tained in his presentation or possibly the group was a bit overwhelmed by 

his powerful delivery. Among the pertinent questions asked were these: 

Q. You said the poli.ce should make the first overture. 
vfould you be more specific? 

A. I was talking then about the general condition of police and the 
general community relations. The police must let the public know 
that they want this (this program) kind of thing operating. The 
police have taken an arm's length position. They don't want Cl.Vl.

lians messing in their affairs. We've got to show not only that 
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we're willing, but we want this kind of exchange. This is what I 
meant by the initi~tive. 

Q. I don't know ivhether the police should attend these meetings or not, 
but for the civilians I know its voluntary. Anyhow, the people 
that come here are the ones that are interested. You can't make 
it mandatory for a civilian. Can you suggest or do you know of 
any way .•.• 

A. Yes, I know of one way, that is the developing of a community rela
tions council on a precinct level. Even if the initial groups are 
small (a dozen or so civilians and three or four cops) if they are 
real and they are alive, alert, and dynamic, there will be an 
ever widening circle of influence. As more civilians have more 
contact with the police, this filters back into the neighborhood 
by word of mouth the most effective way we know of involving more 
and more people. 

Dr. Lett explained how minority groups can be identified. The poor, 

especially the Negro poor, can be addHionally viewed through their 

style of life or what Dr. Emily Alman of Rutgers University's Department 

of Sociology, in her lecture entitled "The Soap Opera of the Poor." 

I want to talk about a country that has 180 million people, most of 
them think theylre better than anyone else, and a little mad at the 
fact that everyone else thinks they're better than they are. Our country 
is stratified on ethnic lines to begin with. Somewhere in the growth 
of our nation, we've managed to build in who is better than what • 
Protestants are better th~!1 Catholics who are better than Jews, and whites 
are better than Negroes, etc .•• We also know that the wealthy are better 
than the middleclass who are better than the lO\'ler class. You can see 
it. They look nicer, and smell better--people do look better, and you 
can all tell the difference. Men are superior to women and this is a 
youth ~ulture and the aged are out. 

All these things suggest that there are a series of stigmas, and I 
want to use that word, rather than minorities, attached to certain 
aspects of society. First, we stigmatize, and second, we avoid it, 
because an association with a stigma means guilt by association. YOUl: 
~roqlem i~t minorities, your problem is the stigma attached to 
minorities! The question of stigma is the question one has to deal with 
when annoyed with other people. 

l' 
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There is nothing very different about the life of the poor and the 
life of the rich--not the middle class. Both of these groups have the 
same relationship to society; both have large numbers of unemployed, 
both do not have to get up in the morning and go to work, and both 
have a peculiar adapt.ation to life that I call the "soap opera" of life 
for the poor. And isn't it possible that people disengaged from the 
industrial complex will tend to create the same kind of lives no matter 
who they are? And the quality of it will depend in large part on 
whether you have the money to afford it. 

At what age are children disengaged from their rich parents? Very 
early. The same things happen for the poor children. If you read the 
papers--the murder and love cases--you will find a very interesting 
parallel between the very rich and the poor, and I'm not including the 
working class poor or the middle class. 

There are approximately 30 million poor people in the United States 
who earn less than $3000 a year for a family of four. In addition to 
this it costs more money to be a Negro in the City of Newark or any city. 
One half of the poor are working poor! They earn less than the minimum 
wage. This is important because one of our problems with the poor is thagA't 
have the brains to quit. They go on and on despite the fact that the 
work will never bring them a decent standard of living! 

We do not know how many unemployed there are-- there may be 3 million 
or 30 million. We don't really know. But 3.8% of the civilian labor 
force is not working, and that does not include all those people who 
haven't even tried. I am going to ~ryto suggest to you that people don't 
try to get work because they're lazy, because they're no good, because 
theY've got no ambition, but because there are no jobs around for them, 
because they don't know where to find them, because they're cut away 
from them physically, because they're in parts of the world where jobs 
do not exist, because we are auton~ting in the United States and unem
ployment has got to go up in spite of all the bright wars we may start, 
and this is the key to my lecture. We are--eoing to have to face the 
fact that more and more Americans are goin~to have to do less of the 
work. that more and more of the work is gging to be done bv the machines, 
that more and more TIeople are going to have to learn to live without 
work, that more and more automation is going to run our industrial machine. 
Now the argument against me is that it costs more money to keep up the 
automated machine, and that will use up people or that we will be selling 
services to others. I didn't quite figure that one out but neither did 
the seven economists who were talking about it in Appalachia when I was 
there. I submit that you can learn from the poor, you can learn from 
their "soap opera", You can learn how to live without work. You're 
going to have to learn to live without work because there is not going 
to be work to do! 
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The rural economy has had it, and 50% ~f all poor are rural poor. 
The industrial economy is where the wealth is ••• it's the cities where 
the money is. It is the latest immigrants into the city who make up 
the city poor; the Puerto Ricans, Mexicans, Indians, and the Negro. 
These are the newest immigrants into the industrial system. Rural poor are 
becoming the urban poor. ·35% - 70% of their money goes toward rent. 
What you have in urban America today are the poor who have just made it in
to the city. The best they can do is survive and give the kids a push. 
Some come here but not to work. Here is where the "soap opera ll begins: 

If a man does not have a job, a man is not a man! Manhood depends on 
how much ;you earn. If he can I t be a man, he then tries to be virile. This 
is world-wide. Ghetto men for generations have decided that if they canlt 
give money they will provide a service, and that service is sex. 

The poor are more romantic than the other class~s--they believe in 
sex only with those they really love. There is always something exciting 
happening. Tremendous passion going on and excitement every minute. Why? 
Because this is the only meaning to life, because there is no sense in 
planning for the good life. If you donlt grab it now, you wonlt get it. 
To save money is foolish. 

However, we in the lniddle class bring demands upon them of a culture 
they have no part in. We insist that their children be prepared for this 
other middle class Ivorld. 

The child of the poor gets in the way of much of this IIsoap opera ll , 

and he knows it. The parents were treated the same. The kids tend to 
find their o\·m security among their friends, rath(3r than the parent
child relationship. Parents don't indulge or depl3nd on their kids. 

If you're poor and can only afford one symbol of affluence, it's 
going to be the most expensive one possible. This gives the poor a sense 
of being a full-blo\ffi American, because Americans have no right to be 
poor! 

The poor are a sharing people, a generous people, a dynamic people, and 
they are a violent people. Their crime rate is high. They act out 
instead of talking. It's a constant drama of joy and tragedy both for 
themselves and their community. 

Dr. Alman I s discussion, was evident that she reached and .. ron support of 

both the police and. the civilians. 

Q. You touched on fear, patience, violence, and fear .which stems 
from these. Do you have a solution to these points? 

A. Love. Unless we start respecting each other for what we are and 
understanding it--. We all need personal security. This I think 
is the answer to poverty. There should be a reverse income tax-
money. Because if the money is there, the habits will change. 
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Not nov! but in the next generation. There is a terrible tension 
to not knoliing whether you'll have money for your kids tomorrow • 

. J. Q. Where does the teenager stand. in this "soap opera"? 

A. 

o. 

A. 

He's got a magnificent male model in the home, but itls not the 
model we would like him to have. I think hels caught. I don't think 
middle class America is dying to have him in, neither physically 
nor economically nor a lot of other ways. Welre telling him to 
act this 1'l8Y, and when he does, he gets nothing for it and I think 
he k!l0W~ it. The truth is you don't need a high school degree to 
do the work they let you do. The kids are caught up in hypocracy. 

Do you feel that Welfare is in the interest of the poor? 

Itls the only ally of the poor, but their laws are responsible 
for breaking up the Negro family. VIe forced the man out of the 
house. ltls been both destxuctive and constructive. You can't 
work because you have welfare. 

The children of the poor pay back soc:i.et~ not their paxents. They go 
in the Army and pay taxes. These kids are most important. If we 
treat these kids ~th respect and dignity, weIll have an adult populati0n 
who have their own self-respect and dignity. 

She described the constant drama of joy and tragedy being acted out 

by the poor. The outward manifestations of this drama are what people see 

and what they use to prejudge the poor. Hum&n beings natural affinity toward 

pre-judging and its sometbnes dire consequences is what Dr. Dan Dodson, head 

of the Center for Human Relations and Oommw1ity Development at New York 

University was talking about when he presented his lecture entitled IIPrejudice. rr 

We have no choice --we're all born into groups, and we take on 
whatever attitudes and values those groups have. The group teaches 
us the meanings of things as it sees it. As we mature: we eventually 
take in the world, and from that point on, we begin learning pros
pects, that is, developing notions about people different to us. 
Everyone has a tendency to prejudge. Some of those prejudgements 
have to be changed in light of new experiences, such as new gxoups. 
We use our priox learning situations to adjust to new experience 
and there is no such thing as an unprejudiced person. 
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There are Quilt-in trends of problems that face us particularly 
with police. It is quite noticeable that any attempt to dis-
credit a government or the authority in the community begins with 
the attempts to discredit police. If you could create a loss of 
confidence in the law, this is the first step. Anyone who ,\'ants 
to try to undermine us/~~ing to be attacking you (police) first 
because you are the most vulnerable of the community's institutional 
structure. Attempts to discredit law enforcement is a constant 
thing. It's not difficult to say that the police are hard on 
minority groups and that this is the result of some kind of policy 
that stems all the way to city hall and that it is a reflection 
of the t0tality of government of the community and feeling that 
this in turn is a reflection of the power arrangement of the 
community that puts the government in power. 

Americans in general and minorities in particular probably have 
a wholesome disregard or lack of respect for authority, a whole
some fear of the police state. Another thing that makes the police 
vulnerable is that they are the instrumentality of last resort. 
If the family, the school, and the courts break dOlin, it's up to 
the police to keep civil order. There is no passing the buck 
beyond here, because this is where the road ends. 

Police have some kinds 
think get in their way. 
them, is to see all of a 
tinctions between people 

of attitudes and pre-judgements that I 
This tendency, which is not unique to 
group alike---the inability to make dis
on the basis of their being people. 

Most riots that have occurred have invariablv started with poor 
PGlicing at some point or another. One man was m.i.st.akenly clubbed 
and shot when he threw up his hands. The policema~>;'assumed he had 
a weapon. Because .. fe tend to behave so often from the pictures in 
the back of our mDlds rather than from what is reality in crucial 
situations, it is very hard to sometimes rely on people, the per
ception. that we have, hOI..,. we see things. Because sometimes it's 
not really what reality is but what it is in the back of our minds. 

There are very few people in a city who want all the laws enforced. 
vlliich ones that are enforced involves someone's judgement. This is 
an open invitation for di9trust of the police. This is .control by 
politics or the police department, and this is an open invitation 
always to a man to be exploited, to be in compromise situations. 
It only takes one in a thousand to keep the police stereotype alive. 
(There is no greater service in any community than the police 
department, when policing is done right.) This creates a prOblem 
in our changing neighborhoods. The new group coming in has not 
yet developed its norms in terms of how "farll they can go. People 
are always testing their limits. A policeman has to make infinite 
deCisions, especially in a changing neighborhood. 
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vJhat we have really been saying in America to the minority 
groups is that if you want attenti~n, about the only way you 
can get it is to riot. If we can come together and throw around 
t.hese ideas and have an honest dialogue, then the police will be 
able to provide the kind of law and order that makes for the 
.fullest fjlf.illment of all. 

Because the police tended to de defensive about the idea that bad 

policing may well have caused riots Dr. Dodson provoked more reaction than 

most other speakers. Most police questions were negative, and the tone in-

dicated doubt of his expertise and authenticity. ~iO points seemed to be 

causative factors in the police negativism. They believed he approved of 

rioting as a means of instituting social change and that the examples he 

offered were too r@note to be of value. An example of this interchange 

follows: 

Q. Sir, you state that bad policing was the cause of many riots. 
llJere you at the scene of the Harlem riot or any of these riots? 

A. I have had the chance to look at the material in a lot of these 
riots. Go back and look at them, don I t take my word for it. How 
many of them started from some problem of relationships with police 
handling an incident in a tense situation out of which came an 
explosion? Invariably, if the policeman had had a little more 
ldsdom or a little more understanding, you might have avoided the 
halocost. 

Q. Would you say in regard to the question of fear of culture that 
this comes from lack of communication? 

A. I don't think this is a great problem. It is most often given as 
the issue. I frankly think that the problem is much more one of 
a group co~ing into the community powerless and having to cope 
with the mechanisms set up by the people who are in power and have 
power in the community. It is not a matter of communication. Rather 
it is that this group does not have enough leverage to make its 
interests felt and taken into accountin contest for political power. 

Using our prior learning situations to adjust to new experiences is 

how Dr. Dodson defined prejudice. One of these learning experienc:es may come 
\'"..,~ 

from the reading 'of newspapers. Mr. Andrew Staziak, Managing Editor of the 

Newark Star T,edger". con.fronted this problem in his address on 11 The Role of the 
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I believe that a newspaper should be a mirror on the activities 
in the community in which it lives. It should reflect the events, 
the moods, the well-being or lack of well-being among the various 
factions of a community. Does it always do this? Of course not. 
There are many reasons, two of which happen to be the natural re
luctance on the part of many individuals for publicity of any kind, 
they just shy away from it, and agitation by special interest groups 
and individuals in an effort to forment spirits of fear, hatred-
for their own personal gain or otherwise. 

wben people run away from comment on public issues, they abdicate 
their chance for good publicity. It is much the same as the 
pe:rson who doesn't vote. What right has a person who has not 
voted to complain about tlle politician who was in office and not 
doing what he thought was right? 

I believe that the newspapers in Newark have tried honestly to 
report the news to the community in all its complex and varied 
fashion. I think had either newspaper or the public media fallen 
into the now obvisus attempt to use the press to inflame the commu
nity, we would have had a serious situation last Slnruner. I think 
that Newark could have possibly joined the other cities which have 
had riots. 

I say this, Newark is working on its problems. One of the best 
evidences of this is a group like this where reasonable men and 
women meet to plan and work for the betterment of the community. 

It is so necessary that a complete liaison be established between 
the leaders of the community and the newspapers. This is so im
portant. In Newark we have somewhat of a liaison, but we have a 
very long way to go. People are ~.fraid of the ne'Wspapers, and I 
say they should not be. Today, newspapers, are not the papers of 
old. They have a great feeling of responsibility. Don't forget, 
'We live here too. 

This is not to say the newspapers should keep lithe lid on" so to 
speak. A public dialogue, an honest dialogue without 1"ssorting too 
name calling to distortions, is what the commU:'lity needs. The 
newspapers should report the news but it should be in the proper 
perspective. I don't know whether a handful of people picketing 
a meat market rates a top headline in the newspaper. I don't 
believe so. In my estimation it's not in perspective as far as 
the community is concerned~ 
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H01-" can you' get a good press? Write letters to the newspapers. 
They'll print them. We're in the business of gathering news. Call 
in the human interest story, especially those showing an advance 
in human understanding. Be proud of the neighborhood, the city. 
Don't wait until an ugly situation arises to come forth. Do it 
before the situation arises and there won't be a situation. The 
newspaper stands ready to help in anYVlay. 

Although the audience was extremely active in discussion period, questions 

did not seem to focus on the role of the press in fostering better police-

community relations. It seemed that they we::'e more concerned with what the 

newspaper would print and suggestions for what it should print. To some ex-

tent they were also concerned about their place in Newark's future. This 'vas 

probably due to the manner in which Hr. Staziak focused upon his topic. He 

seemed to emphasize the role of a newspaper in a developing urban community, 

more specifically the role of the Newark Star Ledger in Newark. 

Q. In reference to this growing Newark, where are we as Serior Citizens 
going to be when Newark blooms in twenty years? 

A. The city of Newark certainly has its tremendous problems mainly be
cause residents of the city did not take it upon themselves to do 
something about this prior to this date. It was t1venty years ago 
that the city \'las starting to decay, and that was the time when the 
Senior Citizens of today, as younger men should have taken it on 
themsleves to say something. 

Q. Sometimes we don't find the subject that should be interesting to 
the general public. I'm wondering if more stress shouldn't be 
put into the editorials and the questions kept up to date themselves 
so that people in the community might be able to keep up with all 
the issues. 

A. We run one colum of editorials a day and this is generallv written 
by one individual with the advice of the editors. lvIost people don't 
realize that this is the only place where We can put our oplnlon. 
Reporters are to report only top facts, not opinion, in their stories. 

Q. I've heard it said several times by police officers that in the news 
quitn often they print events that are not :.t'eally true. I was 
wondering if at any time if any officers has come to you and said 
this really didn't happen because he was there and ask you for a 
retraction? 
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A. We've made etTors J certainly J and to{e f ve run retractions. Hany 
times these things happen because police officers are busy at 
the scene and reporters canlt get the information. This is why 
I said before there is such a great need for a proper liaison. 

Q. How much press does this place (The Police-Community Relations 
Training Program) have? 

A. VIell., from time to time we do run articles on the overall program. 
I think a group like this would not lend itself really to over
exposure in the newspapers. I mean big stories about it wouldn't 
do any good. I think the feeling engendered in this room will do 
the community far more than a publicity puff about the aims and 
aspirations, because you can read about aims and aspirations of 
groups all the time. When this group goes out and then does some
thing for the community, that would be great news for the community. 

Mr. Staztak told us that the newspaper needs to report the news in 

proper perspective. Proper perspective is essential, and Dr. Hannah Levin 

of Rutgers University1s Psychology Department discussed the flRelationship of 

Poverty to Delinquency and Crimetl with a degree of perspective much of the 

press rarely achieves. Prevention of crime) according to Dr. Levin, is the 

basic task of the police, not the apprehension of criminals. Poverty must 

be understood in order to prevent relinquency and crime related to it. Povert.y 

is not just a lack of money--but lack of power that each human being has over 

his life. 

She said, during her remarks: 

The primary function of the police is to apprehend' criminals, 
but other people believe they should prevent crime. I believe tm 
basic task is to prevent crime. To prevent crime is everybodyls 
job. 

What .is the psychology of the poor that leads more often to 
criminal behavior than other groups? Poverty is no~ just lack 
of money, but lack of power that each human being has over his 
own life. Poverty is powerlessness in the psychological sense. 
rt exists more among the poor. For instance, the poor can't 
control their lives or where they live. They are pushed around 
and subjected to other people f s will. This is what leads to crime, 
not just lack of money. You get criminal behavior from the frus
trations of being powerless, from not having a concept of flI am 
somebody--I am a man.il 
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Being poor "means you see the world vBry differently than 
being rich • What I s the basic reason these poor' kids get in 
trouble? Frustration in not being able to dictate hmv you are 
to lead your own lif'e. In response to this frustration the in
dividual can either withdraw or lash out. And I think these are 
the hvo types of crime we have here Ln Newark. The withdrawal is 
evident in alcoholism and drug addiction. People can fight 
legitimately by getting a job or by resorting to crime. Those 
choosing crime are really fighting to be "people". 

There are not enough legitimate parts to higher status in our 
society. Yet we constantly tell everybody they can have what 
they want. 

This frustration of being a success affects men more than women. 
He loees his manliness when he can't achieve what he wants. 

I think that crime comes from the reactions to lack of opport\mity 
all the things that make people feel powerless. People learn from 
each other. v.Jar and killing on a mass scale and sometimes police 
violence all serve to provide examples of social approval of nega
tive values. The police should be the healthy model for the commu
nity by being the least violent. 

Society can rid groups of symptoms such as gangs, but they must 
replace them with something constructive. VIe also try to contain 
crime within the poor community. In wealthy communities there is 
greater protection. An inequality exists. 

The only answer is that the answer to crime canlt be a vindicti-!(; 
one. Either by not taking it out on the police for not preventing 
it, or taking it out on them for being too brutal. It is IIHow 
do we make a better life for these people?ll We do this with more 
jobs a!ld superior school systems that are meaningful to its 
students. Where the poor are given a chance there are dramatic 
effects upon crime. For example J during the bus boycott in Alabma. 
there was a tremendous drop in the crime rate. 

The _police a.ppeared to be somewhat alienated by Dr. Levin's lecture. 

QUestions seemed to be motivated by defensiveness about the role of the police 

and Dr. Levin r s assertion that police standards had to be raised. Also, 

they may have been frustrated in their at+,empts to broaden the horizon of the 

topic--they seemed to want a comparison made -between crimes of the poor and of 

the rich as well as personal factors involved, whereas Dr. Levin indicated--

this was not within the domain of her', topic. 
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Q. If failure breeds failure, why didnit the depression breed 
a complete generation of failures? 

A. During tha.t period the people realized that this was not chronic 
failure passed on from generation to generation. They still had 
hope because they knew things had been different. There "lere 
also many more poople in the same boat than there afe with the 
poor. In addition to this, they got out of it by social action-
straw movement organiziIlg. 11m talking about -failure over genera
tions. I mean chronic families of failure wher'e everyone in the 
family is a failure. We even found that psychologically putting 
all poor together in the projects puts people in a condition that 
breeds more poverty. Nobody gets strength from nobody and gets 
strength from nowhere. We get it from someone important in our 
background. 

Q. You spoke of police being brutal? 

A. Yes, they are, some of them, but so are other people. Because 
police are held up as models ~ th(;' have to realize the importance 
of being less brutal. I think th0re is sometimes police brutality. 
\vhen youlre wearing a uniform, and carrying a weapon, and holding 
a stick, you must be aware of how you are perceived. You are al
ready frightening. Therefore, one has to use this tremendous dis
cretion the other way, Policemen get frightened too. It's a very 
difficult job being a policeman. If society really wanted to 
change the whole situation with crime, lve would rei-lard policemen 
more. The lower you make the requirements for a policeman, you 
will get people like this. 

Q. You said that crime was due to poorly paid policemen. 
What happens when a rich kid commits a crime? 

A. There are also personal frustrations that lead to crime. I'm 
just taU{ing about social conditions that lead to greater 
crime in low income communities than in higher income communities. 

Q. When a family comes from the ghetto and is considerably poor, and 
when you have two or three children in a family, what motivates one 
to pursue his education and the other to say, fftvell., I I d rather go 
out and get drunk.? lJ 

A. There are differences you know within families. Even if you've 
been brought up in the same family, there are differences in the 
way you're treated. Your parents may have had a problem when 
you were being brought up and not your younger brother. There a~e 
many personal factors to criminal or sick behavior. What I restricted 
myself to talking about was the social factors. When you invite 
me to talk about middle class suburban crime, I will. 
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One of the ways the impoverished compensate for a lack of power is 

}: through the illusory power gained from the use of narcotics and other drugs. 

Dr. Donald Lombardi of Seton Hall University's Psychology Department approached 

this area of concern with this discourse on IICrime, Juvenile Delinquency, 

and Drug Addiction. II 

All children feel a sense of helplessness in an adult l.'lorld. 
The child is constantly looking up, he feels weak and helpless 
as he is growing up. It is fundamental law that all ~eople try 
to go from weakness and uncertainty to a position of adequacy 
and advantage. For a kid this feeling of adequacy can be reached 
through joining a group. 

There are two ways of "moving Upll; the useful or the useless 
"roads of life tr • ~Tost people are able to feel that they are 
somebody, something. If they are worthwhile and useful, they can 
become something. The useless way is crime, delinquency and drug 
addiction and all forms of pathology. This is still an attempt 
at becoming secure in life. 

Juvenile delinquents are trying so hard to be somebody, to be 
secure, masculine. To be masculine they steal, drink, engage 
in sexual activity, engage in "masculine'l actiVity. II Boys try 
to act in a way they believe ureal men" do. What people think 
of you is what they see and juvenile delinquents must look the part, 
The girl tries to act like a man, because masculinity implies 
something which is secure. Girls even try to tatoo themselves. 
This is masculine and therefore secure and to be feminine is to be 
weak. A Universal drive is to go from a position of weakness to 
that of advantage in order to feel secure. Some individuals go to 
extremes and withdra11 into themselves or attack against otners. 

People who are disposed to use drugs are people who feel weak, 
uncertain and insecure. They try hard to prQve their masculinity. 
Taking a needle, is masculine, it enhances their sense of exhibi
ting strength. 

The favorite pathway to addiction .is' what I" call i'weekending" 
or juvenile drinking. With drugs one feels more secure. The 
principal characteristics are immaturity and childishness on 'the 
part of the drug user. He is impulsive and requires imm~diate 
gratification of his needs. 

No one has found the way in which to help a drug addict. It's 
a question of speeding up the maturation process to make him an 
adult. He is not prepared for an adult life. Parents can neglect 
their children with can cause a child to feel inadequate or a mother 
cah be over-indulgent and always give in to him, both extremes causing 
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the same thing -- kids who are not prepared for adult living. 

Drug addiction is a problem in minority groups; Negroes, 
Puerto Rica.ns, Italia.ns all living in congested areas all show 
a high percentage of addiction. 

Dr. Lombardi was generally well received on all points except his 

comments upon ppychological addiction to drugs being a myth. This was 

contrary to the belief shared by many of the police and civilians. 

However, he was regarded as interesting, and the group avidly discussed his 

lecture in their private discussions. 

Q. Why do juveniles seek the useless :road for security? 

A. People engage in things that they are good in and recei.w 
satisfaction. The juvenile delinquent may not see the necessary 
skills in himself. The youngster who comes from a rough downto1tm 
neighborhood w~ll feel more comfortable in his own milieu than in 
the nicer areas of tov.'11. You choose that which is more familiar 
and gives you a sense of adequacy. The juvenile delinquent feels 
no other avenue but drugs. 

Q. You said treatment is practically a failure. Do you knOiv 
of allY successful cases? 

A. Yes, I know many. One boy was a mainliner and today holds an 
important position in a large company. He helped himself. The 
attitudes ,,,,e hold toward the problem are important. The whole 
problem of drug addiction is a myth. There's no problem at all, 
The big problem is not physical dependency, its psychological. 
A person can break his physical dependence very quickly. The 
problem is ppychological dependency. The problem disappe~rs by 
itself when the person gets older. There are very few old drug 
addicts. The use of pills is in many respects more serious than 
the use of heroine. And I believe in minority groups the use 
of heroine is on the decline. 
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Q. What is the relationship beb..,een dr~g addiction and crime 
in general? 

A. When it costs $5. a bag, and you use twenty bags a day, seven 
days a week, and you're not working. 

The poor, especially the Negro pObr, are beginning to gain a sense 

of adequacy and a new pr~de. Police departments are suddenly faced with 

situations that require much more tact and understanding of what is motiva-

ting the poor community. 

The effects of civil rights on police-community relations was explored 

by Mr. Bayard Rustin, a nationally known civil rights leader. Unfortunately, 

an electric power failure prevented the staff from recording this highly in-

teresting presentation and audience reaction. A few excerpts from an 

observer's diary should give the reader an adequate idea of the contents and 

,p atmosphere of this session. 

Mr. Rustin began by complimenting the City of Newark for its 
courage and foresight in setting up the Training Program for 
police and civilians. He said one major advantage of a program 
of this kind is to let police officers know what is going on in 
the minds of the poor people so that they could more adequately 
cope with their problems. He spoke about friendship between 
police and civilians. He said the Civil Rights leaders are the 
best friends the police have because they are fighting the in
justices that breed disorder and crime. 

An observer noted that during the talk, a few policemen were staring 

at the ceiling, blushing, looking at the floor, or looking at each other in 

discomfort. The audience as a whole interrupted Mr. Rustin's speech several 

times with applause. One or two lady participants shouted "Amen!" and "right!" 

many times during the talk. 

After praising police for their job as protectors of the people, 
Mr. Rustin suggested some ways police practice would be improved. 
He said police should realize the poor feel imprisoned, in their 
ghettos. Police should pay more attention to the criminals who 
are fast, clever, and lIon the ball", rather than to those who are 
not fast, not clever, and not on the ball. 
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The latter get caught disproportionately. Further, the police 
should realize fear of police is not a deterrent to crime. 

HEl spoke of some of his own personal unpleasant encounters 
with the police. He said t.hat ome in Nev' York City) police 
officers stopped him and simply could not understand what a 
Negro was doing on Park Avenue, a middle-clans Ilwhite ll neigh
borhood, dressed in middle-class lIwhite ll clothes, carrying a 
middle-class "white" briefcase. 

He stated that his mother taught tim when he was very young 
that if he had to go uptown, he had to avoid two categories: 
1) white women; 2) policemen. 

He ended his speech. 

Someotle asked how he reconciled his philosophy of nonviolence with 

the militancy implied in the concept of "B;'ack Power", Hr. Rustin said, 

I1what am I supposed to say to the Negroes in Watts who told me that they 

succeeded in their riot? lIlrJhat do you mean succeeded?l( I asked, rrYoulve 

destroyed property and lives. II They answered, II For years we I ve tried to 

. get the MaYor and Police Chief to come and see us and understand our problef~";' 

We tried it your way. It didnlt work. We then tried violence. We got actj_oX). 

fast! rr 

Someone else in the audience had some papers in front of him as he 

spoke •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . He asked if all of his arrests 

had been on behalf of the Civil Rights Movement. A police captain, asked 

"What has this got to do with why we are here? You are getting off the 

subject. II A civilian lady exploded at the officer, rrDo you knolv wh.:;tt it 

means not to have any beans in the pot when your kirls come home?1I 

A man with dark glasses, standing in the back, said that he lvas a 

member of the John Birch Society and lvondered if there was any connection 
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,; between the speaker's activities and socialism. 

"My good friend," replied Mr. Rustin, "I run a socialist .11 Laughter in 

the audience. Also gasps. 

A white male civilian strode halfway up the room and said, "I don't 

see why we should continue this meeting. Let's all leave. \I The assistant 

director attempted to restore some semblence of order since everyone was 

shouting. The behavior of some of you. How can we approach the truth unless 

we are open-minded and behave as adults? That's all I have to say./I Much 

applause. Nr. Rustin was surrounded by participants congratulating him on his 

talk and trying to shake his hand. 

As people started to go to their discussion groups, the foll01~ng comments 

,i' were overheard: 

In group 5, a police participant said, "I came here. because I was 

ordered to. I was skeptical at first but as the meetings progressed I felt 

we were accomplishing something. But after today I will continue to come but 

I have nothing to say. /I (That same officer, in future sessions, maintained 

his constructive participation, however.) 

A female civilian later said, to the researcher, "they are doing the 

same thing to our program that the whites have done to Negroes in recent years. 

Using a man's record as an excuse for discrediting his talk and our program • 

they didn't want to hear him, really. ~Vhites use I'Black Power" as an excuse 

for backing out of the Civil Ri.ghts IvIovemenf.. At best they can at least be 

honest. II She added Hafter today, things will be different in our Program. 

It's heartbreaking that we're sa far apart. It's strange that we are 

no longer police versus civilian but man versus man. 11 
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:lr. Robert Mangrum, Regional Director of the Office of Economic 

Opportunity and former Deputy Police Commissioner in New Ynrk City, touched 

upon the need for police to become more sophisticated in light of changing 

conditions in his talk on the "Role of the Police in Comtemporary Society.1I 

I believe that the police officer's role has gone through 
a few changes. Now more than ever, his jnb requires more under
standing. 

In New York City there was a man who was a p0lice Captain, and 
during an arrest concerning civil rights movements, he didn't even 
know under what section of the law those people arrested were to 
be charged. This man had not been trained, and the New York Police 
Dopartment hadn1t been IItuned inll on how to handle this movement. 
They needed a new set of laws and new tactics. This kind of incident 
is being repeated allover the country. Police depart~ents are 
suddenly faced with situations that require much more tact and much 
more understanding of what's motivating the ponr community. The 
Negro is developing a pride that he hasnlt had before -- this growing 
identity with being a Negro. 

If we have trouble understanding our own kids, then think how 
difficult it is for a policeman to understand a Negro or a Negro 
teenager, and our society will suffer if it gets to the point where 
a policeman is afraid to do anything. 

A policeman must always remain emotionally 'lpart from anti-Negro 
actions. He has the same needs as everyone else. Itls awfully hard 
for me to think of sending my eighteen year old son to Viet Nam, when 
I have relatives in Virginia and North Carolina that can't even vote. 
The Negro is torn with this kind of dichotomy, this kind of frustra
tion. We have Negroes shot because they want to vote in a country 
where theY've been here long before other people. A lot of the people 
in the white community do not understand what makes the Negro think 
inside -- "I'm tired of being humble to anybody!" 

From the questions asked it seems that the audience 'vas favorably 

disposed to Mr. Mangrum's presentation, Evidently, he struck a cord of 

!'Csponsiveness in both the police and civilians. This could have been be-

cause his presentation seemed to be a balanced one -- probing both the police 

and the communj.ty! s reApect.:i.v'e proh lems. 
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Q. Do you have some pin-pointed suggestions hOi'l" the youth and 
police might better QDderstand each other? 

A. I think if I were in the role of Police Commissioner I would 
try to put as many good policemen with a knack for handling 
teenagers as I could find and put them to work directly with 
young people. These people are not easy to come by, but 
when you find one, he can do so much to develop the relation
ships in the community. Most of the time I've found the police 
departments were somewhat half-hearted and somewhat dishonest in 
support of youth programs like the Juvenile Bureau in New York 
City for example. Many of the old time police officers did not 
believe in the Juvenile Bureau as an agency. They characterized 
the social workers as dreamers, and SO forth. But that's not 
true. Some of the best social \'I'orkers lIve ever known have 
been policemen, again with no social work training. I think 
the PAL is one of the finest instruments for better relation
ships in the community, if it has the resources. I think the 
Community Council idea is fine on '3. precinct basis. The only 
way a community council in the precinct can be effective is if 
the Captain really puts his heart and soul into it and works 
with it, but l'1'hat happens ultimately is that the Captain is too 
busy and he leaves it to a patrolman and then the significant 
citizens in the community, the people who could help to create 
a better atmosphere, they pull away. The one ingredient that 
I find in what's going on in the dynamics and attitudes of our 
urban community now is the pulling away from participation of the 
responsible people in the ghettos, and I speak now for the Negro 
ghetto. 

I think Children's Court is very ineffectual, because our 
facilities are over-crowded. I have a theory in terms of 
juvenile delin~uency that it's like a chain, and everyone 
of these services that touches on the delinquent must be 
strong and effective, and if one of those likns fails) the 
whole chain is weak. There's very little rehabilitation of 
our young people in our penal systems. 

Q. Nost police departments are short-handed, and we can rt put 
them where we want to put them. They don't put the personnel 
where they should be • 

A. People expect that a police officer must do everything, be 
everything, to have infinite patience; infinite understanding. 
TheY've got to know everything about the Negro problem now. 
This is quite a task. And people expect that a police officer 
must know this. The community very often does not know that 
a man who has aspirations in the police department is going to 
be stifled because it's a military organization • 
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Hr. Mangrum explained that it is difficult to understand our own 

children and even more difficult for the policeman to understand the 

Negro adult, let alone the Negro teenager. It is equally difficult for 

the police, as well as the citizens, to understand the workings of the 

Supreme Oourt of the United States, especially recent decisions curtailing 

police power. In this vein Dean O. Willard Heckel of Rutgers University1s 

law School spoke about "Supreme Oourt Decisions and Human Rights. 1I 

I want to shoH you how the court reaches its decisions and 
then discuss some of the more or less controve:-csial ones. 
The Oonstitution of the United States is a written document 
which must be interpreted. The Oourt has to decide the case 
when someone comes to it saying th2.t the;T have been deprived 
of their rights, flowing from it (the Oonstitution). The 
Oourt is not there to mess up people's liVeS. The Oourt 
Justices decide cases. If a state statute and the Oonstitution 
are on a coJ.lision course, as in the school prayer case, the 
Court says we have no choice but to uphold the Oonstitution. 
vlliat the Oourt says every time is what has been done here by 
government, on any level of government, is or is not in collision 
with this sacred piece of paper called the Constitution. 

In science there are exact tests. The lawyers and judges 
have nothing like the tests that scientists have to determine 
whether something is, or is not, Oonstitutional. 

1:ie, so many times, think of Oonstitutionality in terms of 
whether something is decent or indecent. That has nothing to 
do with it. There are things that are very Constitutional 
that a man ought to fight because that's not the right way 
for people to behave. Oonstitutionality is not a simple question 
because of the broad, vague, "lousyll language in this great 
Constitution. 

All of these cases involving you gentlemen of the police force 
and what you can do in making an arrest and all the controversial 
cases in the area is ,·rhat we call criminal procedure. What 
does the Constitution have to say? All it has to say is that 
no man may be deprived of his life, liberty, or property, with
out due process of law. That's all it has to say on this 
question. The test is, is this particular procedure in law 
enforcement fair? That's an awfully vague word. What's fair 
to one man is not fair to another, but that's all the Supreme 
Court has to go by. There I s no other definition. . 
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The Constitution is not there just, to protect good people. 
The people who are going to invoke the Constitution are miserable 
people. 

The Court is trying to decide where you draw the line. 
On one side the law enforcement society has a right and a duty 
and a responsibility to fight crime. On the other hand the 
Court is saying that there are Constitutional limitations and 
better a guilty man go free than certain important procedures 
be not followed. 

Now you take this area of confession which has given us so 
much trouble. There actually was a Case in the Supreme Court 
where the facts showed that in order to get a confession this 
man was hung over a tree, Brown vs., Hississippi. In any case 
that it can be established that the confession was obta:ined 
through brutality if those are the facts, it1s unfair to use 
the confession. It's a very thin line whether any confession 
was coerced. Al] the Court has to go on is this question of 
fundamental fairness. 

Nm.., let's go over a little bit to the area of race relations. 
Certainly ther's no decision which got the Court into greater 
controversy than its decision involving race relations. There 
is nothing in the Constitution of the United States which in so 
many words taDc about school integration. But~ the Constitution 
says this, again in broad language, no state shall deprive any 
person within its jurisdiction of the equal protection of laws. 
For many years the Supreme Court said segregation was entirely 
legal as long as you give the Negro and the white man equal 
facilities. The "separate but equal" rule. But that rule 
is very difficult to apply in the lower courts. Then came the 
great decision on public school education, Brown vS.,Topeka, 
in which the high court said we've had our eyes on the wrong 
thing. We've been looking at facilities to see if they were 
equal. That's not what's important. The Constitution doesn't 
protect facilities, it protects people. Let's look at the 
impact that law has on the human being involved. The psycholo
gical inlpact of enforced segregation is different for the 
Negro than the white child and that ended legal public segre
gation. That doesn't mean it stopped .•. Law changes, but 
society takes a longer time. Now when is discrinrination public 
and when is it private? That's the next great question. 

When private people agree not to sell to Negroes} that's not 
governmental action. But when police are brought in to support 
the private racial act of the owner of a store then the policeman 
is a public official. The public'official cannot support private 
discrimination. Is there not a right to be discrinrinatory as far 
as your own home is concerned? Well,I don't knm..,. You see all 
of Constitutional law is line drawing. Where are you going to 
dravv the line? 
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Audience reaction was high. Dean Heckel had information about a 

, fam:iliar but enigmatic Supreme Court. This was an opportunity for all to 

have specific questions answered and some insight into the complexities of 

the law ~~d the police who must enforce it. Various points of jurisprudence 

were offered for clarification. 

Q. You had an interesting point there whun you said a man had the 
right to face his accusor. Wasn't the day before yesterdayrs 
5-4 decision contradictory when the man couldn I t face his infor
mant? 

A. No, tbe informat was the one who sparked the investigation which 
produced the evidence that you produce in court. 1iJhat the 
Supreme Court said was that you don't have to reveal the spark 
that gave you the clue. But, no one can get up in a court and 
say to a jury what an unnamed informant said, that would be 
inadmissable in court. There is a difference between being the 
one who tipped the police off and the one who's testimony is 
going to be used. 

Q. The Chairman of one Congressional Committee wanted t.o take the 
power away from the court. Can they do it? 

A. No, legislation cannot do it. The only way Congress can revise 
the Supreme Court is by Constitutional Amendment. But, that 
has to be ratified -- it has to be passed by a 2/3 vote of both 
Houses of the Congress and 3/4 of the states. It's not eas

JT 

to do. Another way of doing it is by the appointive power. No 
judge can go on the Supreme Court unless the Senate cOl"'firms 
fuis appointment. Congress can also determine the jurisdiction 
as the Congress shall determine. Congress, by statute could 
say that no case involving race relations can be appealed to 
the Supreme Court. That's the Achilles' Heel of the Court. 
The United States Supreme Court can be controlled by Congress. 
The£ can shut off appeals. 

Q. But, that wouldn't be ey.actly fair, would it? Now: the frail 
element of our society would be deprived of Constitutional rights. 
Now we could abu.se them and they couldn J t appeal, if our m-m 
court 11ill uphold it. 

A. It would be very Constitutional and very wrong. r think it would 
be very wrong. There're a lot of things that can be very wrong 
and ver.y Constitutional. 

Q. Do you personally appro~e of every decision the Supreme Court has 
made? 

A. Of course not! 
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IIWhenever any individual sits in judgement of another human being 

with the power of punishment, that is a court, IIdeclared Dean Heckel. The 

nature of a police job is such that police hA.E, the power of punishment. 

Deputy Inspector Lloyd Sealy, New York City's highest :ranking Negro 

policeman, presented the relationship of this power to the community in his 

liThe Role of the Police in Contemporary Society." 

Good police-community relations is a prerequisite to good police 
services. 

The nature of ~ police job is to some extent a problem in itself. 
Generally the function of the department is to: 

1) protect life and property; 
2) prevent crime; 
3) detect and arrest criminals~ 
4) preserve the peace; and 
5) uphold all the laws and ordina.nces that apply tc a 

particular jurisdiction. 

You must consider who the police clientele are. In ghetto 
communities you have an economic concentration from the very 
ppor to the very rich. No\" in preserving the peace it may 
mean, to the ghetto ~ maintaining the status quo. Though these 
functions ,dll never change, the manner in which the police per
form their duties as they relate to these functions and the 
understanding and recognition that there are factors and forces 
at work in these communities that will lessen the supports nor
'mally given to police action has to be taken into consideration. 
How does the community perceive the police role? We police should 
be aware of this because it's only with this awareness that we 
can take the proPer actions to correct these impressions. 

1~at are some common attitudes that constitute problems in 
police-community relations? The most obvious one is the mistake 
the citizen makes of believing that we have a "we-theyll operation. 
That they are the citizens and we are the police and they are not 
going to do anything to aid us in any manner, because they don't 
like police. In any civilized society there is a place for the 
policeman. The citizen must work with him and give him all the 
support and help he needs. You should still criticize and 
insist upon good police service, but still support them. 
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N01'ladays, police officers are, on the whole , defensive. It's 
not natural not to be, for if you are constantly criticized 
and believe that it's not fair and just, you're going to be 
defensive and eventually dismiss any criticism. This is bad. 
And this is going to be one of the things which this cOming 
together in this type of police community relationsprogra~ is 
going to overcome. It's going to enable us as police officers 
to listen to criticis~ and use that which is justified bene
ficially, and help the civilian understand our job as police 
officers. He is suffering from a stereotype similar to the 
stereotype that the police officer labors under. This kind 
of exchange will provide an opportunity to clear the air in 
this regard. 

We have to remember that police officers don't come from 
Mars." They are part of the total community, part of the total 
environment, and police officers have been subjected to the 
same pl'ejudices everJTbody else has been exposed to. 

We should remember that violence, and bigotry, and hatred 
have been part of our culture for many years, and you don't 
break habits overnight. 

We as cops are living in rapidly changing times. Values are 
being challenged on all sides. Values as they relate to the 
citizen and his gov't; religious values, the schoo~, the home. 
And these changes leave us in the middle. Years ago people 
were more easily managed, they questioned fewer things, and the 
police job was easier. But while we're having these changes, 
a police officer has to develop a more flexible role. We can 
develop this fley~bility by understanding changes that are taking 
place and a recognition that the change and the resultant problems 
for us are not the fear of anyone group. We must realize that part 
of the routine of social protest involves some baiting of police 
officers and we should not take this as a personal affront to 
ourselves and the law. 

I feel that one of the most important functions of a police 
department is helping people understand the law, and this can 
only happen when a police officer is a sensitive, understanding 
individual who shows that the law is great. 

Perhaps the biggest problem in police-community relations is a 
question of communication. Or a lack of it. It's the failure 
of the police officer and the citizen to cone together, sit down, 
and talk about some of their mutual problems. 

rn~pector Sealy's presentation elicited mixed reactions. The police 

were obviou.slJT pleased and approving. Civilians seemed torn between dis-

approval of his strong stand for the police, and pride in the fact of his 
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being a Negro. The fact that speakers had to be scheduled when they were 

available made it difficult to follow a sequential development of the topics 

agreed upon as being most meaningful to a program such as this. Despite the 

obstacles posed by this inability, the format, by making use of the discussion 

group periods, and by tieing each new session to the last preceeding session, 

by an introductory review, did provide a measure of continuity. Any eval~ation 

of the topical content of the sessions must take this problem - the securing 

of the best speaker for a given topic - into consideration. 

The staff sees no way to remedy this type of situation, ex.cept a long 

range secur~ng of speaker commitments, which will in turn, presuppose longer 

culum plans and actual class sessions. An examination of the program outlines 

(See Appendix) will show the degree to which an orderly development of topical 

treatment was achieved. 

,P 
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B. DISCUSSION GROUPS 

As the research section demonstrates, * the discussion component of the 

program proved to be the most successful technique (seconded by the lecture 

periods) for integregating perspectives.Each of the five discussion groups, 

composed of 10 to 15 individuals with approximate ratios of police and civilian, 

retired after the plenary sessions to their private rooms to participate in a 

free give - and - take hour of discussion. Each group was led by paired civilian 

and police leaders whose function was to facilitate and indirectly aid their 

groups to define and seek the solutions to their problems. It was in these 

face - to - face encounters that each member experienced the other concretely -

where stereotypes of "what the other is like" were tested against what the other 

is really like. 

During tnese sessions each member was encouraged to present his grievance 

against the other and to spell out what his expectations of him w·~re. The other 

in turn had the opportunity to define himself and the problems that confronted 

him. 

No one could possibly expect a complete transformation of the inner-most 

self in four s~lOrt weeks, but changes within their "public" or "formal" selves 

did occur. If a two sentence di~logue could summarize the lesson learned during 

the whole process, then it could be somewhat to the effect of - "Look! I want 

law and order, but I want respect too", ••. liMy function is law and order; but 

you're making it hard for me." Though the preceding quotations is an abstract 

dramatization, nevertheless, there is a great element of truth in it. They were 

* See c~apter. 7 ....... ,. for richer illustrati0ns and detailed discussion 
of content derived from the diaries. For evaluation and analysis see 
c·hapter 9 .•• 
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able to see each other through the spectacles of mutual sympathy, but t.he hi$-

torical and social forces that divided them transcend their will and capacities. 

The observers confirmed in their reports the expected observations, such 

i :' 
as: increasing interaction~ increased feelings of trust and good will; civilians, 

especially females,had a tendency to argue from personal - emotionalized experi-

ences and males, especially the police, argued from generalizations or issue 

orientations; leadership needed improvement; lecture and discussion topics re-

levant to their interests would be discussed more readily; some participants 

stimulated conversation more than others; statements admitting fault for one's 

self ellicited reciprocation from others, and so on. 
,I 
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C. ROLE PLAY 

Role-playing as a teaching technique was used in all programs except number 

four. Mrs. Dee Hennock, Assistant Pl:'ofessor of Speech and Drama at Bloomfield 

Colle,ge, and an expert in managing such "spontaneous skits 11, led all of the 

sessions except with that singular absence necessitated by il1neos. Role playing 

is not only a good way to "break the ice" in a group, but it also acts as a 

mnemonic device in helping participants to remember more about situations than 

when they just talked about it. Above all it gives each group the opportunity to 

witness how the other lIsees" you through their eyes and what the other party 

feels about a problem. 

The It play " calls for police to act as civilians and civilians as police in 

situations which everyone knows about or has experienced: Some of the situetions 

involving police-civilian contact were: married couples arguing, landlord-tenant 

arguing, investigating crime and civilian cooperation, juvenile street lounging, 

traffic violation, arresting law offender in street scene, managing demonstra-

tions, breaking up a street brawl, booking an arrest, and so on. 

Since the police were usually relunctant to volunteer (common remarks: ItI am 

not going to make a fool of myself"), the first five or ten minutes of tllplaying" 

was conducted by the more eager civilians. 

As the situations progressed in tempo and complexity and as the actors be-

came bolder in interpreting the !'oles, the police "shyness" was forgotten in 

their cries of Ilthat I s not the way it really is ll , "you! re way off", rryou think 

its really that easy," and in time the police began to play the roles the way 

they "should be played. II 

As the situations continued new "critics", civilian and police, volunteered 

to make the role more II realistic. " 
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The situations would end and a follow-up discussion begins by interpreting 

the contents and the feelings portrayed. The discussion continues, with some 

situations replayed when necessary to the point -where'members begin to see 

botter solutions to their probloms. 

From the point of view of the observers, program two and five had success-

ful role playing ses~i0ns, but program three ran out of discussion time before 

full reciprocity of perspectives could occur. ~I-

-, 

* For research evaluation See Chapter 9. 
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D. FIELD TRIPS 

The learning value of first hand experience dictated the setting up of 

field trips as an aspect of program format. We wished to insure that civilians 

would acquire a basic concept of what it means to be a policeman, by having 

them view policemen at work, even to participate (to a limited degree) in that 

work. 

To the achievement of this aim an Agenda of Field Trips to Act: )n Sites, 

under police direction was complied, attractively outlined, and supplied to 

the training program in numbers sufficient for each participant to have his 

own copy. 

Quotes from civilian reactions to these visits follow: 

REPORT - 1. 

"We arrived at the police Academy at 1:]0 P.M. where we met Lieutenant 
Adubarto. He briefed us on Police Training. After that he took us to different 
parts of the building, for instance we sa11 the Gymnasium and trophy room, 
conference room where a film was about to be shown on how the Police cope with 
a"mentally ill patient. Then we went to see the Ballistic & Chemical Labora
tories. After that we took a brief look at administrative officers. 1I 

"Since I am Spanish, I asked Lieutenant Adubarto if the Academy provides 
any special training to encounter the problems created by the Spanish community. 
I was very delighted to hear that it does include basic language, customs, 
cultures and environment of the Spanish speaking people. 11 

"Lieutenant Adubarto vias very cooperative and pleasant. 
all the sights he showed us and his explanations. In a way, 
bEling able to have a basic knowledge of Police Training." 

My Personal Comments 

I really enjoyed 
I feel proud of 

111 feel that a City like Newark with so many different ethnic groups 
should be equipped with a police force capable of coping with all the problems 
originated by all these groups. I am sure that the police department tries its 
best to understand the different needs and behaviors of all the people it has 
to serve, but for i1hat I have seen I think it is a long way before it can 
sUccessfully achieve its main goals. My opinion is based on that it lacks 
proper equipment, intensive training and above all better unde~standing of the 
Social Problems of the lower class,lI 

Josephine Zambrana 
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REPORT - 2 

IISergeant Cuozzo who was in charge of the Record Bureau, showed us the 
records of each person who has been arrested and the place where they are kept. 
He showed us the Machine room where IEM machines assimulate data on Crime and 
AcCidents." 

From there we went to the Central Communication room where a CC number 
is given to a report that is made of an arrest. By this number, policemen 
can check for previous arrests. These records are kept for twenty (20) years. 

" We were shown the Pawn Shop Files. Reports from the Pawn Shops are made 

, . 

every twenty four (24) hours. We were shown the Master I.Lldex Files. The Haster 
Index Files is important because when the Central Communication Bureau gives 
a number to a person who has been arrested, this number is sent to Wash~1gton, 
D.O. to the Bureau of Investigation. 

Any State that wants information on any person that is arrested can obtain 
it from the F.B.I. or any other State. 

Sergeant Cuozzo introduced us to Sergeant Robert C. Field who was in charge 
of Police Calls and Communications. Sergeant Field showed us how messages are 
receiv€!d and recorded. There we!'e two machines #1 and #2 that receive all 
records that are called to the Police Department, place them on tape for future 
reference. 

Calls that come in to the Police Department are transmitted to the Patrol
man through the Dispatcher. There are several Dispatchers on duty at all times. 
Calls are Taped, Timed and Dated by machines. 

"Calls that are made direct to the Dispatchers are sent to the Patrolman 
quicker than calls that are made through the Telephone Operators. For quick 
calls J Call MArket 2-5400. II 

Nathaniel Brown 

REPORT - '3 

11_ - -Sgt. Coleman showed us the boundari&2 of the Fourth Precinct and 
described those things we considered important. Very cooperative, he tried to 
answer all the questions we asked." 

liAs a policeman we also asked him some personal questions. Judging from 
his answers, we gather he was unhappy about: lack of cooReration from the public, 
lack of respect from the teenagers) and personal abuses from their parents." 

"He took us to the 10th floor of the Newark City Hospital. Here we met 
patrolman William Dum (shield #43). This floor is 24 hours under police vigilance 
for two main reasons: first J because some of the patients are police prisoners 
and second, because others are suffering from mental deviation. I guess we can 
call the south 10th floor the psychopath floor. Officer Dum gave us a very good 
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idea of how the police operates the South loth floor. 

IIAt 10:45 we arrived at the Precinct Station where the field trip was 
considered ended." 

My Personal Observation 

(a) The field trip was not to me ve~y attractive since no actual police 
work was encountered. 

(b) I did not like the idea of having a professional ranked officer in
stead of an ordinary common patrolman. 

(c) I am sure the field trips are both beneficial for students and Police. 
However there is a lot of room for improvement. 

Fernando Zambrana 

REPORT - b. 

IlLieutenant Paradiso was in charge of the 4th Precinct. Sergeant LeFrancis 
said that it was time to start so we sat in the back of Car #37 and went to the 
City Hospital as our first stop." 

"There were three cases (3) worth noticing. 

1. was a young Negro who was being revived from the use of Drugs. 

2. was a white man (prisoner) who was brought from one of the cell 
blocks of one of the Precincts because of an attack thought to be 
a heart attack. (The doctor thought it was a falee condition pro
posed by the prisoner.) 

3. was a middle-aged NegrQ man hurt in an automobile accident. 

From the Hospital, we went to Broad and Market Street where we stopped 
at the Police hut. There we met Patrolman Schaeffer who related to us his 
duties and some of this experiences. The conversations that we had with him 
were quite interesting. He told us of an arrest that he made of a Murderer 
i'lho wanted to give himself us. From there we returned to the 4th Precinct and 
signed out." 

Percy K. Harvest 

REPORT - S 

"Captain Zaeizer told the group about severa.l cases he himself was involved 
with! which were very interesting. The way he handled these cases you could 
t~ll that he ma.jored in Child Psychology. He handled the cases with tact and 
w~th warm feeling (I could tell by the way he talked.) 
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Captain Zaeizer also told us of the parental discipline talk they have 
with each child who has commit.ted a crime. First he disciplines the parent 
and then the child. 

He also explained that the courts can take children away from unfit parents 
1<1ho neglect their children. II 

Mrs. Constance Washington 

One objective of the Field Trips) for which we entertained high h~pes did 
not mate.!'ialize, i.e. shared visits. Our hope had been that visits would be 
done either by mixed pairs - one policeman, one civilian - or by civilians and 
policemen in mixed groups. 

Because of the stress engendered bJT city needs and a limited police force, 
police participants often could not be granted additional time off for field 
t~ips. A few instances were made possible, notably the one described in the 
follo''fing draft. In the main however, trips taken were made up of civiliJ.ns 
only. 

rrpOLICE SPONSOR CONMUNITY DISCUSSION" 

At the suggestion of Sgt. Bernie Ekelchik, a special field trip for police-

men was planned and executed. He suggested: 

1. That a visit be made to the home of a class participant. 

2. That civilians, other than class members, be invited to be on hand. 

J. That informal discussion of problems take place over a light luncheon. 

The atmosphere of such an interchange would be attractive, he felt, to the 

pOlice officer, since it would be f:tee of structure, and so conducive to mol'e 

frank diSCUssion. 

HI's. Anna Zoretski, a member of the civilian leadersl1ip team. offered not 

only her home, but provided the luncheon and recruited ••• representatives from 

variou.s conunu.nity organizations to which she belongs. 

~.. On Tuesday .. April 4th class participants involved went directly to the 

\ Zoretski home. 
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The police force was represented by Lieutenant Hichae1 Keegan and Edward 

Garriga1, Sgts. Leo Berheim, Otis Barnes, and Patrolmen Parker and Adams. 

~1rs. ConstG.n~ e \11ashington, (Negro) and Mrs. Marie Gonzalez (Puerto Rican) and 

Mrs. Anna Zoretski (Polish) provided an ethn.i.c C.:'08S section of the class. 

Horrie Kraemer and Nrs. Hill represented the program staff. 

On hand to greet them were the Reverend K.W. McCrackin, pastor of the 

2nd Presbyterian Church (Newa.rk); Ben Phillips of the Lordi Association and 

Eugene Thompson of the Neighborhood Youth Organization. 

Mesdames, Tarlton, Bottone, Palumbo, Borsi, Hertzog, and one who chose 

to be called only, "Frenchyll represented the citizens group of the 22nd and 23rd 

districts, The Rodino Ladies Auxiliar:r , American Legion Auxiliary, Santoro Civic 

Association, Phillip Gordon Association, and Lane Association respectively. 

A format typical of that used in the Police Community Relations Program 

was followed. ~4:rs. Hill served as guest speaker and outlined the history, 

nature, purposes and procedures of the program. Questions a~d answers were ex-

changed over lunch followed by a typical discussion format with Lieutenant 

Keegan and Connie Washington acting as I'Tandem lf leaders; Narie Gonzalez as 

group observer. 

Dr. McCrackin suggested that the group address itse1f to a consideration of 

"Where Do We Go From Here"? 

This field trip was reported in the Newark Star-Ledger, April 5, 1967. 
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Community sites selected for visitation, were drawn largely from suggestions 

by civilian. participants. With remarkably few variants from clasG to class, 

these sites included: 

1. A variety of Anti-Poverty Agencies 

Area Boards 
Blazer 
C.O.P.E. 
Neighborhood Youth Corp 
Police Cadets 
Pre-School Clinic 
Senior Citizen Centers and the like. 

2. Public High Schools: 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Arts High 
Barringer High 
South Side High 

Hospitals - Especially City run institutions 

Newspaper Offices 

Probation Department 

Welfare Department 

Youth Aid BUrea.u 
and similar non-fe~<eral agencies 

"Trip to Newa.rk City Hospital" 

The trip to the City Hospital was quite interesting per usual. The waiting 
room was quite full as usual, but there was one incident that had me quite upset. 

One man in the waiting room was talking to the police officer and he told 
him he wanted to be treated because he had hurt his hands on the job and tha,t he 
was in pain. The police officer told him that he could not be treated there be
cause he was a compensation case, and they do not handle compensation cases. W11Y 
I mentioned this incident was I would like to know what gave the policeman the 
right to give this man this information instead of a doctor looking at the man's 
hends before turning him away. The man told him he had hospitalization and he 
was in pain ••• 

Veronica S. Veriu 
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Department of Public Welfare 

" ..... There were many people present, some being processed, and others 
waiting. I was impressed when I overheard a case worker tell a man who had 
been released from a narcotic treatment center that she couldn't help him, 
because he didn I t have a permanent residency. He explained that it vras 
difficult for him to find employment because of his record of arrests, therei'ore, 
since he couldn't be employed, then how can he earn money, much less afford a 
place of residence. She replied "quote!! then I can give you an emergency check 
for ten dollars and close your case (unquote), He replied "How long can I exist 
on ten dollars", vie were touring the department and I didn't hear the conclusion." 

IINewark Star Ledger" 

liThe Newark Star Ledger was an education in a sense on ho,,, the paper is run 
and how they get the news they want out .•• 

" .... Automation is something else. One machine alone put so many people 
our of jobs it is pathetic. I couldn't help but wonder where did they go from 
t!:1ere. I also noti.ced that all the manual labor was done by the colox-ed man 
and all the soft jobs werE. done by white. Why? Do they still think that we 
lack the intell~gence or is it still segregation dressed up? 

After my visit to the Faper, I talked to the editor whon. to me was a very 
prejudice man and he showed it and explained it to me dressed up in no uncertain 
terms not knowing to himself of course. It is myupinion that the press is 
p')litically controlled. 

Felipe Rivera 
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E. Evaluation of Discussion Leaders 

In June of 1966, the Newark Hwnan Rights COmmission, unde~J? the direction 

of J.v1r. James Threatt, requested from Sceintific Resources Incorporated a 

proposal for the training of discussion leaders in a police-community relations 

program to be conducted in the City of Newark, After preliminary'discussion, 

Scientific Resources Incorporated agreed to utilize its staff of consultants 

and an experienced group dynamics specialist to render initial training services 

for police and community discussion leaders and in-service training for the 

duration of the program. The consultant services were provided from October, 

1966 to May, 1967 by Bruce Pemberton, Staff Associate. 

. The issues regarding police-community relations are extremely complex. 

£&tempts to resolve existing tensions have generally consisted of small demon-

stration projects which have failed to effect real impact on the community, or 

programs within the police department which have not allowed for confrontation 

between police and community groups. One of the main reasons success has been 

limited in previous programs has been the limited goals and objectives of the 

programs. Usually increased understanding, reduction of tensions, etc., are 

defined as the ultimate purpose. While these are desirable and necessary 

objectivea they stop short of real social change. The total impact on any 

urban area will not be realized until individuals and groups are able to re-

structure in a major fashion current norms and attitudes existing on both sides 

in this issue. 
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CHAPTER #3 

With these long-range objectives in mind, the Newark Human Rights Com-

mission agreed to select and train police officers and local community resi-

dents as discussion leaders. The decision to use non-skilled leaders in the 

discussion groups rather than professionals was based on the concept that these 

people could continue to provide leadership in the police community relations 

area after the conclusion of the program. However, this decision left it 

necessary to train relatively inexperienced group leaders very quickly in 

skills with which they were not familiar. 

Fifteen policemen and fifteen community residents were selected for the 

initial training which took place from October 17 through 21, 1966. Because 

of vacations and prior commitments, only fourteen community residents and 

thirteen police officers completed the discussion leader training conducted 

by Scientific Resources Incorporated. The group met six hours a day for five 

days. Trainees analyzed leadership styles and discussion group techniques, 

explored ways of managing conflict, viewed small groups and social systems, 

discussed normative systems, participated in role-playing and other laborator,y 

exercises, and spent one day giving and receiving feedback concerning their 

.. "','. behavior in the groups and leadership attempts. Following the initial 

.n ,,, training, the trainees met half a day before the first session began. They 

.' '. ;, ",I, were observed during each initial training, and met briefly before and after 

•• 1' .. ' each session for a short evaluation of their experience. This pattern of in-

service training continued through the five sessions conducted by the Newark 

Human Rights Commission. 

The function of the discussion leaders was to conduct a discussion group 

consisting of apprOximately six police officers and six community residents for 

one hour each day for ten sessions. 
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The discussion groups usually followed a lecture from an outside consultant 

concerning the problems of constructive police-community relations. Group 

reactions, pro and con vTere thrashed out in free, frank discussion. 

Characteristics of the Discu.ssion Leaders 

Thirteen policemen completed the initial discussion leader training~ The 

average age of the participants was 40.9, the range being from 34 years to 45 

years. The average schooling was 12.7 years, ranging from 11 to 15 years • 

There were five lieutenants chosen, four sergeants, three detective ser-

geants~ and one patrolman. Most branches of the police department were repre-

sented: one precinct desk lieutenant, five police-community relations bureau 

officers, one officer from the fraud squad, one training sergeant from the 

emergency bureau, one officer from the investigation division, two preCinct 

patrol supervisors, one patrolman from the traffic bureau, and one officer 

from the Police Athletic League responsible for police cadet training. 

The yecrl'S on the force averaged 15.2, ranging from 4 to 20 years, 

In response to the question as to whether they had previous discussion 

leader training, two answered "yesH and eleven answered "no". They mentioned 

the following leadership responsibilities that they had assumed: 2 mentioned 

church responsibilities; one represented leadership in Scout movements; one 

With YMOA organizations; 2 .vith armed services responsibilities, and the rest 

mentioned that only in their police training do they have leadership respons.i-

bilities. 

The community residents' average age was 39.4, the range being from 20 to 

71+, Educational level was 13,5, the range being from 11 grade to 18 or a 

Masters Degree. 
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CHAPTER #3 

Nine mentioned that they were employed; two were unemployed, both females; 

and three did not respond to this question. 

The average number of years living in Newark was 23.3, ranging from 10 

years to 39 years. Six mentioned that they had previous training, and four 

failed to respond. All community residents mentioned some leadership respon-

sibilities in various local organizations, ranging from civic groups to commu-

nity action organizations. 

Function r ' ' 
t' .. ~'~"" 

The group leaders who completed training were prepared t~ lead discuss~on 

groups for part of each daily session. The general format,was a morning 

lecture, followed by small group discussions. Each group was assigned a police 

and civilian leader, who were to work together. They met ivith the SRI consul-

tant for one-half hour befor~ the daily session and usually for an hour after 

the session. The task during the morning meeting was to work with their part-

ner, planning the approach to their discussion group. After each session, 

the meeting was devoted to a discussion of problems in the groups and specific 

questions arising out of the morning groups. The consultant observed the 

leaders in groups each morning and utilized the post-session for specific feed-

back to leaders. . , 

The effectiveness of the discussion groups was diminished due to problems 

that were not foreseen prior to the program. During the 5 phases (one 10-

session program to each phase). 
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the civilian leaders found it increasingly difficult to continue the program. 

Civilians were not paid, and many were excused from jobs or other responsibili-

ties for the training and first phase. The design called for trainees not 

leading groups during the first phase to observe and assume discussion leader-

ship during the second phase. This proved \mpractical. During the third and 
L 

fourth phases, potential leaders were identified during the discussions and 

asked to attend short training sessions and to assume leadership during the 

following phase. 

The final evaluation, which was based on the original evaluation, cannot 

be correlated, since only one of the original trait~~es was still present lead-

ing groups. So it can be seen that relatively inexperienced and rather un-

trained civilian discussion leaders had to be used. The turnove:r can and mU9t 

~, be rectified in future programs. 

Recomnlendations to this extent are made in a latter section of this report. 

The police leaders,due to the structure of the police department, attended 

sessions more regularly than civilian leaders. At the conclusion of the 

program, the five officers present completed the evaluation and comparison 

can be made from this small sample. 

Evaluation of Initial Training Prior to the Five Programs 

Scientific Resources Incorporated began with twenty-six people relatively 

unsophisticated in group discussion skills. The task during the initial train-

ing had two Objectives: 

1. Allow participants an opportunity to resolve deep seated feelings 

existing between the two groups; and 

2. Provide participants with basic discussion leadersbip skills so that 

they could lead discussion. groups in the following program. 
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These two goals constantly strained against each other and were reflected 

in the participants' evaluation at the mid-point of the initial training. When 

asked what their feelings were about the training at the end of the third day, 

over half responded extremely favorably. Twenty per.cent felt the group was 

progressing toward mutual understanding, and the remainder felt that some 

resolution of antagonistic feelings had taken place but that greater skills 

were needed before they could do an effective job as discussion leaders. The 

two remaining days were devoted to group process and participants' group 

evaluation of their leadership qualities. 

The participants' final evaluation reflects the group's perception that 

they could have been beGter prepared for discussion group responsibilities. 

Yot in only a week the participants responded 6.6 on a 9 point scale concerning 

their preparation to lead discussivn. (of course, no dates as to their feel'" 

ings prior to the training program was available.) 

The following evaluation was distributed at the end of the initial week's 

training. Participants were asked to circle numbers on a scale which were 

appropriate to their pers· m.al reactions to the training in response to the 

follOl'ling questions. 

Question 1. Ho,'l much have you enjoyed this laboratory? 

Question 2. How involved in the training have you been? 

Question 3. How much understanding of the other group at this 
laboratory have you gained? 

Question 4. H01'i much information have you gained at the laboratory 
concerning group process and problems? 

Question 5. How well prepared to lead a discussion group do you feel? 

Question 6. To what extent has this laboratory training experience 
lived up to your expectations? 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Extremely negative 
None 

Mon.erate 
Some 

lt~tra~ely positive 
A Great Deal 

Very little Very much 

SGALE: Question h 

L65S than I expscted 
\1lhat I expected 0 
Exceeded my expec-
tations + 

Fourteen (14) comw,unity residents completed the training and evaluation. 
~welve (12) police officers completed the training and evaluation. 

Question GrQQQ 

1 Community 
Police 

2 COllllnunity 
Police 

3 Cor.ununity 
Police 

4 Community 
Police 

5 Communi'ty 
Police 

Rating of Mean Scores: 

Mea.n Score 

8.5 
8.1 

7.8 
8.3 

7.2 
7.3 

7.6 
6.9 

6;7 
6.5 

1.0 - 2.9 Poor 
3.0 - 4.9 Fair 
5.0 6.9 Good 
7.0 - 9.0 Excellent 

Rating of Mean 

Excellent 
Excellent 

Excellent 
Excellent 

Excellent 
Excellent 

Excellent 
Good 

'iood 
:rQOd 

Combined Mea.n Score of Poltce and C()JmnunitL 

Question 
1 
2 

8.3 
8.0 

Rating 
Excellent 
Excellent 
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Question 
3 
4 
5 

Extremely 9 
Positive 

Excellent 8 

Good 

Fair 

Poor 

7 

6 

5 

3 

2 

E).-tremely 1 
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7.2 
7.3 
6.6 

em-mINED MEAN SeORE FOR EACH QUESTION 

~ - - - - - - - - - - - -

NGgativt:l L. ______________ _ 

Question # 

(Chart 1) 

Rating 
Excellent 
Excellent 
Good 

9 

8 

7 

6 

QUestion 6. To what extent has this laboratory lived up to your expectations? 

CHOOSE ONE 

Less than I expected 
What I exp~cted 

Exceeded my expectations 

Police Community Total 

2 
3 
7 

o 
3 

11 

2 
6 

18 

--
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Response to Questionnaires of Piscus§ion Leaders 

During the eight-month project, three questionn~ires were distributed 

to the discussion leader participants, essentially exploring the attitudes 

of the participants toward the program and toward each other. The evaluation 

of their effectiveness as discussion leaders is partially based on their re-

sponses in the questionnaires, but primarily on observation by the consultant 

of working sessions and evidence ot leadership growth as identified in the 

pre and post session training meetings. 

There are some obvious conclusions that can be drawn from the three 

questionnaires administered. 

In the first administration the community response can be summed up as 

skeptical but extremel;)T hopeful. The g:reatest fear was that this program 

would not reach very many people and would not result in real change. All 

dlscussion leaders participants except two, set the short range goals at 

increaSing understanding between the two groups. 

The police, on the other hand, viewed the program with suspicion and with 

only two exceptions stated the objective as "winning the people over ll or lIex-

plaining the policeman! s function. II Defensiveness was evident in every police 

discussion leader questionnaire. 

Both groups, however, unanimously felt that the main job of the training 

session was to gain skills as discussion leaders. 

In the second adnrinistration, there were some marked changes. The commu-

nity viewed the other group favorably and skepticism had all but disappeared. 

Their goal for the program had changed in half the cases from understanding to 

solving the problem. The change was strikjng and co.mm.i.t,ment was overwhelming. 
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The police reaction was different also. Co~mitment to the program in-

creased considerably, with only one of the original thirteen viewing the 

session as ineffective. They saw the community as more understanding, but 

felt the wrong people had attended. Essentially, they had gained commitment 

to the program, but changed little in respect to the civilian population. 

The third administration was completed with entirely new civilian leaders 

(with one exception) and only five of the original police leaders. Comparison 

of civilian attitudes is impossible. The response of the new civilian leaders 

was similar to the second administration. The main position was a fear that 

the training would end ru1d thus fail to reach the entire community. 

Of the five policemen present at the closing session, all had led groups 

that session, four of them had completed the earlier questionnaires at the 

beginning of the training. The fifth had refused to fill out the questionnaire 

the first day entering I1no opinion" in each blank. While this is a very small 

sample, a brief summary follows. 

Comparison of Two "Sentence Completion ll 

QUestionnaires Completed by Four Newark Police Officers prior to, 
and after, their training and discussion leading experience. 

The results of the sentence completion questionnaires break down into two 

distinct units: 1) attitudes of the respondents twoard the experience, and 

2) attitudinal change as a result of the experience. 

1. Attitudes of the respondents tQ~xrl the exnerience 

The police officers approached the training program with a distinctly 

negative and cynical attitude. One officer completed til wonder if" with the 

statement Hthe course could be shortened. tI Another completed the same sentence 

with lIany good will come of this." 
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Upon completion of the training program) responses were in terms of group 

process. There was universal enthusiastic endorsement of the discussions and 

appreciation expressed on the opportunity to communicate with others. The 

officer who initially suggested shortening the course, completed "I fear that 

this training: IIwith - - "will stop." Another felt that the training "did not 

reach enough people," a fear that the community discussion leaders shared. 

2. Attitudinal change as a result of training program 

There is little evidence of attitudinal change as a result of participa-

tion in the program. The officers expressed some skepticism about the 

possibilities of the program achieving its ultimate ends. At best they were 

able to shift from a unanimous feeling of not being understood to a less than 

unanimous feeling of not being appreciated. There were expressions of confi-

dence in the citizens present] but little hope that their job would be easier 

in the community. 

v.Jhile it is dangerous to read into blank spaces or responses of "no 

response)" it may be that police officers were less ready in the second 
'" . 

questionnaire to answer questions whichas~ed·them to stereotype the civilian 

population. 

lliscussion Leader Effectiveness 

The essence of this report is an attempt to define whether or not police 

officers and community residents relatively unskilled in leading discussions) 

can effectively lead groups of police and citizens confronting each other in a 

structured program. 

The answer to that from this consultant's point of view is a qualified 

yes. Yet that affirmative response is based on the recognition that this 

pilot project encountered problems other programs can avoid. 
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The basic obstacle to effective leadership was the leader's identification 

with his respective group. Police officers remained police officers and 

citizens remained citizens. To be a party of one group in conflict with 

another, and attmept objectivity, is eJdremely difficult. Pressures on both 

to conform with the norms of their respective group was obvious and"unfortunate-

ly the training period was too short to realistically prepare the trainees for 

this subtle group pressure. The higher ranking offj.cers (Lt. & Sgt.) in the 

department manifested a need to illl~ questions directed at the po1ice force 

for their men in the group. They also placed a subtle restriction on patrol-

men since the latter spent some time trying to discover the officers' position. 

Yet after the leaders (from both sides) vlitnessed the first group obtain some 

mutual understanding, their goal of objectivity became easier. 

The training period was not long enough nor designed in the right sequence 

to accomplish the desired goal. In retrospect, the need to clearlv communicate 

the role of the discussion leaders was essential. This could not be done until 

individuals had resolved some of their emotions toward the other group. In 

essence, the group had reached that point on the last day of the training week. 

The turnover of group leaders did not allow individuals an opportunity to 

learn from previous mistakes. With only one exception, those leaders that led 

tllTO or more phases developed adequate skills to lead a good group. 

" The lecture series, with some exception did not have continuity nor re-

late consistently to the felt needs of group members. It was difficult for 

the leaders to direct the group toward the topic when they were still feeling 

each other out. l.viost leaders, after their initial session, attempted to respond 

to the group rather than follow the lecturer. 
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h~en one leader (police or civilian) would become defensive, the other 

leader found it difficult to assist. As the post port em meetings continued, 

however, ~he pairs found it increasingly helpful to provide feedback to each 

other and to discuss ways of helping each other if one lee.der would relinquish 

leadership by becoming a participant on certain issues. 

Despite all of these obstacles, the leaders who returned for two or more 

programs began to obtain a measure of objectivity and help the group work 

through their problems. 

During the second program, an obvious inability on the leaders part to 

... move the group from gripe sessions to problem solving sessions became evident. 

The leaders worked on this three meetings after the sessions, and the discus -

sion group reflected this learning during the third program. 

Although over identification with respective groups was the main obstacle 

to effective leadership, the fact of leaders close alliance with the partici-

pants in their group was also a strength. Undoubtedly professionals could 

have led a discussion more effectively, but a lot of the success of the pro-

gram would have been assigned to them. In this setting participants soon 

learned that there were no lIexpertsll and discovering in his group that no 

professionals were IItinkering with him, II he became a full gl'oup member. Others 

voiced the opinion that they were surprised to find they could sit and talk 

together. The important fact was that they accomplished this withour the 

direction of an expert. The obvious gain tr the City of Netvark is evident. 

In essence, despite the absence clear guidelines and despite program 

•• ' ,; T 

difficulties, Newark has demonstrated that citizens and police can play an 

important role in any police-community relations program. 
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Those leaders that completed the initial training and had one practical 

learning experience, found they could become increasingly objective and pro-

cess oriented. In order to capitalize on this experience, the following re-

commendations are suggested for the use of non-professionals as discussion 

leaders. 

Recommendations 

1. At least a two week training period should be orovided for all leaders:.., 

This trai.ning should follow a logical sequence reflected in the Qesign. 

The first week should be devoted to resolution of intergroup conflict and en-

hanced-understanding of the other group. Trainers familiar ,dth T-Group and/or 

laboratory methods could well use a conflict resolution design attempting to 

reduce misperceptions and clarify intent. It is important that some trust be 

developed between the two groups so that the atmosphere for skill learning is 

developed •. 

The second week could then narrow in on leadership and discussion group 

dynamics. Also during this first week or weekend, each citizen should ride in 

a patrol car ldth a policeman in the group, and the police, out of uniform, 

travel into the community without the protection of his shield. Quite often 

visiting bars, poolrooms, barber shops, and restaurants and finding himself 

in a minority position does more to create learning data and bridge the gap 

between the two worlds, than any lenght 'of time in a classroom. 

2. Each trainee should attempt to deal with the subject of police-community 

rela:~tions on his own "turfrt: with individuals or a group. sometime during 
I 

the training. Hany will find it impossible to challenge locker room talk 

or street norms and this in itself is valuable learning when brought out in 
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the group. In many vlays the field trip will accomplish this same purpose 

since one has become identified with at least one member of the other group. 

3. Financiallv reimburs.§ civilians and release.-:.gQlice .officers from duty. 

In order to get a truly representative civilian participation, arrange-

ments should be made to free employees with the employ'er, (the city govem-

ment can assist) reimburse these employees for their salary loss, pay. unem-

played male and female trainees, and assume babysitting costs. This is the 

only way known to insure community involvement throughout the program. 

4. Choose the st;rgng,est leaders for ,the fj r::;t. phase. and have a.lternate 

Dot.ential leaders observe. provide feedback) and participate in on-going 

The feedback will assist the present leaders and provide an opportunity 

for observers to gain insight into process. The observers should be planning 

to lead groups during the second program. 

5. One day of traininl§ should be planned before each of the five programs., 

6. The formal aspects of the program must alloW' .for pgrticipants to reflect 

on the process thevare experiencing. Lecture series, movies, etc., if utilized, 

should be inter-woven with ample opportunity for the total group to learn from 

the gNup process taking place. The leaders also lea!'n from the review of pro-

cess which they experienced during the initial training. 

These are the key recommendations. Newark has taken an important first 

step in an area where the risk of failure is extrem.ely high. The utilization 

of non-professional discussion leaders proved workable especially when you 

consider that in the last two programs only one initially trained c01l¥llunity 

leader participated. The remainder were picl<:ed from the group. 
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The gro,~h of the individuals participating in all phases ~as remarkable. 

It is with this in mind that the strengths and l,feaknesses of the Newark 

program should be viewed. 

Successes in this field are almost non existent, and from that standpoint 

Newark must be added to the roster of cities attempting to tackle this problem 

before vThatever goodwill now ex.i.sting is extinguished • 
• ~. h 
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Part III Research AnalvsiS 

This chapter is divided into the following chapters; 

Chapter 5: The objective of the research component of the progra~ and 

the characteristics of the participants. 

Chapter 6: The complaints made prior to the program by civilians 

against police, and vice - versa. 

Chapter 7: A description of the program; (a) A discussion about what the 

participants liked and disliked about the program; (b) Suggestions pa.rtici-

pants made for improving the program and police community relations. 

Chaptsr 8: An assessment of the effectiveness of the program. 

Chapter 9: A discussion of what the participants did after graduating 

from the program. 

~. Chapter ~O: Highlights of the research findings. 

Chapter 5: The Research Objective 

The research objective is to describe in as s!stematic manner as possible 

the participants in the program and the program itself, and to attempt to de-

termine the extent to which the program 8.chieved its objective of improved 

relationships between policemen and civilians in Newark, N.J. 

Characteristics of the Particioants 

A. Definition of a Participant 

, For research purposes, a Police Corrmunity Relations Training Program 
! t participant is defined as a civilian or a police officer who attended at 

~.~,;~ least two sessions in one of the five training programs, and who cooperated 

, with the research aspect of the program, at least to the extent of filling 
1 
I . 
!: out a questionnaire con'cerning the characteristics d.iscussed in this section. 

\:,)4 

~~. 
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According to this criterion, 130 civilians and 117 pc-lice officers 

are participants, making a total of 247 people. 

B. Selection of Participants 

Police participants were drawn randomly. Civilian participants were 

referred by a variety of community agencies and organizations: Human Rights 

Commission, 31; Senior Citizens Centers, 22; Pre-School Council, 17; 

Neighborhood Youth Corps, 14; Community Action Program, 10; Board of 

Education, 6; Newark Welfare, 4; Tenants Associations, 3; Precinct Councils, 

2; Blazer Agency, 2; Youth Opportunity Center, 2; Public Assistance Board, 

1; Civil Rights Organizations, 1; N.J. State Employment Service, 1; Business 

and Industrial Coordinating Council, 1. In addition, civilian participants 

J 
\ 

referred four other civilians to the program. No information in this regard 

exists for nine individuals. 

C. Attendance 

Svnopsis. Police attendance was slightly better than civilian 

" attendance, but both groups attended approximately six to seven sessions out 

of a total of eight (nine in Program Two). Civilians, however, participated 

to a much greater extent than did police in the field trip component of the 

program, although field trip participation, on the part of both groups, was 

very low. 

The Details. The civilians attended a mean number of 6.4 sessions, 

the police a mean number of 7.2 sessions, Forty-five civilians (34.6 per 

cent of them) and 17 policemen (14.5 per cent of the police) also went on a 

field trip. For these 62 field trip participants, the average amount of time 

spent on the trips is approximately five hours (4.6 hours for civilians and 

... " 
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5.h hours for police). 

D. Race 

Synopsis. Civilian participants are predominantly Negro and police 

participants are predominantly white. 

The Details. Of the civilian participants, 73.8 'per cent (96 people) 

are Negro, and 23.1 per cent (30 people) are white.. C3.1 per cent did not 

answer this question.) Of the police participants, 17.1 per cent (20 officers) 

are Negro, and 82.1 per cent (96 officers) are white. (No datum on race is 

e.vailable for one officer.) 

E. Age 

SYnopsis. Whereas the average age for civilians is about the same 

as that for police, age 39, the age range is considerably greater for civilian 

participants are teenagers or in the retired or nearing-retirement age cate-

gories. 

The Deta~ The age range for civilian participants is 16 years to 

90 years, whereas the police age range is 23 years to 64 years. The median 

age for civilians is 37, and the mean age is 39.4. The median age for police 

is 38, and the mean agl is 39.1. Twenty civilian participants (15.4 per cent) 

are age 60 or over, as compared with fiVe police participants (4.3 per cent). 

Thirty-nine civilians are undelr age 30 00 per cent), as compared with twenty-

four policemen (20.5 per cent). Sixteen civilians are under age 20 (12.3 per 

cent). In regard to the age range 20 through 40, 59 civilians (45.4 per cent), 

and 66 policemen (56.4 per cent) fall within this range. 
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Among the civilian complement, there are 55 males (42.3 per cent), 

and 75 females (57.7 per cent). Among the police participants, all but two 

participants are males. 

G. Education 

SvnoDsis. The average educational achievement for civilians is approxi-

matelY the same as that for police, slightly less than 12 years. A greater 

proportion of police than of civilians are high school graduates. Eight civ:i.li-

eons have less than an eighth grade education; this is true of no police par---, 

tidpant. On the other hand, a substantially greater munber of civilians ha'/e 

attended college and have received college degrees than is true of police. 

Concerning police participants, 48 per cent have gone beyond police academy 

and had advanced training in pol.ice work. Thirty-~wo per cent of the police 

have had special training in the "human relations" aspect of police work. 

The Details. The average (mean) educational attainment for civilians 

is 11.6 years and the police mean is 11.8 years. The civilian range is from 

Zero to nineteen years, and the police range is from eight to seventeen years. 

(Sixteen years indicates a bachelors degree; seventeen, a masters degree; 

nineteen, a doctorate of philosophy.) No police participant and civilians 

have had less than eight years of education. 

Seventy-five of the 125 civilians (60.4 per cent) who anslvered this question 

are high school graduates, and 29 of the 113 policemen who answered this 

question (87.2 per cent) are high school graduates. Thirteen civilians 

(10.4 per cent) and three policemen (2.7 per cent) are college graduates. 

:1'" 
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Of the civilians, 25.6 per cent 02 people) have had at least one year of 

college, as compared with U .. l per cent (16 people) of the policemen. Three 

civilians and one police officer have masters degrees. Two civilians have 

their doctorates of philosophy. 

Sixty one police officers (52.1 per cent) have had no advanced training 

in police work (beyond police acad'emy). Thirty~seven (31. 7 per cent) have 

had special courses in the human relations aspects of police work. (Of these 

37, 22 (59.4 per cent) have had other advanced police training, besiden 

CQurses in human relations.) Two officer (1.8 per cent) have had advanced 

police courses in business. Ten officers (8.5 per cent) checked the category 

I'other (police) courses. II 

H. Occupational and Employment Status 

Qmopsis. Nearly thrity per cent of the civilians are unemployed. 

The most prevalent civilian occupational category is ucommunity service 

-
worker,1I second in frequency are blue collar workers. Among the polic e, 

615 per cent are patrolmen, 32 per cent have a higher rank. The highest ran!r, 

represented is that of lieutenant.. Police participants represent all commands 

involving public contact, and have served an average of 12 years on the Force, 

"rUh a range of from two months to over 40 years. 

I The Details. Of the 130 civilians, 91 (70 per cent) are employed, 

,I
f;f. 3 ( : 7 28.5 per cent) are unemployed, and two persons did not answer the question. 

r 
~ ....•...•. '.1 •. :. f °tChcupational status for the 124 civilians whose status could be determined 

t: . rom e questionnaires is as follows: Professional, 12 (9.7 per cent); 

VI Business, 2 (1. 6 per cent) ; Community Servi c e ;Iorker, 42 (33. 9 per cent); 

~.J ~t·; 
.!.:; 
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~ other White Collar, 21 (16.9 per cent); Blue Coliar, 30 (24.2 per cent); 

) uYouth-in-Training, II 17 (13.7 per cent). This status is based upon current 
! 

or last-held occupational position. 

" \ 
I 

Thirteen women civilian participants are housewives currently, and eleven 

civilians are retired. 

In regard to the police, 80 are patrolmen (68.4 per cent); 14 hold the 

detective rank (12.0 per cent); ten are sergeants (8.5 per cent); 13 are 

]j eutenants (11.1 per cent). 

The numbers of policemen in the differe~t commands of the Department are 

2,8 follows: Precinct One, 17 (14.5 per cent); Precinct Two, ten (8.5 per o~~;.t); 

, Pr''3cinct Three, nine (7.6 per cent); Precinct Four, 17 (14.5 per cent); 

~ Pr,cinct Five, 15 (12.9 per cent); Other Patrol, six (5.2 per cent); Detective 

I Divisicn, 14 (12.0 per cent); Investigation Division, four (3.4 per cent); 

Traffic, 13 (11.1 per cent); other commands, ten (8.5 per cent); not given, 

hlo (1.8 per cent). 

The police participants have served on the Force an average (mean) of 11,9 

Y3ars (the median is 11 years). The range is from two months to 41 years. 

1. Place of Birth and Residence 

.§ynoDsis. Most police participants are native Newarkers (72 per cent), 

\·rhereas most civilian partieipants are "immigrants" (newcomers to Newark) 

(71 per cent). A large percentage of the civilians are from the South (36 per 

cent). The number of police who spent their childhood years in Newark is nearly 

double that for civilians. 

Ninety five per cent of the police participants and 79 per cent of the 

civilian participants tlgrew up" in a city. Ten per cent of thE: civilians 
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grew up in a rural area, this apparentlt is true of no police participant. 

Civilians tend to r'eside in the Central and South tvards of the City, 

Dolicemen in the North and ,,".rest Wards. There are civilian and police partici-, 

pants, however, from all five wards, Central, North, South, East and West. 

Seven civilian participants are "out-of-towners. 1I 

~fuereas 29 civilians live in Public Housing Projects, this-is true of 

only one police participant. Civilians are more likely to live in privately 

· -
f o.,ned apartment buildings than are police; police are more likely to own 
( , 

t.heir own homes. An equal percentage of both groups rent a house or part 

of one. 

The Details. The number of civilian participants born in selected 

Jocations is as follows: Newark, 38 (29.0 per cent); Other New Jersey, ten 

(7.7 per cent); Other North-Eest, 14 (10.7 per cent); South, 47 (36 per , 
L 
i 

cent); North Central, three (2.3 per cent); South Central, two (1.5 per cent); 

~iountain or Pacific, none; Puerto Rico, eight (6.2 per cent); Other Spanish--

speaking locale, one (0.8 per cent); Europe, four (3.1 per cent); Other 

locales, two (1.5 per cent); not given, one (0.8 per cent). 

The analogous police situation is as follows: born in Newark, 84 (71.8 

per cent); Other New Jersey, seven (5.9 per cent); Other North-East, 13 (11.1 

per cent); South, nine (7.7 per cent); Europe, two (1. 7 per cent); Other 

(analogous to the other category used for civilians), one (0.9 per cent); no 

answer, one (0.9 per cent). 

Sixty civilians (46.1 per cent) and 92 officers (78.6 per cent) inuicated 

that they had spent most of their childhood years in Nel'Vark. 
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"j.; Of '.;.he 97 policemen who answered the question, 92 (94.8 per cent) spent 

most of their childhood years in a city, and five (5.2 per cent) spent these 

years in a town. Of the 79 civilians who answered this question, 62 (78.5 per 

cent) spent their childhood years in a city, nine (11.4 per cent) spent their 

childhood years in a town, four (5.0 per "cent) grew up in the country but not 

on a farmJ and another four grew up on a farm. 

For the 129 civilians who answered the question about length of residence 

in Ne\oJ'ark, the median number of years lived in the city is 18, the mean is 

2'2.4 years. For the 117 police participants, the median number of years lived 

in the city is 34, the mean is 34.4 years. 

Thirty civilians (23.1 per cent) as compared with five police officers 

<:~.2 per cent) currently reside in the Central Ward of Newark. Twelve civili-

aus (9.2 per cent) live in the North Ward, as compared with 27 officers (23.1 

1 pl}r cent). Thirty-nine civilians (30.0 per cent) as compared with ten poliCE:-

men (8.5 per cent) reside in the South Ward. In regard to the East Ward, 

fifteen civilians (11.5 per cent) as compared with eight policemen (6.8 per 

cent) live here. Fourteen civilians (10.8 per cent) and 36 officers (30.8 per 

cent) live in the West Ward. Seven civilians (5.4 per cent) indicated that 

theY.live outside of the city. Thirteen civilians (10.0 per cent) and 31 

policemen (26.5 per cent) did not answer this question. 

In regard to types of dwelling in which the participants reside, 29 

civilians live in public housing projects (22.3 per cent), whereas this is 

true of only one police officer (0.9 per cent). Twenty-two civilians (16.9 per 

cent) and fifteen policemen (12.8 per cent) live in privately owned apartment 

buildings. Thirty-two civilians (24.6 per cent) and 31 officers (26.5 per cent) 
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rent a house or part of one. Thirty civilians (23.1 per cent) and 42 police 

participants (35.9 per cent) m'm their own homes. Seventeen civilians (13.1 

per cent) and 28 policemen (23.9 per cent) did not ansv,er the question. 

J. Harital and Family Status 

Synop'sis. Police participants are almost all in the currently married 

category, this is true of less than half of the civilians. Civilians are 

mQ.r',l;t: likely to be single or to belong to the ltv/arId of the formerly married. If 

The Details. ~~ereas 86.3 per cent (101 people) of the police par-

ticipants are currently married) this is true of only 48.5 per cent (63 people) 

of the civilians~ Of the civilians) 32 (24.6 per cent) are single, as compared 

1vithnine (7.7 per cent) of the police. Tvlelve civilians (9.2 per cent) are 

i'ri..dowed, as compared with only one policeman (0.9 per cent), Seven civilians 

(5.4 per cent) and two officers (1.7 per cent) are divorced; thriteen civili-

<::.lS (10.0 per cent) and one officer (0.9 per cent) are separated. Three civi]j.-

ans (2.3 per cent) and three policemen (2.6 per cent) did not answer this 

question. 

The average (mean) number of children per ever-married civilian participant 

is 2.5, and the average number per ever-married police participant is also 

~,5 children. The family size (nunlber of children) range for civilians is 

zero to seven, and the comparable range for police is also zero to seven. 

Eleven eVer-married ci'dlians are childless as compared with' ten ever'-married 

policemen. 

Sv~opsis. The vast majority of police participants are Catholic; 

l:~ whereas two-thirds of the civilians are Protestant. 

~
'{ 
J ; 
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The Details. Of the civilians, 86 (66.2 per cent) are Prntestant, as 

compared with 31 police participants (26.5 per cent). Whereas 25 civilians 

(19.2 per cent) are Catholic, this is true of 83 policemen (70.9 per cent). 

Seven civilians (5.4 per cent) are Jewish, as compared with three policemen 

(2,6 per oent). In addition, four civilians (3.1 per cent) gave other re-

ligious affiliations (the Muslims are not among them), five gave no religious 

affiliation (3.8 per cent), and three (2.3 per cent) did not answer the question. 

L. Community Involvement 

Civilians are more likely to be involved in community 

affiars than are police, and to belong to more organizations than is true of 

police. More civilians picture themselves as active in community life than do 

police. 

The Deta.ils, Civilian participants belong to an average (mean) of 

2.9 organizations. Not including the 30 civilians who belong to no organiza-

tions, the average (mean) is ~. 6 organizations. Hany Lore officers of Precinct 

Councils, Area Boards, Tenants Associations, Block Associations, Political 

Clubs, P.T.A.'s, Religious Groups, and Civil Rights Organizations. The range 

is from zero to thirteen. 

Police participants belong to an average (mean) of 1.9 organizations, and 

excluding the 45 who belong to no organizations, the mean is 2.9. Many are 

aotive in the P.B.A., veterans' associations, and other organizations. The 

range is from zero to nine. 

Eighty-six civilians (66.2 per cent) as compared with 48 policemen 

(41.0 per cent) picture themselves as being active in community organi~ations. 

_ ......... ---'-'------ ----- --
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11, Opinions en Selected Issues of Releva.nce to the Program 

Opinions on the sta.tements given below were solicited from police and 

civilian participants in the first three programs. They were a part of the 

questionnaire administered before the program. 

Stat~nt 1: Police protection in the neighborhood where you live 

(or which you patrol) is very good. 

The extent of agreement between police and civilians on this item is 

about the same. Whereas 51.5 per cent (34 people) of the police participants 

agreed with this statement, 49.3 per cent (35 people) of the civilian partici-

pants agreed with it. The extent of disagreement is as follows: 42./J,. per cent 

(28 people) of tbe police disagreed, and 46.5 per cent (33 people) of the 

civilians disagreed. In doubt were 6.1 per cent of the police (4 people) 

and 4.2 per cent of the civilians (3 people). 

statement~: The civilians in the neighborhood where you live (or 

which you patrol) cooperate with the police very Well. 

The vast majority of police participants (75.8 per cent)~ 50 out of 

the 66 who answered the question, disagreed with the statement. Only 18.2 

per cent (12 people) agreed, and 6.0 per cent ( 4 people) straddled the fence. 

In regard to the 70 civilian participants who responded to the item, the extent 

of disagreement is also high, 58.6 per cent (41 people), with 31,4 per cent 

agreeing with the statement (22 people), and ten per cent or seven people in 

doubt. 

Statement 1: The police are harder on some minority groups than they 

are on other mino~ity groups. 

Police participants tend to disagree with tbis statement; civilians 



tend to agree with it. Whereas 68.2 per cent (45 people) of the police 

disagree, only 31.4 per cent of the civilians (22 people) a.re in disagreement. 

Conversely, whereas 58.6 per cent of the civilians (41 people) agree, only 

25.8 per cent of the police participants (17 people) agree. Four policemen 

(6.0 per cent) and seven chrlij.a.ns (10.0 per cent) straddled the fence. 

N. A Note on Degree of Cooperation ~~th Program Research 

According to research records, 101 of the 130 civiliap participants 

(77.7 per cent) filled out the questionnarie called the Ilpre-test" and filled out 

the questionnaire called the "post-test" after the program. In a few instances, 

however, persons did not fill out the pre-test before the program, so that 

the instruments could not be used for assessment purposes. 

Records show that 102 of the 117 police participants (87.2 per cent) 

took both the pre-test and the post-test. Again, a few do not qualify for 

assessment purposes. 
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Chaptex: Q: 

Prior to the program i.n order to develop a fair understanding of the people 

in the prograrJ at the beeinningj it is releva~t to note the complaints of 

each group. 

Although this section is entitled IICompl,~ints) II f!)r the reason that a 

Police Community Relations Training Program assumes a dysflIDctional inter~ctive 

system to begin with nevertheless, it seems appropriate at thjs poj~t to in-

dica.te also what civilians like about police, and vice versa. 

TABIE 1. R~QD.§. PoliQ§. Give for Disliking m;: Likin~ Civilians Q:£: 
Frequencv (Program Two Only)1', 

What Police Dislike Most About Civilians 

Apathy, ,indifference 
Complaining about denial of rights, 
about not getting their demands 
met; impatience 

lack of cooperation, distrust 
Disregard for life and property, 
disresPE:ct for law and·· order 

Pulling rank, telling officer how to 
do his job 

lack of intelligence 
Fighting, being drunk, dirty 
Inability to solve domestic problems 
"Them" (A blanket dislike for civilians) 
Nothing disliked 
No answer 

What Police Lik~ Most About Civilians 

Friendliness, acceptance, understanding, 
being police 

Cooperation with the police 
Willingness to live in peace with 

neighbors 
ItThat I donlt have to live there." 
Nothing (liked) 
Opportunity to give civilians comfort 
and consolation 

"Everything" 

Frequency of Menticn 

4 
3 

2 
2 

2 

1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

7 

Frequency of Mention 

9 

5 
2 

2 
2 
1 

1 

J, '. 
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Professional policemen can't indulge in 
likes or dislikes 

No 'answer 

-l~ The unit in this table j,s a reason, not an individual. 

TABLE II. Reaso!1§. Q.tvilians Give for Diuik:i:ng or Lik:i.ng Pqlice 
lui: Frequency 

11 

5 

What Civilians Dislike lvlost About Police Frequency of Mention 

Discourtesy, bad language, callousness, 
poor attitude, talks down to you, 
pompousness, lacking respect for 
people, net disciplined, accusing 
people of lying, failure to give 
people a chance "va "expl:Lin" 

Slowness in responding to calls 
Alleged dishonesty, accepting IIpayoffs, II 

"Bribes,tr turning back on crime 
Brutal treatment of suspects 
Discrimination against Negroes 
Drinking on duty 
Abuse of position, taking advantage of 
the people 

Emotionally disturbed 
The 11 systemll ties their hands 
Nothing (disliked) 

What Civilians Like Nost About Police 

Protection 
Understandlng attitude, cooperation, 
friendliness, willingness to give 
a.dvice 

Efficiency, way they do their job, 
come when called, vigilance 

Law enforcement 
Dedication, courage 
Respect their role (job) 
Treat kids well, give them advice 
Proper demeanor, carry themsleves 
properly, dress well 

16 

7 
5 

3 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
1 

Frequency of Menti~n 

15 
4 

4 

3 
3 
3 
2 
2 

In comparing civilian and police gripes and likes about sach other, it 

appears that the predominant civilian desire is 1) to gain insight into the 

Police reasons for acting disrespectful and for belated emergency responses, 

...... " 
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and?) for the police to gain sympathetic insight into the civilianls 

plight. From discussions with the participantsj the general intention be-

hind both interests was not to hamper the police~ but to aid and 000perate 

with him in behalf of greater police efficiency. Indeed, to take an illustra-

tion, one young girl of sixteen stated her reason for participating in the 

program: liTo learn how to act. 11 What the civilian gained was a psychologi-

cally concretized experience of feeling IIcloser ll and Ilfriendlier ll to the 

police, and some IIhard l1 information which he did not possess before. A few 

representative quotations taken from the post-test concerning what the civilians 

had gained from the program illustrate this point further: 

Learned to know an individual as a human being, 
to understand his feelings ·and not just to regard 
him as a symbol. 

Civilians have gained quite a bit. They understand 
the policeman more and found out that he isn't bad 
at all. 

I think the~ have gained a lot. Because as I said 
before it gave mg a better look at them. 
I understand why they don't or did not do 'certain 
things that I might have expected them to. 

Yes, we learned that if we try we can improve relation-
ships between police and civilians. 

The corrunon stereotypes of f1brutalitylf and lI::lishonestyll and I1discrimination ll 

do not predominate among the civilian dislikes about the police. Rather dis-

courtesy, aloofness, and slowness to respond to calls account for most of the 

complaints. No civilian questioned the authority of police functions; no 

one made such categorical statements as IIthey're part of the system I s power 

st:ructur~. l!' The overwhelming majority of complaints were not categorical but 

derived from personal and specific experiences, e. g., 1I!.fy aunt. was very ill. 
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I called and they didn 1 t want to help me.!\ Th'e majority of reasons for 

liking police fall under the pro~ection and law enforcement categories, while 

a minority can be classified under the "social work" category'. 

Some ethnic-group oriented undertones prevail in the police complaints 

against civilians. In drawing some conclusions from the comparison of police 

and civilian responses, it seems that police statements leaned toward catego-

rical "lumping,1/ i. e., statements that are not oriented to distingnishing 

individual differences; instead they have characteristic tendencies for "all" 

or IInone" type of attitudes. The civilian responses leaned toward the oppos:i.te 

t;::ld of this spectrum. Their personalized "gripes," their conscious pro-police 

attitude, and their apparent eagerness to engender sympathetic cause with the 

police, prevail. To corroborate this by turning to the pre-test item con-

cel~ng what police can gain from the program, we find the follovdng: 

all Negores are not criminals. 

The community is the best friend he has because he 
also is a minority ••• 

(Police can learn that) we can help them in many ways. 

They can see that we understand the problems between 
the police and civilians - - we'll explain. 

Not everyone is a trouble-make~; we can talk to them 
and show them that they are only a small number. 

While many civilians desired this "sympathetic insight" from the police, 

the remaining civilians complemented their efforts by welcoming the opportuni-

ty for the police to gain civilian friends by disrobing civilian llfallacies.!1 
. . . 

A different motivational picture is obtained from examining the police responses. 

Their pre-phase attitudes toward the civilians tended to be negative. Below 

are presented a series of civilian and police responses to. the questions·:rr.' What 

do you. 
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like (dislike) about civilians (police) ? 

Selected Civilian Answers: ~ke_ 

The fact that they are defenders of justice in the ideal sense, 
protectors of the peace. I feel I admire them. It takes a certain 
2JD.ount of bravery to put yourself in this public position. I may not 
like the '\.',hole personJ but I like that quality. 

They treat kids ·well. They have time to talk to them. 

That they are there. The protection. Readiness. 

Vigilance .•••.• l1ve had cordial relations •••. 
If I'm approached as a suspicious person, they thank 
me and I thank them. 

What they stand for. Protection! •• gives a person a sense of 
security .•.. he is able to walk the streets. 

• . • stand for something good ••• If he sees you trying 
to help him, he ,1on't go against you • 

• . • there are too many bad policemen in the community and we 
don't see the good fr.Dm the bad. There's nothing I like. 

Officers should not hang in tavernS,~:?l"r.ge.9QJJle,i.nvolyed 
in the scummy part of the community. 

The way they do their job. 

Most anytime you call they come, and they dress pretty neat 
and they help protect the city. 

I like everything. I've always wanted to work with them. 
I know they get pushed around plenty. They are fine fellows. 
They give their life for us people to live. Same like a soldier. 

I know they'vo helpect some boys to stay out of trouble. 
They have something to look up to. In fact, they have 
begun to call him policeman instead of 90p. 

I can't condone the illegal practices. Accepting payoffs ...... 
just my opinion •••• Their going into bars and being fresh with girls. 

Their slowness in responding to calls. The attitude of self-importance. 
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The unfairness. If I call, it takes longer to come to 
If I'm robbed. I live in a project .•.• 1 read in the 
paper they arrive sooner at the. • • • area. 

me. 

Nothing, but there are some who don't know their duty and 
who shouldn't be in uniform. They need psychiatric treatment. 
Personalities should be investigated before they are given a 
gun and authority. Police have always had an attitude of aggressive
ness and disregard and belligerence toward the Negro. If a policeman 
approaches a Negro as a :mc,n or as a woman, he can readily 
get cooperation in a manner regarding their dignity. 
This program will teach the police to approach the Negro in a 
dignified manner, and minority. Police using profane language 
is not bettering his image. 

The abuse by some of their position •••• The callousness with 
which some perform their duties. 

Someone who comes in and starts pushing and knocking without finding 
out first. Don't start until you find out, then he may deserve a 
knock on the head. 

Not prompt in answering calls, unless • • • direct to Detective 
Division .•• Just a plain complaint they don't bother •.. If a 
prostitute sees me coming they scurry away. If the radio cars 
come, the sirens blast and these people get away. If the colored 
are fighting, they say, "Let them kill themselves. lI My own son-in-law 
is a cop. 

~he brutality they use against people. 

Sometime the police see a man alone and they pick him up and arrest 
him, if the person doesn't have the money the police want for them
selves. 

Don't like some of their quick attitudes. Sometlmes they hit you like 
you are some toy ••• holler and curse. 

Their attitude ••• belligerent and they talk down to you. 
1."1101'1" an honest cop from a dishonest cop. They all should 
They donlt give you a chance to explain. 

Selec'ted Police Answers: J,ike 

You don't 
be honest. 

The majority of civilians who come in official contact with me are 
usually frightened people or people in quest of information. In 
comforting and consoling them and then seeing the sudden change to self 
security is Vlhat I like about them. 

They are friendly. 

:1 ' 



I can at least talk to them and get voluntary compliance and 
cooperation better than 90% of the time. 

Nost are polite. 

That I go home nights and days and thank God that I live 
in a good neighborhood for my children to gro~l up in. 

That I don't have to live there. 

Nothing. 

Everything. 

They are everyday people, who are trying to earn a living, 
and keep a home. 

Have no general liking of them. To be a professional 
police officer, likes and' dislikes do not enter the picture. 

Selected Police Answers: Dislike 

The screamers, mistakenly thinking I want to deny them 
their rights. 

V~ny are unintelligent. 

The looks and feelings of distrust and unwelcomeness. 

They are always fighting, drunk, dirty, and donlt have 
any respect for anyone, not even themselves. 

Their total disregard for property and safeguard of their 
fellow citizens. 

Them. 

There is too much indifference in the' attitude of the 
general public. 

When I an told how to do my jOb. 

lack of cooperation. 

Nothing. 

Some of them try to pull rank on you, because most of them are 
city workers. 

Their inability to solve their own domestic problems • 

. ~""""'_IIIiIIIiI._~ __ . _________ _ 
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The results in regard to the question about how much police and 

... ~ civilians like or dislike each other 1-rere tabulated separately for Program Two. 

Twenty-five policemen and 32 civilians answered this question. 

TABIE III. Extent of PoJ.ice and Civilian Liking-Disliking, for 
Each Other 

Police for Civilians for 
Extent of Liking - Disliking Civilians Police " 

N ctf N % 10 

strong Liking 3 12.0 12 37.5 

Liking 8 32.0 10 31.2 

Indifference 12 48.0 7 21.9 

Disliking 0 0 1 3.1 

6.2 
'. 

Strong Disliking 2 8.0 2 

Total 25 100.0 32 99.9 

Table III shows that civilians say that they like police to a greater 

e::t.ent than police say that they like civilians. Police are more than twice 

as indiffe~ent as is true of the opposite situation. An analysis was made 

concerning the degree of congruence be-tween the extent of liking-disliking, de-

termined by the forced-choice.item, and the reasons given for both being in-

dicative of a substantially greater degree of disliking than is shown by the 

forced-choice item on extent of liking-disliking. Whereas 75 per cent of the 

police asnwers to the open-ended items are congruent, this is true of only 

53.1 per cent of the civilian items. In only two cases, one policeman and one 
\1 
:t Civilian, is incongruence accounted for by a higher degree of liking shown on 

the forced-choice item than is warranted by the reasons given on the open-

ended items. 
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.j Chapter 1: A. Description of the Progrmn from a Research Standpoint. 

This section includes a table showing the number of participants in 

each of the five programs, the attendance for the 41 sessions held at the 

Training Center, and a content analysis of unstructured observation of the 

sessions. 

TABIE IV. Police and Qh.iliiill, Attendance .Qy Program Number-)~ 

Program Number Police Attendance 

One 
(Nov. 3 - Dec. 6) 23 (28) 16 (7) 39 

Two 
(Jan. 3 - Jan. 31) 26 

~ 

(1) 33 (41) 59 

Three 
(Feb. 14 - Mar. 9) 19 (28) 24 (26) 43 

Four 
(Mar. 14 - Apr. 6) 23 (23 r) 22 (23 ) 45 

Five 
(Apr. 18 - Hay 11) 26 (~8) 35 (8) 61 

Total 117 (138) 130 (165) 247 

* The nU"';:Jers in parentheses indicate the number of participants 
f~om an administrative standpoint. 

Table IV shows that mo~e than 300 persons participateqin the program; 

h01'rever, only 247 cooperated to the extent that they could be defined as a 

(65 ) 

(72) 

(54) 

(46) 

(66 ) 

003 ) 

participant from a research standpoint. The research total iB approximately 

82 per cent of the administrative total. 
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Am2..roximat~ ~ttendance fQ1: Oivilians rim.£! Police Qy Program ' . TABIE V. 
Ii' and Olas§. Datei)~ 

. ,', if, 

Program Date Civilians Police Total 

19 24 43 
!c,t One November 1 

November 3 27 23 50 
November 8 27 21 48 
November lO 19 23 42 
November 15 18 20 38 
November 17 17 23 40 
December 1 14 17 31 
December 6 .13 23 26 

Two -January 3 25 28 ' 53 
January 5 35 27 62 January 10 35 .27 62 January 12 35 24 59 January 17 39 27 66 
January 19 32 22 54 January 24 31 19 50 January 26 30 22 52 January 31 30 16 46 

Three February 14 24 28 52 February 16 21 29 50 
}.: 

February 21 27 27 54 February 23 30 22 52 February 28 25 28 53 March 2 24 27 51 March 7 20 29 49 March 9 25 27 52 
Four March 14- 21 25 46 March 16 23 25 48 J. 

March 21 24 22 46 March 23 ':0 25 45 March 28 22 22 44 lvIarch 30 20 25 45 April 4 18 22 40 April 6 17 21 38 
' . . 

Five April 18 50 32 82 April 20 49 30 79 April 25 48 29 77 1 ~pril 27 36 30 66 
" 

May 2 38 30 68 
l:i' 

May 4 37 28 65 May 9 39 30 69 May 11 40 28 68 
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,~ These figures are only approximate. They include visitors. Some partici
pants refused to sign in. Others slipped by the attendance desk •. Persons 
attending more than one program are included here; they are not included in 
Table IV. Occasionally, leaders met for a training session before attendance 
could be taken. 

Table V shows that average attendance by program is approximately as 

follows: Program One ~ 40; Program Two, 56; Program Three, 52; Program Four) 

44; Program.Five, 72. The average attendance for all sessions combined is 

approximately 53. There was some tendency for an attendance drop off toward 

the end of the various prog~~~s. 

CONTENT ANALYSIS OF UNSTRUCTURED OBSERVATION 

Scope and Extent of the Material 

This analysis is based on reports or "diaries" on programs 2,3, and 4. 

These include an overall report on Program 2~ with special material on the 

one discussion group which the diarist personally observed; one overall re-

port on Program 4, including only a report of the discussion group which the 

writer personally attended; and four reports on Program 3, the most thoroughlv 

reported, separately submitted by the four respective participant observers. 

The unevenness both in scope and extent of the material for each of 

these programs, in addition to the variation in levels of competence among 

the observers, make any systematic content analysis impossible. Therefore, 

it should be understood that any generalizations made are necessarily impres-_ 

sionistic. While some of the~e reports refer to the entire program, including 

ej~cerpts of talks made, this/ report focuses primarily on the· observation of 

the discussion groups, with occasional reference to the questions or comments 

made by program participants in the general program discussion,; 
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The Discussion Group Process 

The plurality of persons (averaging about ten in each discussion group) 

in each instance started ou.t as two bipolarized componente: the police and 

(not always in equal numbers) civilians (mostly Negroes). Recognition of 

this dichotomy was seen in assignment of co-leaders for each of the component 

sub-groups. (Both of the leaders were not always present.) The poJ.ice com-

ponent was more unified; the civilians were less unified, showing two sorts 

of divisions. Some were white; most ,,,,ere Negro. Furthermore, within the 

Negro group were some Ilmiddle class oriented ll Negroes (frsquently serving as 

leaders), and more often, members of the genuinely "target area tr Negroes. 

The best worded and thoughtful observer statement of the extent of collee-

tive orientation achieved by the groups studied is as follows: 

What seemed to have resulted, then, was that participants 
began to see their own attitudes with respect to the attitudes 
of others. The attitudes of the individual were not changed 
in any significant way; rather, they were perceived in the light 
of others attitudes. In other words, there was no actual change 
in the subjective evaluations on the issues at hand; rather, 
they were seen in a more objective context. 

Content of Group Discussion 

The discussion reports can be divided into 1) complaints voiced and re-

joinders to them; 2) purely informational questions and answers, sometimes 

suggested by the speaker's lecture; and 3) some suggested ways to improve 

police community relations. 

Complaints 

Complaints by civilians, particularly Negroes' complaints against police, 

{ and defensive co~nents by the police were easily the number one topic of dis-
5' 

cussion. One observer lists the main complaints of civilians as follows: 
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1. Often the police failed or were slow to respond to calls in 
certain areas. (low-income areas) 

2. Policemen showed a lack of enthusiasm or sense of ',1rgency on 
the job. 

3. rrhe police t1"eated civ:i.lians with far too little respect. They 
wer'e tlrude ll , '!inconsiderate,H and often. "vulgar. 11

0 

Our analysis sugf.ests that the third complaint above had priority and 

the phraseology is too mild, so we shall use the term "unnecessary abuse." 

In regard to "police abuse," one Negro civilian replied to the question 

raised in his discussion group: lIl)oes anyone here have a gripe about police?" 

as follows:. 

It didn!t happen to me, but I saw this "lith my ovm eyes. It was at 

the Pennsylvania Railroad Station about four years ago. (I am pretty sure the 

individual in question was a Negro although this was not exrlicitly stated.) 

He was handcuffed, lying on the cement floor, and two policemen repeatedly kicked 

him and hit him on the head vJith billy clubs. Then a lady came by, and because 

she felt sorry for this helpless person, she asked the policemen, "ls this 

necessary?" The lady was arrested for interference. This lady was a school 

teacher in Newark for 25 years. Everyone knew her. 

A Negro high school student who spoke at the general session cited this: 

I was in a parking lot in which police were looking for a robber. They 
told me to enter the patrol car and began questiohing me. I was 
really scared. Luckily the man :hey were after they caught and let 
me go but I shudder to think 01'" what would have happened to me it the 
man hadn lot been caught. 

(Observers' comment:) He seemed to be ~nplying that any Negro caught 
near the scene of a crime comes under police scrutiny, whereas this 
would not be the case vJith whites. 
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The milder range of complaint is illustrated by the following paragraph, 

as the observer wrote it: 

A negro man told about an incident he observed on Clinton Avenue. A 
crowd had gathered on the street corner and when the partol car arrived, 
a rookie policeman jumped out with his gloves on and his night;.ick in 
his hand and yelled, IIGet the hell out of here." He said if he sees 
a policeman in uniform use profanity it reflec:"s O~1 the entire Police 
Department. When this situation was discussed it was discovered that 
this man had been out with the radio car on field trips many times. 
The police f~lt that if this was the worst incident he saw with all his 
trips in the radio car, Newark is in good shape. 

Amore basic expression of the feeling that police discriminate against 

Negroes, which wa~ the sharpest example of these confrontation in the reports, 

arose from a fairly innocent question as to why the term, Negro, was used at all: 

Patrolman Bulldog said that the policeman assesses a boy's attitudes, 
not his color. Patrolman 'Ace added that color is no barrier. The 
civilian leader, lIrs. Governe, ylaS incredulous: "You mean to sit 
there and tell me you really donlt distingu.ish on the basis of color, 
that you don't trE'·A.t Negro boys any differently than white boys?" 
Patrolman Bulldog and Ace replied "no." Patrolman Tigre attempted to 
be conciliatory, "The word (Negro) must appea.r here (on the program) 
because in previous programs, a Negro young man may have discussed this 
issue. II He is apparently attempting to maintain group cohesion by 
blaming "outside" influences. As it turned out, he was covering up some 
degree of hostility. At the end of the session, he expressed strong 
negative feelings. 

In a similar vein, a Negro civilian asked of a lecturer, "When are we, 

the Negroes, going to have a chance to get all the opportur0.ties you mention?" 

Police Reaction to Civilian Conplaint::: 

In general, the police defended themselves against these complaints. 

But beyond this J they • .,ere critical along five lines: 1) Civilian abuse of 
:t 
if 
~. 

'1 police; 2) Civilian failure to coope-ratej 3) As parents, they build up 

from childhood an II enemy" image of the ItCOpll; 4.) They fail to understarld the 

limited role of the police; 5) They fail to realize that police are human too. 

<'\ 
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The following quotes from the diaries are illustrative: 

Civilian Ab.ll§..§ 

lJhen arresting a man for stealir:.g a car, another Negro grabbed the 
police while the first Negro beat the police. 

They keep crying brutality but fail to mention t"le kid who jumped 
the policeman from behind. Let me tell you if he jumps me, he'll 
have to be carried Qut of the house. I've got a wlfe and kids at home. 

Lack of Ciyilian Cooperation 

. . • was called to take care of a quarreling couple. He found 
they had made up, whereupon the tenants who called'as well as the 
couple verbally criticized the policeman. 

It's always" "I didn't see anything. II This makes our job difficult. 

Parents Buildina !lp ill! "Enemy" lmaae 

Parents could start by not teaching children that tile policeman 
is a "bogey man," 

Ho'w can youth have respect for the police when parents don' t1 
(The observer noted that it was a Negro civilian, not a policeman, 
who made this last comment.) 

Fc.llure to Understand the Limited Role of Police 

We are not social workers. 

We are not baby sitters. 

Failure to Realize That Police Art:! HWna,n --- - ---- - -.-- -- ---

(The following quote is the observer talking, not a participant.) 
Citing a pertinent case, a white policeman remarked that when a 
suspect is ordered to stop, runs away, and gives the officer a 
hard run to ca'Gch him, it is only hwnp,n that the officer would 
not be gentle when he catches him. 

Reaction to the Program 

In general, the police objected to having to attend the program, although 

It not all felt unhappy about it while there. 
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Among the strongest negative expressions were: 

For what are we spending four hours? 

lIm here only because I was ordered to be •. • • 
I object to being made an idiot. 

More specifically, the police reacted adversely to speakers with liberal 

leanings. It was in the most extensively reported Program 3 that all observers 

noted negative reactions to a liberal speaker. In Program 2, a controversial 

speaker, Bayard Rustin, eli~ited such strong negative reactions that the 

observer felt policemen did not understand what he 'vas trying to tell them, 

namely) that cooperating with trnon-violent" civil rights leaders and capitali-

zing on their deep inSight into the motivation' of the Negro American would 

be a good way of maintaining law and order. This diary indicates that the 

reactions of some white policemen and some white civilians were so intense 

that the persons were l.ncoherent in their outbursts of hostility. 

The general reaction of civilians to the program is not indicated to 

a great degree in the diaries. They were voluntarily prdsent) and the fact 

that some dropped out may indicate a negative feeling Goward it. One observer 

cornmer;i;-Jd, lilt seems no one gets exceptionally upset," 

Hore specifically, some Negro civilians reacted adversely to ttvo kinds 

of speakers, those who vrere too academic, and those who acted iruppity." In 

reacting to a speaker on the t,opic of poverty, one Negro civilian said, "I re-

sent someone who has never experieilced poverty trying to tell us how it feels. II 

Not typical, but nevertheless s:~gnificant was the resentment expressed by 

a middle class Neg ... 'o civilian at one speaker IS tendenoy to adopt the stereotyped 

language of lower class Negroes. She resented the use of "11an" and "Baby. II 

;. 
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1he role playing presentation precipitated IDlusually lively discussions 

in some groups, apparentyly because the act presented dealt with typical situ-

ations familiar both to civilians and to police. However, group leaders ex-

perienced difficulty in getting participants to personally re-enact by role 

[laying the way the fictitious c~aracters should have riP.8,lt with the situations. 

The lectures concerning reGent Supreme Court decisions and their implica-

tions for future police activity were distinctly educational to the civilians, 

stimulated many questions, and broadened their civic education. This suggests 

that future similar programs might include more strictly educational material. 

This type of discussion also gave a Itbreatherlt to the broad tension which usual-

ly could be detected in most other aiscussions. 

Group Suggestions for Problem Solving 

On the whole, the reports indi0ate that ventilating feelings and better 

understanding of civilians and police of e~ch other's feelings and problems 

were the main foci of the discussion. However) in all groups there were som~ 

suggestions concerning how police-civilian relations and the problems of the 

community might be dealt with. If one takes all the suggestions made of all_ 

the groups reported, the list is quite numerous. However, in only one of the 

reported group discussions l.·:as this topic the major focus of the session (no 

I, 

doubt prompted as a result of the leaders' advanee meeting where this had been 

suggested) • The topics and suggested solutions: are aA follows: 

'" 
. .,. 

!;> 

"\.-' 
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PROBLE11S 

Mi)3tr'.lrit of the poli.c(:: cn 
the part of the civilians 

Lack of understanding on 
both parts 

Lack of respect of feelings 
on both parts 

Failure of police to respond 
to certain areas. 

Uniformed policemen loitering at 
the corner tavern -- thus de
stroying their image 

Stereotyping on the part of 
policemen 

Citiz ens asking police for 
unessential services 

1:lisguided leadership in the form 
of agitation rather than solution 
of community problems 

Incomplete information givel1 by 
civilians l</hen making a report to 
the police 

SOLUTIONS 

Talking together. Begin establish
ing this trust at an early age. ,.')". 
Work in schools continua:.:iy. Use 
honesty rather than defense. 

Have an open mi.nd. Listen, Have 
better education of the public 
through enlargement of this kind 
of program and more speakers 
throughout the community. 

Be more respectful. Have meetings 
between the administration and 
policemen spoIling out definite 
rules of conduct. 

Have more radio cars in troubled 
areas. l>10re foot, patrol. ~valkje

talkies for police. 

Administrative d-:'rectives forbiddim" 
this action. 

Respond to all calls with an open 
mind. Donlt prejudge. Have semi·· 
nars for policemen with sociolo·· 
gists as speakers. Include civj,:.:· 
ans at the administrative level, 
Use more selectivity in soliCiting 
personnel (e. g., two years of 
college) . 

Have a larger tPaffi of dispatchers 
so they can direct the citizens to 
athol' agencies. Distribute litera
ture to utilize radio and other 
communications media. 

Follow rational leaders. 

Distribute literature explaining how 
to make a complete report. Have 
better trained dispatchers, so that 
they will be able to ask tactfully 
for additional jJ1formation. 

;', 
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Policemen taking advantage of the 
citizens 

Police not understanding community 
problems and vice versa 

Stereotyping on the part of 
civilians 

Prejudice on both sines 

Interference in police matters by 
civilians 

Interference in civilian or ~er~ 
sonal matters on the part of the 
policemen 

Political threats by civilians 

SOLUTIONS 

Have more cooperation and assistance 
on the part of civilians. Roach the 
children, schools, playgrounds, 
home life, etc .• Use the T.V. 
media. Have panel discussions) 
question and answer sessions, 
dramatic presentations to gain re
spect for law and order. 

Recruit bi'~lingual men for the force. 
Teach officers Spanish. 

Issue a directive for policemen to 
attend more community meetings in 
the areas in which they work. 

(No solution given) 

Education, openmindedness, ne'tlS 
advertising. 

Have civilian leaders inform the 
public of their -. ole in police 
matters. Arrest interfering civil.i:
ans 

(No solution suggested) 

(No solutions suggested) 

The observer who noted the problems and solutions given above felt that this 

was a particularly good session, particularly because the previous session had 

involved considerable tension. 

Final Comment 

Major strengths of the whole program as reported in the diaries were the 

speakers, and, on the whole, the fairly regular attendance of the volunteer civi-

lians. A notable weakness appears to have been in the group leadership. Despite 

~ prof Jssional training, observers, generally gave group leaders low ratings. 
,~ 
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They tended to report that: 

Leadership was unable to re-state anu sum up the participants' 
comments adquately. 

Leaders tended to interject their Olm views rather than to encourage 
participants to express their views. 

As a consequence of the last pOints, general participation was low. 

'In addition to over participation by leaders, often one or two other participants 

tended to monopolize discussion time. 
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Chanter fl: 

.' Assessment was done by examining the relationship between pre-test data 

and post-test data. This was done in regard to the open-ended questions and the 

semantic differEntial. 

Before-program and after-program data, obtained by the open-ended questions~ 

was available from program two that pertained to participants I perceptions as to 

whether or not the program would be of value to the Newark cOIllffiunity, to police-

men, and to civilians, and to their ideas about how to improve police community 

relations. 

TABLE XII. Will the Program Be of Value to the Community? 

N=22 Police 
N=31 Civilians YES NO UNCERTAIN 

Percentage of: Police Civilians Police Civil:'a.ne Police Civ, 

Before the Program 93.6 45.4 o 18.2 6.4 

After the Program 90.3 13.6 6.4 o 3.2 

{tBased upon Program Two. 

'-Table XII shows a dramatic change with the police. The before negativism of 

of 45.4 per cent dropped to 13.6 per cent upon completion of the program. The 

YES category is even more startling", from 36.4 per cent 'to 86.4 per cent -- a 40 

per cent gain. Though 18.2 per cent were ~rtain of the program's value to 

the conunun:i.ty before the program, none straddled the fence a:fterwards. On the 

othe;ro hand, the> eivilian participants show hardly a ripple of change. It is 

evident that the civilians volunteered as participants with very high aspiration 

(93.6 per cent) of the program's beneficial value to the community, and left the 

program with a slightly lower l~vel of expectations (90.3 per cent.) But why 
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should there be a loss at all? 

l-fost civilians who 701unteered as participants came into the program unaware 

of their equative association of the III" with IIcommunity". Hence" anything "I" 

learned will automatically be also learned by the "community" (one individual 

even made such a statement). During the program, however" some became aware 

that they must become emissaries to the community, As a result, those who did 

answer in the negative put it in terms of, lilt's of no value because the message 

won't be carried back." If we look at the beforl~ responses, only 6.6 per cent 

of the civilians stated that whatever they learn they will carry back to the 

community. After the program, 45 per cent mentioned that they personally will 

tell others, or had discussed it with others already. 

An interesting comparison between the police and civilians is the discrepan~~ 

between the latter! s general positivism to the program I s goals and the negativi~;n 

of the police. Table XIII shows what this means in terms of who needs to change 

their behavior most. 

TAEIE XIII. 

N=22 Police Both need Police need Civilians need 
N=31 Civilians to change to change to change 

Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. 

, , Before 13.6 40.0 0 16.6 86.4 43.4 
: ~', 

After 27.3 33.4 0 0 73.7 66.6 

~-Based upon Program Two. 

The civilians came with the attitude that the alienation between the police 

and community has bean caused by: 1) Both (L~o per cent), hence to breach the 

gap there must be mutual change through discussions and understandL'1g of each 
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others! probci.ems; 2) The civilians themselves,--so they need to change their 

own behavior (43.4 per cent); 3) The police (16.6 per cent). 
i' " 

The police, however J saw themselves as ccmpletely blameless: 86.4 per cent 

believed civilia.ns were totally guilty, and only 13.6 per cent held that problems 

may have been mutually percipitated and must be solved together. In short, the 

police were highly defensive of their professional roles and placed the burden 

of change on the civilians! shoulders, while the civilians were more willing to 

take the blame themselves, and also showed some desire to obtain some concessions 

frcm the police. 

After the program, the changes were remarkable. No civilian placed the 

burden of blame on the police alone. The police began to acknowledge some of 

their mutual guilt (27.3 per cent, a gain of 13.7 per cent), and slightly eased 

up on the civilians. Moreover .. the civilians moved closer to the police viel.'l, 

as 66.6 per cent now took the blame upon themselves; a differential gain of 

23.2 per cent. 

It is interesting to note the substantial numbers of people, both police 

(negatively and positively oriented) and civilians, who kept referring to the 

program as !Ischool" and sessions as "classes. 1I This educational view was main-

tained during the pre and post phases of thei:t; participation in the program; 

,t~ . 
One could understand the use of such words if they occurred during the post 

, ' , phase, because the handing out of .~otebooks and pencils to each participant 

plus the speakers (PhD's and prominent community officials) did lend it such an 

aura. But what explanation could one give for the pre-phase? The words seem to 

suggest that the program was not, in the minds of most participants, a place to 

meet and "throw the bull", but a serious matter where teaching and learning was 

to occur. 
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Gain 
Percent: Pol. Civ. 

No Gain 
Pol. Civ. 

Before 59.0 96.6 32.0 o 

After 82.0 100.0 9.0 o 

UnQ&rtain 
Pol. Civ. 

14.5 3.4 

9.0 o 

No An,swer 
Pol. Civ. 

4.5 o 

o o 

~(-Based upon Program Two. N=22 Police; N=3l Civilians 

---
.>~ 

TABLE XV. Ni.ll Police Gain From th~ PrQgLam?" 

Ga.in No Gai1;L Uncertain No Ans~.r 
Percent: Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. 

Befol'e 36.4 93.4 31.8 3.3 4.5 0 27.3 3.3 

After 63.6 100.0 22.8 0 4.5 0 9.1 0 

f.-Based upon Program Two. N=22 Police; N=3l Civilians 

Before the program, 59 per cent of the police expected civilians to learn 

something beneficial and 32 per cent expected them to gain absolutely nothing. 

After the program, 82 per cent thought the civilians had learned something of 

value and-.:nly 9 per cent remained negative. 1'he c,ivilians were positive beforG 

(96.6 per cent) and positive after (100 per cent). (S(:le Table IXV .'), 'Table XV' 

giv~s us a similar picture with reference to the e:xpectations'and perceptions 

about the value of the program j in this case, with regard to the police. The 

police, during the pre-phase, believed they would gain: 1) something of value 

()6.4 per cent); 2) nothing of value (31.8 per cent). In addition, 27.3 per 

cent of the police did not even bother to answer the question during the pre-

phase, and 4.5 per cent indicated that they were uncertain as to whether or not 

1 
~ Police would gain something from the program. 
l 
1 
,~ 

11 
1 

? 
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After the program, however, 63.6 per cent of the police, nearly two-thirds, 

believed that the police had~ainGd sometpine: of value from it. The nwnber in-

dicating "no gain ll before ,'las reduced to some extent during the post-phase, and 

the number givir.g no answer was reduced considerably. 

For the civilians, 93.4 per cent befor~ and 100.0 per cent aft.er the proGrilill 

believed that police will gain (or have gained) something of value. 

The pre-phase attitudes of the police toward the civilians and the program 

were strongly negativistic; much of their defensiveness to their cause was ma_Ln-

.... tained throughout the program. Why so? 

A large number of police participants are assigned duties in the ghettoes, 

come into frequent contact with law-breaking minorities, or succumb to the pro-

fessional fraternity's "inoide ll tales concerning what it is like Hf"lUt there." 

The experience undergone in the ghettoes is one of the major factors in the 

police stereotypes of the civilians. If a sizeable proportion of professional 
" 

life experiences evolve around 'fbitter tastingll situations, then some of th~ 

mystery bE-hind their categorica.l negativism is lifted. Given these conditione., 

we can understand such comments by police on the quest.ionnaires as: I:They're 

like animals, all violent"; "If theyire not too drunk, maybe they can learn 

something" ; 'f I thank God that I don' t live there"; II They're never change";' 

and one pathetic case - a Negro policeman, when asked, "What do you dislike most 

about civilians?" artswe.red in brutal bluntness, IIthem.1I The fact that the 

participation in the program was mandatory cannot be considered a callsal factor 

eXplaining their negativisln - their anger, if anything, may have precipitated 

greater honesty. The urgent civilian desire to have the police look more closely 

into the ghetto and see that not flall are the same ll is not an empty cry. 
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Nothing has been more dramatio than to have witnessed the slow, but positive 

transformation of police negativism as they became re-acquainted with the man 

they believed they fI 1m ew . II If the civilians su.ccessfully carry their 'nel'1 

message ll back into the ccmnunity, and if the police p:rt·\ctice their "ne~'r inslght) 1\ 

then some of those bricks from that devisive wall have beon removed. And, in 

time, if the cyole is properly nourished by the larger sooiety, it should be 

-)1-
TABIE XVI. HP..,h'. yJeu1aJglL1~rove ]Folios llemm,1lID-ty.J1g',lat:i.Q1lii'i' 

~onci*8:t,ory ~6oi~tic but 
Ug~.§~!1§. 1&nS 'ructlve 

Non7con- No 
cl.Llal.Q.t:Y: Answers 

Per oent: Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. Pol. Civ. 

BEFORE 9.0 46.6 27.3 23.4 31.8 13.4 31.8 16.6 

AFTER 54.5 56.6 27.3 13.4 4.5 6.6 13.7 23.4 

~}Based upon Progl'am Two. N=22 Police; N=3l Civilians 

----,-------------
Table XVI again shows the obvious apathy (31.8 per cent for No Anslver) and 

the hostile non-conciliator;}' attitudes (31.8 per 'cent) of the police before 

participating. Only 9 per cl:nt ma.de conciliatory suggestions such a3 /Ian 

education in manners and respect for all parties conoe:cned, II and a sUbstantial 

number (27.3 per cent) made constructive but egoistic suggestions suoh as "Show 

movies of actual police work and its degrees"; "establish liason officer between 

neighborhoods and police department II; "educate public to police functions. II 

In the after }:.tase, however) police made as I,....,,-,!I oonciliatory suggestions as did 

civilians (54.5 per oent as oompared with 56.6 per cent). Furthermore,whereas 

civilian interest in the matter deolined (23.4 per cent did not even answer the 

question on the post-test), police interest increased (a drop in the No Answer 

category from 31.8 per cent in. the before phase to 13.7 per cent in the after 
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phase). Even more dramatic is the decline in police non-conciliatory answers 

to the question. 

Turning from tyng of answer to the n-UffiQ§X of suggestions made by police 

and civilian participants, the change in attitude on •. '1 part of police is put 

into even sharper relief. Before the program, the police average is.5 sugges-

tions per participant, as compared with 1.0 for Negro civilians and .8 for white 

civilians. After the program, the police average is 1.1, the Negro civilian 

average is 1.5, and the white civilian average is 1.2. Whereas the percentage 

increase for police is 12Q ~ cent. from before the program to afterwards. 

Moreover, the direction and quality of the suggestions differed with each 

camp. The civilians tended towards more £Qn£rete suggestions - - techniques 

involving either person-to-person relationships (e. g., dances, parties, commu-

nity meetings, lectures, athletics) - - or solutions geared to the area of th,:, 

city from which the participant comes (e. g. ,better advertising of the progra.1'" 

introduce police education in Newark schools, community sponsored functions, e4-;;,' 

On the other hand, the police favored more A.hstract solutions. Their solutionf'. 

were oriented tOivard more universal application, transcending particular co]Jllllu'-

nities and/or individuals. To illustrate with the most common nuggestions: 

lIEducating in manners and respect for all ll ; "Improve judicial system"; "Mass 

Media should emphasize the positive activities of groups in the community and 

de-emphasize i...i1ose actions that lead to ill yi.ll"; "Mass media should give 

more support for respect and enforcement of law and less of making criminal into 

best and the police as aggressor .1' In terms of percentages, 50 per cent of the 

I ----~--------------~~------------~~~------~~~~ ____________ ..... Jl.' •..... *r~~;_O~f_t_h~e~C_i~V_i_lians ~ugge_st_ions, 
police suggestions were classified as abstract, as compared with 13.4 per cent 

Conversely, 60.8 per cent of the civilian 
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Suggestions were classified as concrete, as compared with 36.4 per cent of 

police suggestions. (Under the No Answer or Irrelevant Category were 3.6 per 

cent of the police and 26.8 per cent of the civilians.) 

A different picture of the effectiveness of the training progrrun is provided 

by answers to a different type of questionnaire. Charles Osgood's lIsemantic 

dHferential,1l a standardized psychological test for measuring peoplets attitudes 

toward selected words, was used to discover how participants evaluated the words 

IIOIJCE1JflI.N, CIVILIAN, NEGRO, WHITEHAN, l'-ffi, NEWARK, CIVIL RIGHTS DEMONSTRATIONS, 

BLACK POWER, NEIGHBORHOOD, SCHOeL, PUERTO RICAN, AND CUBAN. The semantic 

6ifferential test treats words like those given above as Ilstimulus words. II The 

test provides for response by means of adjective pairs, each pair involving a0.-

jectives with opposite meanings, such as good and bad, and the adjectives in 

each pair are set apart by means of a series of blanks. An example follows: 

NEGRO (the stimulus word) 

GOOD ___ ! _______ ___ : _____ : ___ : ___ BAD (an adjecti-~;n 
pair) 

Osgood used many adjective pairs and lnany stimulus words in developing 

his test, however, he found that regardless of the stimulus work, three tll1der-

lying kinds or orientations toward stimulus words emerge. These three dimen-

sions he labe.L.l.zd Evaluation (essentially metn;i.ng good, bad, or somewhere in-

between), Potency (.~ssentially meaning strong versus weak), and Activity (the 

most obvious adjective pair here is active versus passive), 

For Program On~, there were elev6n stimUlus words in the pre-test and seven 

in the post-test (because at the time we planned to use some for description -
' .. 
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requiring only one administration - and some for assessment - requiring before-

al1d - after pl'ogram measures). For Program Two and Program Three, we had 12 

stimulus words in both the pre-test and the post-test. For Programs Four and 

Five, we had five in the p~.e-test and the post-test. 

Why did we select the particular stimulus words we did? 'l'he inclusion of 

some is obvious. The word POLICEMAN needs no explaining. The word NEGRO was 

selected because the Negro delinquency and crime rate is higher than that for 

1-!hites, because Newark is more than 50 per cent Negro, and because any Police 

Commur.ity ae~ations progra~ which did not give special attention to Negroes at a 

t~~e when the law of the land calls for equality and the mores of sUbstantial 

s£gments of the white community call for discrimination and the folkways of part 

of the Negro community itself are incongruent with the presuppositionc of 

equality would be a naive one indeed, and bacause the llcivil rights movementll 

unfortunately entails some violent confrontation between police and civilians. 

The ' .... ords CIVIL RIGHTS DEMONSTRATIONS and BLAOK POWER i'mre included because 

of their relevance to the civil rights mov~ment. The wo:cds PUERTO RIOAN and 

CUBAN were chosen because they represent t"lO relatively large ethnic minority 

groups in Newark. The word SCHOOL was used because the Training Program itself 

vias similar to a IIschool," with its lecturers, official-looking notebooks and 

f 
;J 

pencils, regularly held sessions, graduation ceremonies, etc. It was also used 

because of it.:; lmpol'tance as a key to upward mobility and hence is an indication 

of corruni tment of t:rn part of the individual to society I s conventional norms. 

The \ .... ord NEWARK vIas used, because the Oity sponsored the program and because 

the word would indicate general satisfaction with or integration into or..e's 

conununity, neighborhood, or place of work. The 'I'mI'd NEIGHBORHOOD was used for 

': i., the same reasons. 
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Some words were included only to constitute logical completeness. This is 

true of WHITEMAN and CIVILIAN, which reI?~·esent the counterparts of NEGRO and 

POLICEMAN. WHITE~ffiN, however, also is an indication of feelings about the 

dominant society, and hence of the status quo, and in __ is sense has utility 

similar to that of the word SCHOOL. 

The inclusion of the word ME is obvious: it represents the individuals 

self-conception. The questinn was: Would participation in the program cause 

an improvement or a deterioration in the self-conception. 

In using the semantic differential, we were interested in several things. 

First, wf'uld participation in the program alter the orientations of eg(' toward 

lIobjects" of relevance to Police Cnnununity Relations? Second, how do partici-

pants rank these objects, particularly along lines of evaluation. Third, how 

does participation in the program affect the ranking? 

Since Osgood has IIcountles.s" adjective 'pairs, we turned to work by 

Hannah Levinls LPs;vcholinguistic Investiga.tion, for the selection of adjective 

pairs. This was particularly appropriate because Levin had used the semantic 

differential to see if "words carve up the world differently for Negro and white 

boys and girls, " and because she had administered the test to ninth grade 

pupils. The adjective pairs for the respective factors are as follows: 

Evaluation Factor 

good - bad hard - soft 
kind - cruel strong - weak 
clean - dirty heavy - light 
sUccessful - unsuccessful masculine - feminine 
wise - foolish large - small 
healthy - sick 

Activity Factor 

active - passive 
excitable - calm 
hot - cold 
fast - slow 
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~ 
I, In addition, bec~use Levin included the pair important - unimportant in 

',', 

i her test, but did not indicate where she classified it, we placed it under the 
1 .~< 
I ~ 
I': 
:,~ Evaluation Factor. Adjective pairs for the different factors were mixed up in 
1 ~l 
j 

h 
ji 

r 
I 

tbe test, and the '~high evaluation, II "high potency, II c.. ... "high activity" ;>o~~ 

were intermixed in order to increase the validity and to minimize the "halo 

effect. 11 

We bacame interested primarily in the Evaluation Factor (the E-Factor fo~ 

tha following reasons: First, Osgood discovered that this factor was much more 

important than the other two when he related all three to various criteria. 

Second, and most' important, we were interested primarily in the positive and 

tegative attitudes of our partiCipants, both before and after the program, and 

the E-Factor seemed much more relevant than the other two. 

On this basis, we proceded to compute the mean scores for civilians and 

police both before and after the program. The highest possible score, accor-

ding to the scoring key, is 1.00, and this represents the highest possible 

evaluation of an object, or in other words, the most positive attitude. The 

lm'l'est possible score, representing the most negative attitude, is 7.00. There-

fore, the means have to fall within this range. Table XVII and Table XVIII give 

the findir.gs. In Table XVII we compare civilians with police, and in Table 

XVIII we compare Negro civilians with white policemen. Our base was 100 police-

men, and 85 civilians, because only this mar:y participants in all programs filled 

out the semantic differential before and after the program. These 185 people 

constitute 75 per cent of those defined as participants from a research stand-

pOint, and 61 per "ent of those defined as participants froin a program stand-

point. ,~ ; 
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This data then only gives us a partial view of the Lmpact of the program 

on attitudes of the participants, Not all stimulus words I>lere included in all 

I 
1 

of the ten tests administered before and after each of the Five programs, as 

indicated in the footnote to Table XVII. 

Table XVII gives the ranking of the various stimulus words before and 

after the program, by police and civilian status. The first result that 

strikes the eye is the fact that the only negative means are police ones, and 

they are for (as we might expect) CIVIL RIGHTS DEHONSTRA TIONS and BLACK POI!JER. 

Amazingly, of the 12 words, BLACK. POWER ranks lowest for the civilians, the 

vast majority of whom are Negroes. The fact that civilians and police both 
, 
1~. 

as~ribe lowest status to BLACK POliJER should not obscure the vast difference in 

evaluation, The police mean is 5.55 (quite negative), and the civilian mean is 

3.96 (neutral). Apparently our civilian participants have partia.lly internalized 

the extremely negative orientations of American Society toward the slogan 

lIblack power", This is obviously not the case concerning the term IIcivil rights 

demonstratjons. 1I The civilian score on CIVIL RIGHTS DEfiIONSTRATIONS is 3.12, 

on the pos~tive side, and the police mean is 4.74, on the negative side. The 

civilians' rank it third on the list of 12 stimulus words, whereas the police 

rank it eleventh. 

Both civilians and police evaluate POLIUm1AN very highly. The police rank, 

before the program, is 2.05: police partici;', -Its evaluate their profession 

higher than any other object represented by the stimulus words, including 

themselves (ME), as individuals. Civilians evaluate POLICEMAN more highly than 

any other stimulus word except for ~IE. We expected that civilians would evaluate 

NEGRO more highly than any other word; NEGRO we thought would constitute the 
f ~. ' }. 

:f! 

~_-'-'--"-"'=,-,=""'",-,"='_'"'= __ "=~"'='_'~_"'-. -""-_~-'--' = .. =''''='' ___ ='~.'=-_ =" ='~""="".'="'r.=~_'_=_''-'' .. =~".'.=' ",-=~ •••• ,;jjj;:J;~; 
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refere~ce group counterpart for civilians of the word POLICE~ffiN for police 

participants. The relatively low police rank is to be expected: police 

perceive Negroes as the source of most of their everyday problems, and coming 

from Catholic families which are of the working class cwd which are close-knit 

as familial units, we kIH'w that they would not have had the opportunity to 

develop a sophisticated understanding of the Negro subculture. Comments such 

as 1I0h, 1<[e know all this, we see it everydayll on the police part are misleading. 

Police, because of their role in society are more aware of the nature of social 

disorganization among lower-class people j and especially lower-class Negroes 

(at 16ast as far as Newark is conce~ned). But what th~y lack io an awareness 

of the basic social structural reasons for this disorganization (especially 

t~e history of the Negro American) and a patterned incapacity for emphathizing 

\'lith Negroes, \<[hich incapacity stems in no small measure from their own ethnic 

and social class history and position in American Society. 

A.s in the case of the words BlACK PO\'JER, our civilians have aJ1)arently 

internalized the dominant society's picture of the Negro American to such an 

extent th~t they even accord the word ~1ITTEl1AN higher evaluation than the word 

NEGRO. 

From the mean scores, apparently the word POLIC~ffiN is more potent as a 

symbol of lIThe Man,1l (the white status quo enforcer), than is the word WHlTEHAN. 

Obviously: the police officer has the gun B.::':: the club. 

Policeman evaluate the word SCHOOL very highly (2.63), whereas civilians 

give it a much lower place (3.50). T0 the pelice, the word school stands for 

a place which tries to teach people to obey the law and whioh also prepared the 

poliCe partiCipants fOl~ a respectable profession. To the civilian, especially 

", 
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the Negro, the word school stands for a place which pretends to offer hope but 
I' 
i' 
1 
I 

which does not IIcome across," and cannot, because dominant society is not 
j 

., 1 
1. 

prepared to give the typical or average lower class Negro boy or girl the same 

chance it gives the average white counterparts, and bp ~use school offers less 

hope to the lower class "':.han it does to the working class, and Negroes are by 

and large in the former. 

The low rank for the words PUERTO RICAN has probably different reasons for 

police and civilian participants. Negro civilians may be unconsciously grate-

ful that there is in Newark a minnrity group which is both clannish and poorj 

and which therefore warrants low evaluation, which low evaluation serves to 
:" .. 

bolster the morale of the Negro. The police probably view the Puerto Rican 

conununity as just another Jltrouble-making ll group. An alternative explanation 

is that the II scapegoat" phenomenon also operates in their case. 

It is difficult to understand why the stimulus word NEWARK did not receive 

a higher evaluation. Perhaps to many of our civilian participants it represents 

a city of no hope or a city in whiGD the whites rule but the Negroes are the 

majority group. Perhaps to the police the word represents the place where we 

see so much trouble and which causes us so much overwork, as well as a place 

of abode. 

As Table XVII indicates, the ranking ("If the 12 stimulus words before the 

program. is e~ antially similar to the rar~ing afterwards. As a matter of fact, 

\ the similarity of the means for the words before and after the program is 

initiiillly suggestive that the ,program had absolutely no effect whatsoever upon 

the attitudes of p~rticipants. Hnwever, before coming to such a conclusion, 

several things should be borne in mind. First, civilians bega.n the program 

.~~~----,--~.-....... ---------~.--- - - -------
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with quite a positive evaluation of police; not too much IIroom" remained for 

them to deve~op a more positive evaluation. Second, our program exposed the 

pol~ce role and social structure perhaps more than it has ever been exposed 

before in the history of police work. Consequently,' is to be expected that 

the mean score after the program represents a relatively realistic evaluation 

of the good and bad points about the police, whereas the s~ore before the program 

may have been based upon stereotypes, prejudices, or, on the positive side, 

slmply a desire to declare oneself to be II on the side of the good guys." 11ean 

f,cores on abstract tests like the semantic differential obscure reasons for 

responding. 

Third, and in line with the "development of a more realistic picture of 

the world" idea, police participants had somewhat reduced scores en the words 

POLICEMAN and ME aft'er the program. 

Perhaps police participants "took to heart'· some of the criticisms of 

civilians, and developed a more realistic assessment of the good and bad points 

of the police profession and of themselves as jndividuals. 

The change of the greatest magnitude is difficult to explain. The police 

mean on the word SCHOOL was .34 point lower after the program than before. The 

most abvious explanation is that in the course of group discussion, it became 

quite clear to police that the Newark school system, like any largely non-

integrated s(,;~.,·ol system, cannot fight the battle of winning ('\ver the poor to 

conventional behavor alone. Furthermore, many of the problems which the Newark 

school system faces came to the fore in the discussions, problems beyond the 

control of the B08.:d of Education to be sure, but nevertheless the word SCHOOL 

perhaps became associated with the many problems involved. And finally, the 
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point was made quite clear to the police by Negro students in leadership posi-' 

tions that attending school, doing well in school, and developing an under-

standing of the problems which police face in an era of change does not alter 

negative feelings toward a society which maintains di5~_iminatory practices. 

Police may have become somewhat disillusioned with the school system as the 

"second-line defense" against deviance when the family fails. 

Table XVIII largely confirms the interpretations given above. In this table, 

Negro civilians are compared with white police. This we felt appropriate to do 

because Negroes constituted the bulk of the civilian group, and whites comprised 

the vast majority of the police groupJ and because problems in Police Community 

R~lations in Newark are largely problems between white police officers and 

.1'hgro civilians. 

The ranking of the twelve stimulUS words in Table XVIII is identical to 

that in the preceding table in the case of police, and is very similar in the 

case of civilians. Only a few things are worthy of note. First, Negro civilians 

evaluate CIVIL RIGHTS DEMOSTRATIONS much more highly than do white civilians 

(the mean for the former is 2.77 as compared with a mean of u.38 for the latter). 

However, Negro civilians who account for this ranking. 

Negro civilians evaluate SCHOOL more highly than do white civilians (SCHOOL 

moves up from eighth place for civilians as a whole to fifth place for Negro 

civilj.ans, and from a mean of 3.50 to a mean c~ 3.28, because the white civilian 

mean is 4.64). Whiije police, on the other hand, evaluate the word SCHOOL more 

highly than do Negro police. The combined police mean for this word is 2.63; 

the white police mean is 2.43; the Negro police mean is 3.61. 

White police evaluate the word NEGRO lower than do Negro police (4.03 a~ 
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compared with 3.37, balancing out to a combined mean of 3.89). Likewise, white 

police evaluate CIVIL RIGHTS DEMONSTRATIONS and BLACK POWER much lower than do 

Negro police. Regarding CIVIL RIGHTS DEMONSTRATIONS, the white police Inean is 

5.11, and the Negro police mean is 2.54. Negro police evaluate CIVIL RIGH'J.lS 

DEMONSTRATIONS even more favorably than do Negro civilians. In regard to 

BLACK POWER, white police have a mean score of 5.75, while Negro police have a 

mean of 4.58. The indication is that in terms of reference group theory, 

NegrQ .12Qlicemen identifv with Negroes ,to a greater extent than thev do with 

!illeir professional communitv. 

With reference to changes in evalUation of words as a result of the program, 

the picture is the same as for civilians and police. There is the same lowering 

tf evaluation of self, either as an individual or as a policeman on the part of 

police, only in this case, the police are joined by the Negro civilians, who 

also.grow slightly more critical of themselves and of civilians as a result of 

the progr~. White police lower their evaluation of the word SCHOOL while 

Negro police raise their evaluation an equal amount (in the former case from 

2.43 to 2.83, in the latter case from 3.61 to 3.20). 

In the next sections of this research report, we present a summary and 

discussion of the other facets of the research conducted on the project. 
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TABLE XVIII. Ri1.nl{ and Mea.n Scor.§ O1LSe1~cted Sti.nill,lus Words Before and 
After the Program 9.Y. Negro Civilian and \fu~te Po1i~ Status 

L Ne>;,:ro 
Civilians 

stimulus Word 

HE 
CIVIL RIGHTS 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
POLICEHAN 
WHI'T'EMAN 
SCHOOL 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
CIVII,IAN 
CUBAN 
NEGRO 

Rank 
Before 
Program 

Rank Mean 
After Before 
Program Program 

Mean 
After 

Change 
and 

Program_D:' ,'ction 

.--l-1 __ .--1.1 __ .2. 'I 1 ~ .. 511...-~~t:===--.-...!J5EL 

2 2 2..::1.7 2 .72. .00 =-.-3..1.-
-2_-.L __ -2....iliL_.2....93._-=...-O""",5___ 59 

!±-4 ___ 5. __ -2...23_ 3.39 -=....""'J 6"'--_____ . ..QL 
--<5'---_---/..7 ___ -1.28 3-,M..-t..' __ -_.17 36_ 

6 _L_-.3....3JL.~ .. 14 .16 36 
7 10 3.39 -2.t-<,2'-"-3 __ --J,1lJ. ____ .2L 
8 6 3 • 40 3. ,,44 - , o/.,. 35 
9 8 3,41 3.46 -.05 60 

NEWARK . ____ -=l~O. __ l 3.46 3,4,2 -.03 42 
PUERTO RICAN 11 11 3.60 2~ -.07 42 
BlACK POWER 12 12 3.71 3.73 _ -.02 a_ 
2. White 

Poli£.§ 

Stimulus Word 

POLICEMAN 1 1 2.01 2.2iJ: -.?3 '19 
tolE 2 2 2.26 2.41:2 -.16 ...'liL 
SCHOOL 3 :2 2.~J 2,83 -,40 :22 
NEIGHBORHOOD .J±. :1 -1..01 3.16 -,15 32 
WHITEMt.N 5 ..J± 3.20 3.02 + ... lB. 80 
CIVILIAN 6 '1 2.42 _3.44 -,02 63 
NE1.vARK '1 6 3.43 3 . 3.L_..±. ... 02 42 
CUBAN 8 8 L.5.4. 3,6'1 -,12 32 
PUERTO RICAN 2 9 2.8'1 3.81 +.0'1 8:2 
NEGRO , 10 10 lk sO} .3.94 +.10 80 
CIVIL RIGHTS 
DEMONSTRA TIONS 11 _11 5.11 5.11 ,00 10 __ 
BIAC K..E.QTtJ];R 32 __ , __ 32 ____ .5......75 5.6'1 +.08 32 

~~ l"o.r an explanation of the variation in the number of participants rating 
a particular st:mulus word, please see the footnote for the preceding table. 
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What Particinants Likeg and_Diflliked About the Program 

Table VI. shows the popularity of the various facets of the program. 

TABLE VI. v.lhat Particinants Most Likecl:Y--

Component Liked Most 

Discussion Groups 

Lectures (per se) 

Individual lecturers 

Field Trips 

Role Playing 

Coffee 

Leadership Training 

Informal Discussion 

Movies 

"Everything II 

"Nothing" 

No Response 

Iliegible Answer 

Total 

Civilians 
N % 

26 24.8 

16 15.2 

8 7.6 

6 5.7 

6 5.7 

o o 

1 1.0 

1 1.0 

o o 

13 12.4 

o o 

20 19.0 

8 7.6 

105 100.0 

Police 
N % 

48 50.0 

7 7.3 

6 

o 

7 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

12 

3 

96 

6.3 

o 

7.3 

1.0 

l.0 

2.1 

2.1 

3.1 

12.5 

3.1 

100:0 

Total 
N % 

74 36.9 

23 11.4 

12 6.0 

12 6.0 

6 3.0 

7 3.5 

2 1.0 

1.0 

2 1.0 

15 7.5 

3 1.5 

32 15.9 

II 5.5 

201 100.2 

'~All non-duplicating post-tests are included in this table, regardless of 
whether ", .. ' not the individual meets the-, criterion of a participant, given 
in part Two of this section. The IINo Response ll category is relatively large 
because insui"icient time· was allotted for the administration of the 
questionnaires during Program Five. 
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'fgbl r • VI shows that the discussion groups were twice as popular 

among police as among the civilians~ On the other hand, lectures 

were much more popular withthr civilians than with the police. 

,.nereas a few civilians chose role playing, this "s true of no 

P91ice participant. Civilians were six times more likely to say that 0, 

they liked everything than were police. Three police officers even 

said :tlhat there was nothin;s about the proGram that they liked. 

The follovdng quotations are a sample of the reasons given by the 

participants for liking certain portions of the program most. 

Disou· sion Groups! Civilians's Reasons 

you hear both sides. 

things that were touched upon lightly (during lectures) 
were broken down intc detail and made clear to ev~ryone involved. 

I seem to get more understanding from them. 

They \vere simplJf more informat~ve. 

Discussion Groups: Policemen's Reasons 

'J:'hrough group discussion the interchange of ideas 
broadened nw views on a number of subjects. 

• • . a chance to hear one side} and to give 
your point of view. 

Gave all persons I involved an opportunity tu 
soberly discuss attitudes towards each othf;lr. 

I W9...> .able to explain' the role o~ the police to 
the civilian when I thought he was tnisinformed. 

~estions in thepost_test intended to obtain more specific 

reactions to the discussio n. groups produced answers such as : 
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Discussion Groups! Further Civilian Q.Q..mments 

Ithought the smaller groups were much more 
cooperative. 

I liked the opportunities to unload. 

• • • vIe all had a better chance to eXI ~HSS 
ourselves 

Discussion Grauns: Further Police Carr~ents 

L liked the free exchanges . • • 

· •. a more harmonious feeling was prevalent. 

I liked the full particj,pation and gradual 
warmth of the entire eroups. 

I liked the feeling of beingg able as a policeman 
to sit and talk about the community, problems 
\'/i th civilians. 

• . . it had a friendlier atmosphere and tLe 
topics vlere discussed openl;,{. 

There viers verJ' few nega ti ve reactions to the discussion groups. 

'r:ost of then negative conunents were the result of individual dif-

ferences 9f opinion .11th regard to the goals of the group. One 

parti~ipant, for example j "Jas disturbed bJr the : rambling from the 

topic and the discu& sior.!' of non-related, purely 10Jical problems. II 

The only other relatively severe negative conunent about the discus-

sion groups referred to th e particular group leader. 

Participants itJere asked ho1',( they felt in the discussion groups. 

A sample of the anSl'/ers follows. 

(Civilian) I{ervous at first, but became confortable 
afterwards. 

(Ci ';ilian) Eaoh member of the group 1r!as accept~d. 

(Civilian) Frustrated by people \-/ho just ,'on rt 
listElj)n. 
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(Policeman) 'Jery comfortable ••. ,-:e tried to look 
at each other's ar3uments objectivel;T. 

A thirteen item discussion group rating scale filled out by 76 

civilians and 73 police officers on the post-test rorroborates the 

findine s on the open-ended questions concerninG the discussion groups 

be ing the best-liked part of the pro8ram. The scale consisted 9f 13 

statements, and participants circled one of seven numbers, ranging; 

fron -3 5-0+3, ,Jith -3 indicating strong disagreement and -i3 indicating 

strong agreement 1'!ith the statement. .3y combining all plus nU11bers 

for a particular statePlent, it is possible to cotl9are police with 

civilians in terms of per cent agreeing iv..lth the item. The results 

appear belol-f, 

TA13IL VII. Per Cent of Polic~ and Civilians J.-ri Af!reement. "lith Discus
sion Group Success~s 

Item 

Everyone was encouragged to have his 
sa~; • 

Leaders did not talk too much. 

T11e discussion did not ramble off 
the t.opic. 
Civilians did not keep police from 
e:x:pressin3 themselves. 

?olice d:tu. not lceep civilians from 
expressing themselves, 

No one felt forced to participate. 

Participants 'trrere ilfillinlj to listen 
to others. 

Per Cent in A~reement 
,folice Civilian 

57 76 

67 63 

75 81 

84 DB 

75 82 

83 
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Partici;Jants 1iTere open minded tOv:ard 
vie'!!ls different fron their own. 

The group had a friendly atmosphere. 

Participantx had the courage to 
express complaints they regarded as 
important .•. 

Leadership was able to r~-state 
and S1.Lm up parUcipanb; I comments 
ad~:liatelY. 

Leaders tended not to interj~ct 
theiro~~ views but to encourage 
participants to express their views. 

The~rr was a relatively equal number 
of civilians and police in the group. 

77 

85 

88 

92 

79 

69 

90 

91 

88 

86 

79 

87 

Table VII shows, first of all, that participants regarded the 

discuseiQn groups as a most successful part of the program. 

Critid sm, secondly, is most appar"ent in regard to leaders talking 

too much, leaders al1o~ing the d~scussion to ramble off the topic, 

and, in the case of the police, an uneven'number of police and 

civilians, Discrepancies between police and civilian evaluation are 

most apparent in regard to leaders talking too much (police are much 

more critical), the unequal numbeE of the two camps (pcJ~~e are much 

more ~ritical)J and open-mindedness (police are somewhat more critical). 

TABLE VIII. MertU Ranking Qy P&rticinants of Discussion Graun 
for Four Race Combinations," of D:ladic leaNersh:i.tp~ 

Ranking by: 
Race of L"aders Police Civili'ans 

mean. N mean N 

Police: Negro: Civilian: Negro 1.8 12 2.3 13 

Police: \rJhite; Civilian: White 1.8 8 1.5 5 

Police: Negro; Civilian: White 2.3 8 2.5 5 
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Police: White; Civilian: Negro 1.6 40 1.7 

~~ The number of participants is smaller than the numbers 
taking the post-test because some people, when tests were 
anonymous, failed to indicate their c~~cussion group 
number, and because some people did not fill out the 
rating form. 

Table VIII is based upon 12 of the 13 items comprising the discussion 

group success scale: all except the last, because the last item may 

or may not be indicative of a successful group. An individual's 

scores on all 12 items were added, and the t( ,al was divided by 12. 

The range is from -3 to +3. A score of +.3 would indicate Iltotal 

success ll • A score of -3 would indicate IItotal failure!'. A score of 

0, of course, would indicate ~J2ither success nor failure. 

The small numQers of participants inyolved in all groups except 

those with a white police leader and a Negro civilian leader make 

generalization impossible. However, j.t is interesting to note that 

~olice participants seem happiest l~th a Negro police leader and a 

white civilian leader, and that civilians are happiest when tho police 

leader is Negro , regardless of the race of the civilian leader. 

The table offers support for the tlleadership-in-tandemll concept 

for discl,..vsion groups in police community relations training programs, 

as all averag's are relatively high. 

The lectures were less popular than the discussions but were far 

more popular dJIlong civilians than among police participants. On the 

post-tests for the last three programs, participants were asked to 
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rate all topics in terms of their appropriaten~ss for a police com-

munity a,:elatirms training program. The topic which received .twice 

as many votes as its nearest competitor was; Problems in Police 

Community Relations and How These Relations May Be Improved. 

Sharing second place in terms of pupularity were fnur topics: How 

Civilians Can Help the Police; Barriers to Police-£flinority Group 

Understanding; IiInderstanding Newark - The City 'IfTe Live In; The 

Causes of Crime. Next in popularity was the topic: The Relation-

ship of Poverty to Delinquency and Crime. 

In an effort to compare the interests of police with those of 

civilians in various lecture topic areas, a content analysis was made 

Qf all lecture topics, including some indicated in th~3 original 

Proposal wh'ich were not used in the Program) and the number of topics 

under each theme checked by police and civilians was noted. Because of 

the unevenness of the number of topics under each theme, the findings 

reported below can not be used as an indication of general interest in a 

theme per se. The findings are usefuJ, however) for comparing police 

interests with those of civilians. Below are presented the themes 

and the topics under each. If a topic seemed appropriate to classify 

under more than one theme, we 'did not hesitate to do so., since for 

the purpose at hand, it did not matter. 

THE.t. ' 

Poll..;·.!; Jvmnunity Problems 

TOPICS 

Problems in Police Community Relations; 
How these Relations May Be Improved. 
How Policemen View Their Role. 
The Role of Prejudice in Police 
Cc;nulluni ty Relations. 
How the Civil Rights Movement Affects 
Police Community Relations. 
Why Civilians Resent the Police. 
Barriers to Polic e-Minority 
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contd. 
THEME 

Police Community Relations 
Contd. 

Crime and Delinquency 

Poverty 

Prejudice 

law Erufioreement 

Civil Rights Movement 

Newark 

The Press 
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TOPICS 

Barriers to Police-Minority Group 
understanl... ... ng. 

How Civilians Can Help the Police. 
How the Teenager Views the Policeman. 
The Role of the Press in Police 
Community Relations. 

Relationship of Poverty to Crime 
and Delinquency. 
The Causes of Crime. 

Relationship of Poverty to Delinquency 
and Crime. 
The Structure of the Poor Family. 
Poverty and Human Rights. 
The Problems of Being Poor. 

The Role of Prejudice in Police Community 
Relations. 
Why We See Each Other Differently. 
The NatuCEe of Prejudice. 

Community Resources in. law Enforcement. 
Recent Supreme Court Decisions as !bpy·' 
Relate to Human Rights and Police 
Practice. 
How Policemen Vievl Their Role. 
The Nature of the Law Enfi.b.rcement Function •. 
The Role of a Policeman in Contemporary 
Society. 

The Changing American Philospphy Toward 
Human Bights. 
Recent Supreme Court Decisions as They 
Relate to Human Rights and Police 
Practice. 
How the Civil Rights Movement Affects 
Bolice Commumity Relations. 

Understanding Newark - The City We Live In. 

The Role of the Press in Police Community 
Relations. 

How Civilians Can Halp the Police How Civilians Can Help the Police. 

Sapreme Court Decisions Recent Supreme Court Decisions as They 
Relate to Human Rights and Police Practice. 

The Special Problliems of Youth How the Teenager Views the Police Officer. 
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TABLE IX. Oomilar:i.::.§.Qn of Popularit1[ 9i. Lecture, Xopic Themes 
Between Police and Civilians. 

Theme Police eivilians 
N % Rank N % Rank 

Police Community Relations 

Crime and Delinquency 

Poverty 

Prejudice 

law Enforcement 

Civil Rights Movement 

Newark 

The Pres s 

How Civilians Can Help The Police 

Supreme Court Decisions 

Youth 

Total 

60 33.7 1 

7 3.9 

7.9 4 

13 7.3 

31 17.4 2 

7 

6 

5 

16 

6 

4 

178 

3.9 

2.8 

9.9 3 

2.3 

99·9 
--------

Table IX shows the results of this analysis. 

45 29.8 1 

5 3.3 

21 13.9 2 

19 12.6 3 

12 7.9 

5 3.3 

14 9.3 4 

1 0.7 

9 6.0 

4 2.6 

2 1.3 

151 100.0 

Table LX shows that civilians and police are most interested in the 

theme most germane to the purpose of the program! Police Conununity Rela-

tions and how to betten" them. Asmde from this mutual interest, police 

are much more interested in law enforcement topics, and civilians in 

poverty, !"'..I:ejudice, and Newark. This lntter interest;, in Newark, is 

indicativ'e of . ,he desire on the part of civilian participants to find 

out the ethnic composition of the City, and the agencies and private 

organizations which can help them or their friends. It may also be 
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indicative of their desire to become local II opinion leaders, i1 a position re-

~uiring sound knowledge about the local social (especially the power) structure. 

It aliso suggests that civilians either identify with or desire to become more 

integrated into the Newark eOl1l:'nunity than is true of po' ice. Furthermore, it is 

consistent with the greater civic organizational involvement found among the 

civilians than on the part of the police. Police are slightly more interested 

in how civilians can help them; civilians, however, do not lack interest in this 

topic. Interest in other themes is slight, and roughly equal between police and 

civilians. The relatively low interest on the part of civiiians in the topic 

about the civil rights movement and on the part -f police in deviant behavior is 

comewhat surprising. 

This discussion about the reaction of participants to lectures as indicated 

on the post-test "lould not be complete without 'at least a smattering of repre-

sentative quotes on the part of persons who indicated that they liked this part 

of the program best: 

The speakers were very interesting and intelligent (a civilian). 

The lectures by the professional people were the most informative 
(a policeman). 

. • • gave me a greater insight into the social force'S which motivate 
people to violate laws (a policeman). 

Half a dozen police participants and the same number of civilian parti-

cipants said that they liked the field trip component of the program best. 

On the post-test, participants were asked What they did,and what they 

liked and disliked about the trips. A sampling of the answers follows. 
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Civi1i~ Reactions 

I saw cases that I had only heard about before, 
and seeing these things for yourself made a difference • 

I can under'stand now why police are sometimes late to arrive, 
because there are many incidents at the same time. 

I • • • rode in a detective car • . • It is an experience 
I'll never forget. 

Wonderful trip, very enlightening, gave me much better 
understanding of police work. 

ive went to the Fourth Precinct - I loved it. Saw the 
whole preCinct including the horse stables. 

There was a great deal to be learned at the precinct. Here 
we came into direct contact with suspects of crimes and the 
procedures with which they are handled. 

A well planned itinerary. Police station interview and discussion 
with the precinct Captain and other officers; the revievl of police 
forms and procedures; the public housing and the houses of the 
patrolmen; Communications - police car rides; the interview and 
discussion with the chief magistrate; and the court observation. 

Police Reactions 

It gave me an opportunity to show the citizens the police 
problems • 

• showing civilians our duties. 

The civilians were enlightened and delighted with patrolling 
• in a radio car, and touring of precinct faciliti.es. 

It helped to clarify for the civilians many facets of police 
operations. 

Very enj0 able and enlightening for civilians. 

Civilians gair~ed a better understanding of how a police department 
functions. 
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The civilian participants valued the trips as learning experiences, 

whereas the policemen who enjoyed the field trips did so mostly because it 

gave them an opportunity to show lithe civilians ••• first hand, how the police 

department functions." 

In regard to meetings devoted to role playing, the following quotes, 

suggest, very briefly, the reaction of participants who liked this portion 

of the program most. 

It gave me the opportunity to see mvself and how others 
see me. (a civilian). 

How people actually react. (a civilian) 

• • .it presents situations that all of us recognize. (a policeman) 

The last comment, incidentally, suggests a desire for '!role integration, II 

that is, for police and civilians to stop assmning that they are on opposite 

sides, and to begin acting as co-workers in a police community relations 

team. 

Police reactions to role playing indicate that they felt that they were 

being ridiculed and unjustly stereotyped by civilians. 

On the post-test administered for programs four and five, participants 

were asked to rank all incidents indicated in the Proposal or suggested by 

participants sometime during the program. }10re than any other episode, civilians 

chose "incident involving unnecessary abuse by police ll as the one which thf'Y 

most desired to have role played. On the 04-hE'.t' hand, police chose IIPolice 

trying to get info:l.'mation about a complaint or a crime,; civilians refusing to 

f cooperate. II 
~ 
f 
Ii, , 
:11' ;, 

fi 
.~ 
t 
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A separate analysis concerning the part of the program most liked was 

made for Program TNO • 

'fABLE X. v]hich Part of Program r~iked thg I'lost 

Per Cent of 

Part of Program Police Civilians 

Discussion Period 63.6% 29.0% 

Speakers 18.4 38.8 

All of the Program 0 12.9 

Fie1d Trip 0 6.4 

Role Playing Session 0 3.2 

None of It 9.0 0 

No answer 9.0 9.7 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 

This table puts into sharper relief the conclusions presented above 

with reference to all five .programs. The ratio of police and civilian pre-

ference for Discussion Periods and Speakers is inversely related. TNice as 

.many police (63.6 per cent versus 29.7 per cent) preferred the discussion 

session, while the civilians were keener on the Speakers (38.8 per cent 

versus the police 18.2 per cent). 

Two explanations are suggestive. First, the defensiveness and somewhat 

aggressive ar~ mentation by police seemed oriented toward prosylitizing the 

civilians. to the pelice viewpoint, toward gaining sympathy with the police and 

pla.cing most of the blame for problems on civilians. ~n regard. to those civili-

CI.ns who s?;'mpathizecL w'ith the })o~ice to a certain extent, this process on the 

. part of p61;Lceparticipants was like "rubbing salt into (3.n open wound~" 
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Perhaps the police preference for the discussion groups is due to the fact that 

< this was a good situation in which to attempt to 'Iwin the civilians over to 

their side. 1I 

Second, and this is to an extent inter-related wi~,n the first point, the 

fact that civilians praised the speakers so highly suggests that they received 

~ ego boosting from the speakers. Civilians characterized speakers as 

lIinformative,1I IIfactual," and "authoritative. 1I To punctuate, three civilie.ns 

and one policeman found Bayard Rustin's remarks "clarifying." On the police 

side, two police suggested that too many speakers presented only liberal views 

and should have been counteracted with more conservative lecturers. Police were 

especially negative to Bayard Rustin. Some comments are illustrative: 

"Rustin may even have made me loose some of what I had been taught to believe" 

I1(Rustin) used the field of law enforcement as a 1'lhipping boy with his racist 

statements. If 

The difference in the police and civilian, reactions, therefore, suggests 

that while the police found the stage of the discussion room to their advantage, 

the civilians received confirmation'of their picture of the world from the 

speakers. However, before giving the erroneous irgpress:3.on that the two camps 

are hopelessly lost to their respective ideologies, an examination of the indi-

viduals who listed the Speakers as the best part of the program is in order. 

Fully 60 per ,.;nt of the police and 55 per c.ent of the civilians mentioned Mrs. 

" ' 
\ Bessie Hill. Her rresentation was based on the premise that blame and praise 

are not a monopoly of one or the other, but mutually and differentially shared. 
, ,'" ~ 

This ability to accept and undertake the burden of blame upon [me self indicates 
", 

that the traditional ideal of fair play was predominant. 
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Further evidence to support this contention is provided by the answers 

to the query, "If you ran this program, what would you teach?" Ariswers like 

"respect," I"mutual understanding," "cooperation, II and "tolerance ll accounted 

for 50.0 per cent of the police answers and 53.4 per ce.oLt of the civilian 

answers. 

Questions designed to elicit what participants did not like about the 

program were included in the post-tests in both a forced-choice and an open-

ended manner for programs four and five. The results of the forced-choice item 

only serve to support points ~ade above. Seven policemen as compared with only 

one civilian said that the role playing session was least liked. (This is in 

regard to Program Five ~nly; role play was not used during Program ~Je. ) 

Lli<ewise, four policemen as compared with only one civilian (for both programs) 

indicated field trips as being the least liked part of the program. Whereas 

four police officers said they liked the lectures least, DQ QD& said that they 

liked the discussion groups least. 

The open-ended question received such answers as: 

Th~ program was too short. (Civilian) 

Classes should be held at night. (Civilian and a policeman) 

No name tags were worn. (Civilians) 

The program did not adequately represent the real 
population. (Policeman) 

The speakers were late or absent. (Iol.; ceman) 

I was ordered to come during my free time. (Policeman) 

I was forced to come without compensation. (Policeman) 

Not enough civilians were reached. (Policeman) 

The discussion groups were too short. (Civilian) 
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To conclude this discussion concerning the feelings of participants about 

the program, the following table shows the extent to which people felt the 

program was of value to them personally. It is based upon Program Two only. 

TABIE XI. Anv Personal Gain From thg Program? 

Classification of the Answer 
Concerning Personal Gain 

I have learned something of 
value and my behavior will change 

I knew all this before and I will 
maintain my objectivity and fairness 

I have not benefitted; the program 
has been of no value to me 

Total 

Per Cent of 

Police Civilians 

54.6% 93.4% 

6.6 

9.0 o 

100.0% 100.0% 

.. ' . ~~ ; 
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Suggestions £Q1;: Im.proving Polic,§. Cornmu..Jity: .P.elations 'l'Ta:i.ning Programs 

The discussion here pertains to participants I suggestions for improving 

the Training Program. 

Participants were asked, IIVJhat do you feel shoulc, be changed to make our 

program a better one." An examl.,.'1ation of the anS''lers given on the post-tests 

'for the last two programs was made. The most common response was that the 

programs should reach more people, and that civilians from a greater variety 

of ethnic groups and social classes should be included. Other responses are: 

Include teenagers; Work on the Precinct level only; 

Conduct nore field trips; Advertise ~he program (A criticism made 
throughout the. program by participants and visitors ali) .); 

Have speakers who are closer to the people; 

Condu,ct more role playing; 

Emphasize the discussion groups to a greater extent and have 
them last longer; Be more punctual; 

Pay participants who have to miss work to attend; Have the program 
conducted over a longer period of time; 

Involve m.ore community leaders in the program; Have more 
expert and more important speakers; 

Do not order the pol-tee to attend; 

Train the discussion group leaders more thoroughly; 

Include more relevant movies; Conduct night sessions 
for people who work during the day. 

Six participants (five of them civilians) said that the program is 

IIfine as it is ,II Eleven participants did not answer the question. Except for 

the most common response noted above, each of the above suggestions was mentioned 

by about one or tW0 policemen and/or one or two civilians. Curious exceptions 

... " . 
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to this are the four policemen who wanted field trips and the three policemen 

who wanted mere expert and important speakars. 

~1at Do Participants Do After the Progrgm to Bettru: Police 
Communitv Relations? 

A follo\i-'~lP study was conc.ucted after Nay 11, 1967, the last class day, 

to determine \vhat the civilian participants did to improve police community 

relations. The assumption is that any constructive behavior in this regard was 

a result of pa.:ctici::;:,~tiol1 in the Train.ing Program. Eighty-nine persons wel'e in-

~erviewed. Time was insufficient to enable all participants to be interviewed. 

The 89 consist of 47 females and 42 males; of 67 Negroes and 22 Caucasians. 

Forty-eight persons reco~mended the program to other civilians, and eight 

of these civilian participants were successful, in that the persons contacted 

acutally did become program participants. Forty-six civilians discussed the 

program with young people, mostly teenagers, acting on the assumption that 

telling young people that a program exists in which police officers and civili-

ans can have the opportunity to engage in direct confrontation would reduce the 

probability of deviant behavior on the part of the youngsters. 

, Forty-nine civilians spoke to agen0ies and organizations in the city about 

the program. P'erhaps most important among these are the youth organizations: 

St. Bridget1s Youth Organization, YM;"Y.W.C.A., Youth Corp, and Girl Scout 

Troop 128. Other community organizations e,>"poled to our program through our 

participants include: Operation Ironbound, N.J.A.F.L.-C.I.O., the Hayes Homes 

Tenants League, Married Womens Guild of st. James A.M.E. Church, the Puerto 

Rican Fraternity, Warren street SchoolP. T .A., Central High School P. T.A. , 

Bergen Street School P.T.A., West Kinney Junior High School P.T.A., Roosevelt 
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School P.T.A., the Eastern star, the Usher Board of Hopewell Church, the 

Orange N.A.J\., C, P., t.he He.pl·)wor)(t N.A.A, C. P.) Gt. Elizabeth I s Guild, the 

" 
American Legion, Newark Pre-School Council, Senior Citi.sons organizations, 

Blazer Agency, the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the East Orlnge Community Action 

Program, United COIn.lU.tmity Corporation, and the Pre-School Block Association. 

Of course, seme of the above organizations had been contacted initially by the 

staff; however, it was found that personal communication by participants 

c~1l1anced cOIIununity j.nterest and recruitment. 

In add::..tion, under staff directic:.1, program pa.rtic:i.pants held a panel 

discussion and a role-playing demonstl-ation in two of Nev:ark I s Precinct Councils. 

The discussion~ held at Precinct Five on Wednesday, June 21, 1967, involved 

three participants, each of whom told the Council what the Training Program 

m?ant to him or her. The Council (35 members attended) was enthusiastic, and 

expressed a desire to have the program continued. When asked why Council 

members wanted to have the program continued, the response in every case was 

that the speaker wan'~ed to participate and to reconmlend the program to others. 

The role playing demonstration, held at Precinct Four on Monday, June 26, 

1967, involved ten participants who enacted a situation of a "woman in trouble" 
. 

(robbery) in which Housing Authority law enforcement officials were slow in re-

sponding and ineffectual. Seventy COilllCil members were in attendence to witness 

the demonstrati.on. This demonstration was instrumental in getting the Council 

to establish a committee to investigate methods for helping the Housirig Authority 

to become more effective in preventing crime and delinquency. Council members 

wanted the Police Community Relations Training Program continued. 

An additional follow-up study conducted for the policemen who had partici~ 
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pants in programs 2 and 3 was less encouraging. One hundred fourteen people 

were interv~EMed, all of whom "lere males. Most of these people did not fill 

out the questionnaire completely. 

The results of these interviews sho"l1 the negativis-u that many policemen 

displayed towa.rd the PCRTP. Over 75% of the policemen indicated II no II when 

asked questions concerning their post-program behavior in the policenmn. role. 

For example, !lhave you discussed our program with any poor people or 

msm.bers of minority groups,,11 (79.0%), "Have you maintained acquaintance with 

any civilians "Thorn you met for the first .tilne at our pr0E:).'arn~ \I (83.2%), and 

lIl{ave you. discussed our program at the meeting of any organizations (91.2%). II 

The last figure is particularly noteworthy when comparing civilian and 

I'olice attitudes since, as stated, many civilians spoke to other agencies re-

.~.'1rding the efficiency of the program. In this regard, the only people who 

.lndicated that they had discussed the program at organization meetings were 

.f J,-'mer PCRTP discussion group leaders. Some of the agencies mentioned were the 

[)homrem Society and the South Ward's Boy's Club, Nen' s Unit. 

Responses to Post-Program Questionnaires - Police Community Relations Training 
Program 

Eave you discussed our program with any poor people or .p.!embers of minority groups 

Yes No_ 'rota1...lL 
N=17 21.0% N=66 79.0% 83 

Have you discussed our program with anyone whc''l you felt really needed it? 

N=22 71.1% N=82 78.9% 10h 

Have you spoken to any colleagues of yours in the Police Dept. in a favorable 
way about our program? 

N=64 69.6% N==28 30.2% 92 
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Have you discussed our program \Vith any young people? 

Yes 
N=29 26.6% 

'No 
N=80 73.3% 

Have you recommended to any young people that they participate? 

N=18 16.7% N=89 83.2% 

Total N 
109 

107 

Have you maintained acquaintance ~nth any civilian(s) \Vhom you met for the 
first time at our program? 

N=13 13.0% N=87 87.0% 100 

Have you discussed our program at the meeting of any organization (s)? 

N=lO 8.8% 'N=104 91.2% 

Have you set up in any organization or club or home any conference or session 
involving discussion between police and civilians? 

N=3 2.8% N=104 97.2% 107 

Since leaving the program, have you made any. inquiries about a Pr~cinct Council? 

N=9 8.4% N=99 91.5% 108 

Since leaving the program, have you attended any Precind Council meetings? 

N=17 15.5% N=91 84.5% 108 

If our program were to be continued for another year, would you be willing 
(assuming scheduling could be worked out to your convenience and on time). 

to be a participant: N=44-44% 
to be a discussion group leader trainee: 
to be a field trip organizer trainee: 
to be affiliated with any of the above? 
to be affiliated with none of the above 

Ttoal 

N=8-8.1% 
N=8.8.1% 
N=4.4.1% 
N=35-35.3% 
N=99 

If our program \Vere to be decentralized so 'Cha': meetings were held near where 
you work (and assu..'11ing satisfactory scheduling,) would you be willing to pe a 

Participant: N=38-43.7% 
discussion leader: N=8-9.2% 
field trip organizer trainee: N=6-6. 9% 
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participant in any of the above? 
participant in none of the above: 

N=4-4.5% 
N=3l-35.6% 

Total N=87 

Would you be willing to spend one-half hour a month "on t.iJne H talking about 
the role of the policeman to: 

elementary school children N=11-14.1% 
secondary school children: N=2-2.6% 
organizations for youth: N=13-16.7% 
youth's Hgangslf (if they invited you): N=9-lb.5% 
any of the above: N=4-5.1% 
none of the above: N=39-50.0% 

Total N=78 
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Ohanter 10: 

PAR.T III..: has described 247 of the police and civilians who participated 

in the Training Program, and it has addressed itself to two basic questions: 

1) Did the: program work? 2) What implications does tiie Newark project have 

for future police conununity relationo training progr3llls. 

Police and civilians came from very different backgrounds. They are 

quite different in orientation. 

There is nu doubt that the program had some measure of success. Attendance 

at sessions \\I'as good. Attendance on the field trips, however, was poor. 

Participants tended to regard the lectures as informative, and they provided 

food for discussion in the small groups. The discussion groups were the most 

popular part of the program, especially with the police, who l"egarded them as 

a way of winning civilians over to their point of view and of explaining police 

problems and practice. Both the question and answer periods following the 

lectures and the discussion groups provided the opportunity for a cathartic 

experience for both police and civilians. Both groups opeIled up and expressed 

complaints, and some of these were quite bitter. 

Oivilians entered the program with high expectations for its success, and 

expressed a feeling of satisfaction that the program had achieved its objectives. 

Police entered the program with considerable skepticism, but reached the end 

with a markedly more favorable vie", of the pr0f:;l'arn. At the end of the program, 

both civilians and police t'lere more willing to admit that problems in police 

community relations are mutually caused. 

-.' 
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Results of the semantic differential measures of attitudes showed the 

basic differences of views prior to the program, This data also showed no 

change in attitude on the part of police or civilians. The basic vi· .1/ of 

of the world of the civilians was the same after the F~0gram as before, that 

is, with reference to objects of .relevance to police conununity relations. The 

same applies to the police.. HOv18ver, the semantic differential profile merely 

confirmed the interpretation derived from observation and the open-ended 

questions on the instruments: civilians entered the program with an optimistic 

attitude and an eagerness to do something constructive and they left it with 

the same orientation. Police entered the program ~Qth a chip on their shoulder, 

slightly negative feelings about minority groups and the poor, and very negative 

t 
tj 

feelings about civil rights demonstrations and "black powerl/. Their attitudes 

were the same at the end but they saw themselves as civilians, especially poor 

people, see them, and accordingly developed a positive attitude towa.i:'d this as'-

pect of the program. This attitude was enhanced when they found out that 

civilians were intelligent, and eager to learn and to help the police. 

Each session abounded with suggestions for improvjng police conununity 

relations, not only in regard to training programs, but in numerous otller ways 

as well. Upon leaving the program, both police and civilians spoke to their 

colleagues, friends, and organizations about the experience. The p~ogram pro-

vided the fer'~le soil out of which many constructive community action efforts 

emerged: more actlve precinct councils. courses in police work at schools given 

by policemen, more civilians taking advantage of the standing invitation of the 

police department 00 ride in patrol cars, visit precincts and courts, and new 

efforts to curb deviant behavior on the part of youth, such as adult supervision 
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the conummity . in which some of the "secret knowledge" every occupation has 

must be shared with the public, but that this sharing does not mean that the 

police do not have a mandate to maintain the peace; 13) Include field trips 

in the program, but relieve participants of class attendance so that they do 

not feel pressl!.l.'ed; 14) During the question and answeJ period do not permit 

either extensive rambling from the topic or anyone person monopolizing the 

discussion; keep comments terse and pertinent to the topic; 15) A110\'l for 

some r~nb1ing during discussion gro~ps, do not hold participants rigidly to a 

format; 16) Include as many speakers who have biases in favor of the police 

as speakers who have biases in favor of the poor or minority group members; 

17) Have a female leader who combines in her personality considerable good will 

and a sense of humor, and who has had experience in both teaching and guidance 

of both white and Negro high school stUdents chair each session; 18) Give 

preference to heads of city agencies or even staff members as lecturers over uni~· 

versity personnel or persons of national reputation; 19) Include civilians frnm 

a variety of minority gNiU.pS and policemen of all ranks: don r t either favor 

anyone minority group or put any particular police rank lIon the spot." 20) 

Expand gr~ater effort on training group leaders - their skills are central. 
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AppeH?1fr A 

~~ " Pre-" Test for Civilians ana Police 

INTERVIEWER: DO NOT FILL IN ANY IBt4. BLANKS. 
First digit of identification number. 
Second digit of identific&tion nmnber. 
Third digit of identii'ication number. 
Status: 1. Citi~en 2. Policeman (Circle correct status) 
Program number: Circle correct number 1 2 3 4 5 
Discussion group humber. To be filled in later. 
INTERVIEWER BEGIN ASKING HERE: 

In which ward do you live? 
_____ 1. Central 
_ 2. North 
_ 3. South 
_ 4. East 
_ 5. West 
_____ 6. Lives elsewhere, specify where: ________ __ 
How old are you? Tv be coded later. 
Sex: Circle correct answer: Male Female 
Race: 

____ 1. ltJhite 
____ 2. Negro 
___ 3. Other (specify) __________ _ 

Did you spend most of your childhood years: 
INTERVIEWER: Read all alternatives: 
_ J,. In a city~ 
____ 2. In a town, 
_ 3. In the country but not on a farm) or 
_ 4. On a farm? 

Did you spend most of your childhood years in Newark? 
_1. Yes 
_2. No 
If No: In which state did you grow up? 

Where your parents born? (INTERVIEWER: 
States" is not enough. Probe to get the 
or foreign country.) 
Mother ________ -------------
Father ____________________ _ 

Where were your grandparents born? 
Mother's mother" ___________ __ 
Mother's father __________ __ 
Father's mother ___________ _ 
Father's father __________ __ 

The answer "United 
state of territory 
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What is your religious background? (INTERVIEWER: 
whatever respondent tells you. Do llQ1 probe,) 

___ What is or 1'laS your father! s occupation? 

___ What is your marit.'ll status? 

Write 

1. Singl-:: 
____ 2. Mar:"ied 
___ 3. \1idowed 
___ 4. Divorced 

(IN'I'ERVIEWER: Do not read these 
alternat ves. Let respondent 

5. Separated 
____ 6. other answer: 

say what hd wants to, then select 
approp:ciG.te answer.) 

How many grades did you complete in school? 
Are you employed or unemployed? 

1. Employed 
___ 2. Unemployed 
IF UNEMPLOYED, How long have you been unemployed? 
Have you ever been convicted of a crime? 
___ 1. Yes 
___ 2. No 
IF YES: Have you ever been sentenced to prison? 
___ 1. Yes 
___ 2. No 

_____ Have you served in the armed services? 
1. Yes 

__ 2. No 
IF YES: Did you receive any military decorations or awards 
for bravery or valor while serving? 

1. Yes 
____ 2. No 

23 To how many community or religious organizations or clubs do 
you belong? 

21+ ___ IF MEMBER OF ONE OR MORE CLUBS OR ORGANIZATIONS: 

25 
26 
27 

Do you consider yourself to be active in community or religious 
organizations? 

1. Yes 
____ .2. No 
IF MEMBER: You do not h;lve to answer this question if you do not 
want to, but for research purposes it would help us if you would. 
We would like to know vThat clubs or organizations you belong to. 
Would you be willing to tell us? (If yes, wrj.te their nc:mes.) 

How mary years have you lived in Newark? __ _ 
How many years have you lived in New Jersey? ___ _ 
Do you really think this police-community relations t.raining 
program will be of any value to the comm.unity? (Interviewer, 
PROBE AT LEAST TWICE to find out why he thinks it will or will not 
be of value and write everything he says.) 
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What do you think a civil,ian might gain- by participating in 
a discussion group with other civilians and policemen? 
(PROBE AT LEAST TltlICE; WRITE DOWN EVERYTHING) 
What do you think a policeman might gain by participating in a 
Giscussion group with civilians and other policemen? 
(PROBE AT LEAST TWICE; WRITE DOWN EVERYTHING) 
v.fhat do you like most about the police? (PROBE TIJlCE) 
t'hat do you .9.:i§lik_~ most about the police? (PROBE TIVICE) 
At the present time, do you tend to like or 1islike poJicemen, 
in general, 01:' are you indi.fferent? ____ _ 
(IF LIKES OR DISLIKES) Ho",o[ much do you liKe (dislike) 
them? _____ _ 

At ~he present time, do you tend to like or dislike the policemen 
with whQrr. you personally have come in contact, or are you 
indifferent? (IF LIKES OR DISLIKES) 
How much do you like (disL-Lke) them? 
How would you feel about partic;i.pating in a discussion group 
with several other ch'ilians and police officers? 
(WRI'r:E EXACTLY i-iRAT RESPONDENT SAYS) 
Apart from polLce-community relations training programs, can 
you think of any .§.Q.~cific, nract; cal wayf.' to improve relations 
between civilians and police in the neighborhood where you live? 
(PROBE AT LEAST TWICE) 
If you had to choose one thing, what do you think is the most 
~~ort@l1~ job for a policeman to do? 

How many children do you have? 
IS OR HAS BEEN MARRIED) 

(ASK ONLY IF RESPONDEliJT 
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Police Pre-Program Int~rview: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 

DATE OF APPOINTMENT 
In what year were you first assigned to active duty in the Newark 
Police Department? __ _ 

assignment (number of precinct or name of 
PRESENT ASSIGNMENT 
What is your present 
division)? ------------------ ------PRESENT RANK ___ , ______ _ 
SEX ( circle) male female 
AGE (circle) under 20 20-25 

41-50 51-60 60 
PLACE OF BIRTH (circle) Nm'i'ark 
Mid-west South West Europe 

26-30 31-35 36-40 
or over 

Other Nevl Jersey 
Puerto Rico Cuba 

Other North-east 
Other (specif;r) 

7. PLACE OF UPBRINGING ( circle) 
city town rural non-farm rural farm 

8. RACE (circle) White Negro Other (specify) _________ _ 
9. RELIGION (circle) Protestant Roman Catholic Jewish 

Other (specify) 
10. FATHER"S OCCUPATION __ _ 
11. MARITAL STATUS (circle) Single Married Other 
12. EDUCATION 

How many grades did you complete in school? 
(For example, high school graduates write 12; if attended college~ 
add each completed college year on to this. Do not count police 
academy. ) 

13. SPECIAL TRAINING (in addition to regular education and police academy 
training) Police Work Social'll[ork Business Human Relations 
Other (specify) 

14. MILITARY SERVICE RECORD 
Have you been in the armed forces? Y~s No 
Did you receive any milHary decorations or a\tards for bravery or 
valor? Yes No 

15. LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN NEWARK 
How many years have you lived in Newark? 

16. LENGTH OF RESIDENCE IN NEW JERSEY 
How many years have you lived in New Jersey? 

17. ORGANIZATIONAL MEMBERSHIP 
To how many clubs or organizations (including religious) 
do you belong? 

18. ORGANIZAT: )NAL ACTIVITY' 
In how many clubs or organizations do Y0U r:onsider yourself uctive? ___ ,_ 
You do not havE, to answer the following qUEistion, but for research 
purposes it would help us if you WOUld. What clubs or organizations 
do you belong to? If,willing to tell us, write their names below: 

1 

. 4~L 
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19. Frankly speaking, do you .real~ think this police-community relations 
training program will be of any value to the comm\tnity? Yes No 
It would help us if you would give us your reasons for answering as you did: 

20. If there is no duplication with the above question, please tell us what 
you think a ~liceman might gain from participating in a discussion 
group with other policemen and civilians: 

21. Please tell us what you think a civilian might gain by participating in 
such a discussion group: 

22. What do you gke most about the civilians in the n~~,ghborhood you patrol 
or with \\'hom you come in official contact? 

23. What do ~rou dislike most about the civilians in the neighborhood you 
patrol or ~nth whom you come in official contact? 

24. At the present time, do you tend to like or dislike the civilians in 
the neighborhood you patrol or 'with whom you come in official contact, 
or are you indifferent? Be frank. 
like much like indifferent dislike dislike much 

25. How would you feel about participatiJ.'1.g in a discussion group with several 

26. 

27. 

28. 

other policemen and civilians? 
like much like indifferent dislike dislike much 
Apart from police-crnrrmunity relations training programs, can you think 
of any specific, Qractical ways to improve relations between civilians 
and policemen? We "lould appreciate your comments in this regard. 
If you had to choose one thing, what do you thi~~ is the most important 
job for a policeman to do? 
If you are or have ever been married, how many children do you have, 
if any? 
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Post-Program Interview for Police and Civilians 

IDENTIFICATION ND!>fBER. ____ _ 
DISCUSSION GROUP NUI'1EER. _______ . _______ _ 

CHECK ONE: 

CHECK ONE: 

POLICEHAN 
CIVILIAN 

__________________________ ~}~1E 

____________ . ______________ ~FE~ALE 

CHECK ONE: 
Ifl' AGE IS: 

____ Under 20 
___ --'20-22 
___ 23-30 
__ .31-lJ,.0 
___ hl-50 
___ 51-60 
___ Over 60 
IF YOU HAVE LOST YOUR IDEN'l'I?ICATION NUHBER PlEASE ".]RITE YOUR FATHER"S 
OCCUPATION HERE: __________ 

n 

___________ _ 

YOUR PlACE OF BIRTH (city, state j country) 

YOUR OCCUPA TION 
IF YOU DID NOT ATTEND A~~ OF THE SESSIONS OF O~R PROGRAM, PlEASE TELL 
US WHY: 
FOR EACH OF THE SESSIONS THAT YOU MISSED, prEASE TELL US WHY YOU WERE .,' 
ABSENT: 

SESSION 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
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POLICE CO}~NITY RELATIONS TRAINING P~OGRAll 

EVALUATION 
1. Do you really thir.k this Police-Community Relations Training Program has 

been of any value to the community? (If you don't think so tell us why; 
if you do think so also tell us why.) 

2. What do you think the civilian participants have gained (if anything) 
by participating in the discussion groups with other civilians and 
policemen? 

3. What do you think the police participants have gai.r:!ed by participating 
in the discussion groups with civilians and other policemen? 

4. Has this program been of any value to you personally? If no, tell us 
why; If yes, also tell us why. 

5. WHICH PART OF THIS PROGR.A1iI DID YOU LIKE MOST AND WHY? 
6. HOi'! did you feel in your discussion group, in general? (Examples: 

comfortable, angry, nervous, anYious, bored, accepted by group, not 
acceptable, involved, felt progress was or was not being made, felt 
group encouraged or discouraged free participation, felt goals were or 
were not clear, etc.) 

7. Please tell us about your field experience. h~at did you do? 1ihere did 
you go? What did you like? ~lliat did you dislike? How many civilians 
and how many police officers went with you? 

g. HOW WILL YOUR ROLE AS A POLtOE OFFICER (if you are one) OR AS A CIVILIAi';j' 
BE CHANGED AS A RESULT OF THIS PROGRAH? (if it will not be changed 
tell us so and also tell us why) 

9. 11}HA T DO YOU FEEL SHOULD BE CHANGED TO MAKE OUR PROGRAM A BETTER ONE? 
10. IF YOU RAN A POLICE CONMUNITY RELATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM, WHAT ARE THE 

MOST IMPORTANT THINGS YOU WOULD LIKE TO TEACH THE CIVILIAN AND POLICE 
PARTICIPANTS? , . 

11. WHAT OTHER WAYS CAN YOU THINK OF WHICH WOULD BETTER RELATIONS BETWEEN 
POLICEMEN AND THE COMMUNITY, ASIDE FROM PROGRAMS LIKE OURS? 

12. DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING ELSE TO TELL US WHICH WE OUGHT TO KNOW AT THIS TIME? 
13. HOW MANY SESSIONS DID YOU ATTEND, NOT COUNTING THE FIELD EXPERIENCE? 

14. HOW MANY HOURS DID YOU SP1"ND ON THE FIELD EXPERIEI'lCE? 
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Appem:-:hx B 

POLICE CO~1UNITY RELATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 
(Given ol~ally one week after the end of the fif.th program) 

Name! ______________ Address: ____________ ~Apt. # ______ _ 

Phone :_,,,. ____ _ ____ Date Interviewed : _____ , Program 1/ ___ _ 

Behavior Change 

After leaving our program: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Did you recommend to anyone that th(ily participate? (circle) YES NO 
If YES: To Whom? 
Did you discuss the program with an~T young people? (circle) YES NO 
If YES: To Whom? 
Did you continue relationships with any policemen you met for the 
first time at our program? (circle) YES NO 
If YES: With whom? 
Did you discuss the program at the meetings of any organizations to 
10irtich you belong? ( circle) YES NO 
If YES: With Which Organiza tions? __________ _ 

If YES: Giv'e the dates for each organization and how many people 
you spoke to: 
If YES: What was the reaction from each organization: 

Have you called your Precinct or gone there in person to find out when 
the Precinct Council meetings are held? (circle) YES NO 
If YES: When did you do this? _________ _ 
If YES: ~ihat did you find out? 
Have you attended any Precinct Council meetings? (circle) YES NO 
If YES: When? 
Have you set up in any organizations, i..11 your home, or anywhere else a 
conferenQe or session between civilians and members of the Police Force? 
(circl~) YES NO If YES: W11en and where was it held, who sponsored it, 
how mal1Y civilians and hm'l many police appeared, and what happened? 
Which organizations? 
When and where was it held? 
How many police appeared and Kho were they? 

How many civilians appeared and who were they? 

8, Have you assist1d the police in their routble duties in any way since 
leaving our program? (circle) YES NO 
If YES; How? 
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POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNALE 

9. Have you jolned any organizations in the city a,s a result of 
participating in our program? (circle) YES NO 
If YES; vfuich organizations? 

10. If the Police Comnrunity Relations Training Prog~am were to be 
continued for another year, would you be willing to: 
(check the ones that apply) 

participate again 
help in organizing field trips 
be a discussion group leader 

-153-

11. If a Police Community Relations Training Program we~e to be set up 
right in your own neighborhood, within walking distance, would you 
be willing to: (check the ones that apply) 

participate 
___ help in organizing field trips 
___ be a discussion group leader 

Test. 

Right Wrong 

Right Wrong 

help in running the program, along with police officials 

? (1) 

? (2) 

The Newark Police Community Relations Training 
Program has been run by the Newark Police Department. 

The Newark Police Community Relations Training 
Program was funded by the Department of Health, 
Education, and Welfare of the Federal Government. 

Right Wrong ? (3 ) Unli);e other major cities in the United States, the 
Newark Police Department does not have a Community 
Relations unit. 

Right Wrong ? (4) There are limits to the amount of force which a 
policeman may use to overcome resistance on the 
part of a suspect. 

Right Wrcng ? (5) The poor and minority group members have a tendency 
to stereotype all police as being brutal. 

Right Wrong ? (6) The unemployment rate of the City of Newark is higher 
than that for the United States as a whole. 

Right Wrong ? (7) The purpose of the discussion groups in the Newark 
Police Conununity Relat.ions Training Program was 
primarily to have policemen teach civilians about 
police rules and practice. 

Right Wrong ? (8) Policemen have a tendency to be prejudiced against 
members of minority groups and the poor. 

Right Wrong ? (9) Poverty is a major factor in juvenile delinquency • 
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POLICE COMMUNITY RELA TIm-IS TRAINING PROGHAJvf FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Test (continu~d) 

Right v-Jrong ? (10 ) The poor community and members of minority group:3 
tend to see the police officer as representing t;le 
power structure of the enti1:.§. community. 

Right Wrong ? (11) In general, policemen feel that the recent decisions 
of the United States Supreme Court about interrogation 
procedures by policemen of suspe('.:'s help them con-
siderably. 

Right Wrong ? (12 ) Newark has sL~ Precinct Councils. 
'1 

Right Wrong ? (13 ) The Newark newspa.pers reported aL~oBt every speech 
presented in the Nei'lark Police Community Relations 
Training Program. 

Right Wrong ? (14) Many policemen feel that they are called upon to do 
things which are not really a part of their job. 

Right Wrong ? (15) Puerto Ricans were not well-represented in the Newark 
Police Community Relations Training Program, in 'terms 
of number of particir4nts. 

Right Wrong ? (16) Approximately ten per cent of the calls which the 
police receive do not involve protection or law 
enforcement. 

Right 1,lJrong ? (-17) Regardless of his assignment, a policeman in plain 
clothes is permitted to drink on duty in Ne~ark. 

Right Wrong ? (18) The rate of delinquency and crime is the same for 
all social classes. 

Right Wro~g ? (19) The Newark Police Department is of the opinion that 
it does not have enough members of minority groups 
on its Force. 

Right Wrong ? (20) The Newark Police Department has approximately 1400 
members. 

Forceci.-Choice 
1. If a policeman knocked on your door and asked you for information 

about a close friend of yours, wJuld you 
___ Question his right to get this information 

Give him only information that couldn't hurt your friend 
___ Tell him thing,s that would get you off the hook 
____ Tell the officer everything he wanted to know) including 

some things that would probably hurt your friend 
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POLICE COMMUNITY REM TIONS TRAINING PROG1iAN FOLLOW·-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 

EOT'c~d-·Choi-.QQ (continued) 

2. If a policeman asked you for information concerning a crime 
'which you saw closely, but di.d not know the criminals, would 
you 

tell him to leave you alone 
____ tell him you didn r t see the criminals closely enough 
____ be willing to look at mug shots to h('lp out, identify

ing the people you saw committing t~6 crime. 

3. If you saw a policeman in trouble, such as being attacked, 
,'/"ould you 

4. 

just watch 
_____ walk a\'lay 
___ call the station 
______ try to help him out on the spot or get others to do so 

If a policerr~n stopped you for qU8stionning because he suspected 
you of something, would you 
___ keep your mouth shut so you donlt get in trouble 
____ be ree:entful, because he 1 s got no right to question you 
___ try to help him 

Objectives of the Program 

How successful has the program been in accomplishing its objectives? 

VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

VA A ? U 'V'D 

vs S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

(1). To deveiop in law enforcement officers and the 
poor, an appreciation of civil and human rights, 
and the need for the preservation of these rights. 

(2) To develop in law enforcement officers the ability 
to meet and accept without undue militance, 
aggressiveness, hostility, or prejudice, police 
situations involving povert~r and/or minority 
groups. 

(3) To develop in law enforcement officers and the 
poor, an adequate social perspective. 

(4) To develop in law enforcement officers and the poor, 
an awareness of individual and group differences 
and similarities and of the need to avoid stereo
typing. 

(5) To help police derelnp a sensitivity to the effect 
their words and actions have on the public. 

(6) To develop in poor and minority, group people, 
insight into the causes of hostility against the 
police. 
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POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS TRAINING PROGRAM FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE 
Ob jectives of ,the J>rg,g.r.mn (continued) 
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VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? VU 

VS S ? U VU 

VS S ? U VU 

(7) To help poor and minority group people realize 
that, not only are measures being taken to 
elindnate discriminatory law enforcement, but 
that it is within their own power to help in 
the process. 

(S) To develop in law enforcement officers and the 
poor, a recognition and aWCl.rf-';~1eSS that miscon
ceptions about different ra ... ial, religious and 
nationality groups cause errors in judgement 
which can contribute to unfair law enforcement 
and community disorder. 

(9) To develop in law enforcement officers and the 
POOl', a recognition and al,'lareness of the role 
of anti-poverty and co~nunity relations agencies. 

(10) To develop in law enforcement officers, the 
improved skills requisite for anticipating and 
lneeting constructively, the human relations 
aspects of: a. incidents rooted in factors of 
poverty, race, religion and national origin: 
b. juve~ile offer~as: c. civil rights complaints; 
d. community tensions. 

(11) To help eliminate widely held negative attitudes 
toward the poor and minorities, and so encourage 
the development of channels of community and 
acceptance between disadvantaged groups and other 
citizens in the community. 

(12) To create a mutual appreciation of law enforcement 
problems by poor citizens ~nd law enforcement 
officers working and thinking together. 

(13) To provide a basis among poor citizens for future 
mutual cooperation with law enforcement officers 
in the task of achieving community stability and 
impl'ovement. 

Social Characteristics 
1. Age __ _ 
2. How many years of school did you complete? 

(check by asking) Did you graduate from high school? 
3. Do you live in: 

__ Public housing project 
____ :)ther apartment building 
___ Rented house or part of house 
__ . House you own 

4. Race: (circle) Negro Caucasian 
5. Do you belong to a Spanish-speaking group? (circle) YES No 
6. Are you unemployed? (circle) YES NO 
7. What is your occupation or if you are unemployed what was your 

la·st occupation? 
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POLICE COMMUNITY REIlI,TrONS TRAINllJG PROGRAH FOLJ,.JOv[~UP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Socia~ Ch2~~t~ri~cJ,~~ (continued) 

8. Are you receiving welfare paymEmts temporarily? (circle) Yes No 
9. At the time of your participation in our program were you 

affiliated with 
___ Neighborhood Youth Corps 
___ Blazer 
______ Se~or Citizens 
___ Newark Pre-School Council 
__ Other orgar..iza tion (specify) ___ _ 

10. Which ward do you live in? 
___ North· 

South 
___ East 
___ West 

Central 
____ Live outside Newark (specify where) 

11. Sex (circle) male fernale 
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A ppe;J.d:Lx. C 

FINAL EVALUATION OF LEADERS (Administered by Scientific Resources, Inc.) 

NAME. ____________________________________________ _ 

Participated in one week SRI Training Session October 17-21, 1966 
Yes 
No _______ _ 

Led discussion groups in the following sessions: 
1 ____ 2 3 4 5 ___ _ 

(Please check appropriate line) 
Please write a brief response to the following questions: 
1. Has this experience telped you to do a better job in police community 

relations? If so, how? 
2. In your opinion, what has been the impace of the total program on 

participants (police and civilian) 
3. What is the one most important understanding you have gained from 

this training and leading discussion groups? 
4. Have any changes (positive or negative) taken place in you as a 

result of your responsibilities and traj~ing in this prog~~m? 
Please complete the sentence based on your experience in this Police
Community Relations Program: 
1. I feel good about: 
2. I wonder if: 
3. I'fear that this training: 
4. Sometimes I think that: 
5. It always seems people are: 
6. We have two groups here that: 

Please finish the sentences referring to the other group. If you are a 
police officer refer to the civilian and vice-versa:. 

1. One thing I like about them is: 
2. They usually don't: 
3. One thing I dislike about them is: 
4. I'm not kidding, they always seem: 
5. I'll say one thing for them, they: 
6. Most people I know think that they are: 

Please write any comments concerning your discussion leader training or 
experience: 
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T;rgicB.l Fo::'mat QL.a..Prcgram Session 

Tuesday, January 17, 1967 

Session 5 WHAT DO POLICE EXPECT OF CIVILU,NS? 

9:00 A.H. Leadership Training Program~ Scientific Resources) Inc. 

9:15 A.H. 

9:30 A .H. 

Program opens 

Coffee Serv~d 
Plenary Session: ChairHan: Mr. Robert James 

1. ReviEw of previous session: Er. James 
2. Outline of the day1s program 
3 • Lecture: \'JHA T DO POLICE EXPECT OF CIVILIANS? 

Speaker: Nr • Oliver Kelly, Chief of Police, 
Newark, N.J. Problems of policemen in comtem
porary societ~r. Nature of the law enforcement 
functJ.on~ It is not tbe duty of the police alone 
to make people obey the law. Commlullty organizations 
are just as important. Organizations like churuhes 
and synagogues, political organizations; precinct 
councils, schools, city welfare, C0unty welfare, 
social workers, family agencies and many other 
organizations help. How they socialize people to be 
laW abiding and give people meaningful roles is to be 
noted. 'vJhat the Police Department is doing a.side 
from law enforcement: Community Relations division 
under Captain Tom Hartin; P .A.L. Precinct Councils; 
Neighborhood Youth Corps Police Trainee Progra.m; etc. 

Types of complaints received by police. 
What civilians can do to help in this respect. 

10 :45 A .M. Disc~tssion Groups 

1. '. Discussion of Chief Kellyfs talk. 
2. Role play situations in which civilians aid the police. 

11:45 A.H. Plenary Session: Chairman: Mr. Robert James 
1. Summar:T of the session 
2. Preview of the next session 

12:00 Adjournment fol" participants 
Training session for leaders 

12:30 A.M. Adjournment for leaders 
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Appendix E 

Program'Topics and Format 

Program #1 - 9:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M. 

Session 

Tuesday, November 1, 196f.l 

Speaker: Hr. James 1. 'I'hreatt, Project Director 

J!.T,Q,;Qic" Objectives of The Newark Police Community Relations Training Program 

Thursda'v, November 3, 1966 

Speaker: Mrs. Bessie N. Hill, Member Board of Governors, Rutgers, 
The State University. 

tlTopic ll IISom.e Problems of The Poor l : 

.T}lesday, November 8, 1966 

Speaker: Dr. Charles F. Marden 

IITopic ll The Relationship Between Dominent Mintwity Relations and Police 
Community Relations and The Nature of Prejudice. 

1.hursday. November l(h 1966 

Speaker: Mr. Dominick A. Spina, Director, Newark Police Department 

IITopic" I·Police Community Relations and Role Conflict Among Police Officers" 

Tuesdav, Novembe~ 15, 1966 

Speaker: Dr. Hannah Levin, Assft, Professor of Psychology, Rutgers, 
The State University 

"Topic" "Why PoYerty Causes Crime and DelinqUE'1cyll 

Thursday, November 17, 1966 

Speaker: Dean Willard Heckel, Rutgers laJ"f School 

II Topic " Police Procedures, Human Rights; and Court Decisions 
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November 17, 1966 - November 30, 1966, Field Trips 

Group Discussions 

Tuesday, Dece~b§£ 6, 1966 Awarding of Certificates 

Program # 2 

Session - 1 

Tu.esday. JanuaDl.2, 1967 

Speaker: Mr. Donald Malafronte, Adminiztrative Assistant, Office of the Mayor 

"Topic!! Underst.anding The Newark Community 

lhursdav. J &,uarv S, 1967 

Session - 2 

.speaker: 1-'11'8. Dee Hennoch, Assistant Professor of Speech and Drama, 
Bloomfield College. 

11 Topic 11 IlWby Do Civilians Resent The Police?" 

!~esdav, Januarv 10, 1967 

Session - 3 

Speaker: Mrs. Bessie N. Hill, Retired Educator, Member Board of Governors, 
Rutgers, The State University 

, "Topic II "Why We See Each Other Differentlyll 

Thursda.y, Ja.nuary--~1967 

Sessi 9n - 4 

Speaker: Dr. Fra) ,k Scarpetti, Assistant Professor, Sociology Department, 
Rutgers, The State University 

iiTopic ii Why May Poverty Lead To Crime And Delinquency 
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Tugsdav, Januarv 17, 1967 

Session - 5 

Speaker: Mr. Oliver Kelley, Chief of Police, Newark, New Jersey 

"Topic II ~1hat Do Policemen Expect of Civilians? 

Thursday, January 19, 1967 

Session - 6 

Speaker: Mr. Bayard Rustin, Executive Director, A. Phillip Randolph 
Institute , New York City 

If Topic II How Does The Civil Rights Movemont Affect The Police Conrrnunity 
Relaticns? 

T~esdav, January 2k, 1967 

S<)ssion - 7 

Speaker: Mr. Bruce Pemberton, Scientific Resources, Inc. 

"Topic" What Are The Problems In Police Conrrnunity Relations and What Are 
Some of The Solutions? 

1'~ursdc<1v. January 29-,- 1967 

Session - 8 

II Topic If v.lhat Can Be Done In The Future To Assure Improvement In Police 
Community Relations? 

T'uesday, Januarv 11, 1967 

Session - 9 

Evaluaticn and Presentation of Certificates 
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Program # 3 

February 14, Tuesday 7:00 P.M. 
Problems in Police Community Relations, How These Relations Hay Be 
Improved 

Speaker: Asst. Chief Inspector Lloyd M. Sealy 
Police Department of New York City 

February 16, - Thursday 7:00 P.M. 
The Role of Prejudice in Police Community Relations 

Speaker: Dr. Dan Dodson - Director, Center for Human Relations and 
Community Studies - New York University 

February 21, - Tuesday 7:00 P.M. 
Newark - The Citv We Live In 

Speaker: Mr. Donald Malafronte, Administrative Aide to MaY0r 
Addonizio, Newark, New Jersey 

February 23, - Thursday 7:00 P.M. 
Relationshiu of Poverty to Delinguencv and Crime 

Speaker: Dr. Hannah Levin, Department of Psychology - Rutgers 
The State University, Newark, N.J. 

February 28, - Tuesday 7:00 P.M. 
Role PlaYing as a Technigue for Understandin~ 

Directnr: Mrs. Dee Hennoch, Asst. Professor of Speech q,nd Drama, 
Bloomfield College, Bloomfield, New Jersey 

March 2, - Thursday 7:00 P.H. 
ReCetlt Supreme Court Decisions As They Relate to Human Rights 

Speaker: Judge William F. Smith, Third Federal District Court 
of Appeals, Newark, New Jersey 

March 7, - Tuesday 7:00 P.M. 
Underst,.b. ding - A Kev to Communication 

Speaker: Dr. Frank Cordasco, Educational Consultant,Migration 
Division, Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and Professor at 
Montclair state College 

~furch 9, - Thursday 7:00 P.M. 
The Police Community Relations Tra.i.nin&..Erogram Afl I Se~ It 

Speakers:' Panel Members to be drawn from Class Groups' 

Awarding of Certificates of Corrmendation: 

Speaker: Mr. Dominick A. Spina, Director, Newark Police Department 
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Program #4 

March 14, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 
Orientation, group organization, Definition of Problems: 

(a) Civilian 
(b) Police 

March 16, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 
Barriers to Police Ninority Group Understanding 
Speaker: Dr. Harold A. Lett - Consultant 

National Conference of Christians & J evlS 

Washington, D.C. 
March 21, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 

Povertv and Human Rj.ghtll. 
Speaker: Mr. William vloile, Director United Community Corporation 

Newark, New Jersey 
Narch 23, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 

Impact of Recent Su~reme Court DecisionsJJP-on Human ~hts 
Speaker: Dean I-lillard C. Heckel, Rutgers University Law School 

Newark, New Jersey 
March 28, - Tuesday 9: 00 A .1'·1. 

liThe Coruerlt - A Movie 
Narrated by two (2) South Side High School Seniors 
Discussed by Assembled class. 

Vl8.rch 30, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 
Crime A.nd Delinquencv _ 
Speaker: To Be Announced 

April 4, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 
Role Q.f the Pres.§. 
Speaker: Henry A. Staziak, Hanaging Editor 

Newark Star Ledger, Newark, New Jersey 
April 6, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 

Closing Excercise 
Values To Be Derived From Direct Conununication 
Speaker: Police Chief Kelley 

Awarding of Certificates. 

FIELD TRIPS 

Field Trips to sites of interest will be arranged dt~:::'ing discussion 
periods. 

Copies of suggested, available trips will be distributed by group 
leaders. 

Trips may be arranged on a group basis, or may be enlarged to include 
any class particip&nt interested in visiting a designated site. 

It is, expected that each person will go on at least two field trip·s'. 
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Program # 5 

April 18, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 

Orientation, Organization of Groups, Definition of Problem Areas. 
By: Staff members, Group leaders, Class members 

April 20, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 
Role Plaving as a Tecr~que for Improving Understan1in-& 

Director: Mrs. Dee Hennoch, Asst. Professor of Speech and Drama 
Bloomfield College, Bloomfield, New Jersey 

April 25, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 
The Press - Its Influence Upon Intergroup Relationshins 

Speaker: Mr. Mal Goode, Television & Radio Correspondent 
7 West 66th Street 
New York, New York 

April 27, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 
The Role of the Policeman In Comtemporarv Society 

Speaker: Mr. Robert }:angrum, Regional Director, OoE.O 
295 l1adison Avenue 
New York, New York 

May 2, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 
Barriers To Police Minoritv Group Unde~din~ 

Speaker: Dr. Harold Lett, Consultant On Human RelatiQns 
National Conference of Christians and Jews. 

May 4, - Thursday 9 :00 A .tL 
Fovertv and Human Right~ -'. 

Speaker:, Dr. Emily Alman, Psychology Department, D~u~iass:qollege . ~ 

Nm·r Brunswick, New Jersey . 
, '. 

May 9, - Tuesday 9:00 A.M. 
Delingl'§.. ~cy and Crime 

Speaker,: Dr,. Paul Lipsitt, Asst. Professor Law and Psychology 
Boston University, Boston, "l'1assac:l1usetts .... ' 

May 11, - Thursday 9:00 A.M. 

Awarding of CeJ;'t:i.ficates - Director Dominick Spina 
Newark Police Department 
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